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A B S T RAe T

This study documents and interprets the collective

store of traditional knowledge concerning the manifestation.

protection and preservation of sacred forests in Kathmandu

Valley. Nepal. It essentially investigates the phenomenon of

"sacred forests" through a cognitive study of its associated

cultural tradition and religious belief system. A biological

examination of natural components in the light of cultural

findings provides a bio-cultural perspective of the subject.

Oral interviews and on-site observations at 45 selected

sacred forest sites form the basis of collected data. A

combined historico-cultural/religio-geographic approach.

documenting oral tradition. iconographical and ethno

botanical evidence, contributes to an analysis of sacred

forests as bio-cultural landscape units representing a

religio-cultural tradition of nature preservation. Present

preservation attitudes and initiatives, along with circum

stantial evidence of the physical condition of sacred forest

sites, are considered in the analysis of the present status

of sacred forest preservation and the relative importance of

traditional prohibitions, values and beliefs.

The combined evidence suggests that the sacred forests

of Kathmandu Valley are bio-cultural landscape units of

biological, cultural. religious and historical significance.
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PRE F ACE

History. as anything else. is seen and understood
by where a person stands on the mountain.

All people climb the same mountain. The mountain.
however. has many pathways and every pathway has a
different view. A person knows and understands only
what he sees from his own pathway. and as he moves.
his view will change. Only when he reaches the top
of the mountain he will see and understand all the
views of mankind. but who among us has reached the
top of the mountain?

Tomorrow. we too will see a different view. We have
not finished growing.

Kailiohe Kameekua

xiii



I. I N T ROD U C T ION

If the Garden of Eden survived today. replete with its

primeval flora and original historico-religious artifacts.

how would one go about investigating this bio-cultural

anachronism? What is it? Where is it? Why is it there? What

does it mean? Who cares?

Veritable Edens. or sacred forests. do exist today in a

few cultural landscapes of the world. where their appearance

is often dramatically observable and accountable. These

ancient sanctuaries recall an historical past. and survive

as both biological and cultural enigmas in an increasingly

desacralized world. As living legends representing a unique

religiously-oriented environmental tradition. they provide a

mixed blessing for modern preservationists.

An underlying assumption of this study is that sacred

forests are important landscape areas of biological. cul

tural. historical. and religious significance worthy of

preservation. Constituting areas of relatively undisturbed

natural vegetation. they have enjoyed a protected status

over considerable spans of time primarily because of their

associated religio-cultural beliefs.

In very recent times. however. their sacred boundaries

have begun to be challenged by land reforms. management

problems. changing traditional and religious concepts. and

population pressure. Their continued preservation rests on
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responsible collective action within their respective human

environmental systems. Unfortunately. in many parts of the

world where sacred forests exist. the belief systems on

which their preservation has been based are beginning to

weaken at the same time as the need for their preservation

is becoming more and more urgent (see Gadgil 1985;

Rathakette et al. 1985; Eagles 1984; Hajra 1981; Gadgil &

Vartak 1975).

The people of Nepal possess ancient. deeply-rooted.

traditional beliefs concerning the protection and

preservation of sacred forests. However. these local beliefs

have been largely ignored in the efforts by rural develop

ment forestry programs and conservation education strategies

to address the urgent problem of deforestation. Since

perception. cognition and decision-making are the critical

functional linkages between people and their environment.

any attempt to understand these linkages must penetrate

deeper than the present surface rhetoric of political.

ecological or economic explanations to include the role of

socio-religious tradition. There has been little research

to fully examine or understand this rich knowledge and

belief base in the context of forest preservation in Nepal.

2



OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

As its title suggests. this survey of Kathmandu Valley's

sacred forests encompasses a bio-cultural perspective (Tuan

1987) based on the unifying assumption that biological facts

and cultural concepts are in this instance indivisible.

Also. in recognition of an historico-religious geography and

its associated socio-religious tradition encountered in the

field. in spirit. this survey follows a traditional approach

[i.e .• the institution of Ban Yatra (Skrt.= forest

pilgrimage)] to the topic under study. The chief objectives

of this study are:

[1] to document environmental perceptions and traditional
local beliefs related to the protection and preservation
of sacred forests in Kathmandu Valley;

[2] to understand human interactions with the sacred natural
environment and the process of decision-making based on
these perceptions and beliefs;

[3] to identify elements of this belief system that are
relevant to modern concepts of preservation.

ORGANIZATION

Sacred forests are considered here as cultural land-

scape phenomena. Their occurrence. and their preservation.

in the landscape of Kathmandu Valley is assumed to be the

result of an historical, religio-cultural demarcation of

sacred space. The investigation of their religio-cultural

and material content falls ~~ithin the discipline of human

3



geography. which recognizes the efficacy of viewing

landscape phenomenon as object and subject. This study

incorporates both the synthetic. objective view of the

outsider. and the symbolic, subjective view of the

inside~. In addition, it attempts a [supra-] "super

organic" view of the phenomena by examining their

historical and contemporary socio-political underpinnings

(see Duncan 1981:198).

Kathmandu Valley is not the exclusive bio-cultural

domain of sacred forests past or present. Therefore. a

general survey of previous research and relevant literature

is necessary in order to elucidate geographical, historical.

biological. religious and cultural antecedents of the

subject under study (see Chapter II). Examples of an ethno

botanical approach to understanding the phenomena of sacred

forests in India have been provided by Gadgil and Vartak

(1981) and Nair and Mohanan (1981). Pei (1985), Rathakette

et al. (1985) and Hajra (1981) have examined cultural and

religious beliefs associated with sacred forests in China.

Thailand and India. respectively. While these studies

present detailed. site-specific analyses within their

respective disciplines, the incorporation of this informa

tion into larger theoretical models is lacking.

Where and how sacred forests appear in the cultural and

physical landscape of Kathmanu Valley are important clues to

their identification. Germane to this investigation is the

4



geographical. religiously defined issue of sacrec space.

Fickler (1962:94) proposes that because "religious phenomena

appear in a real relationship with the earth's surface.

[they] can be studied geographically. [and their investiga

tion] is the scientific task of the geography of religions.

which forms a branch of cultural geography." Other cultural

geographers who have explored sacred space as landscape

expression include Bonnemaison 1985; Tanaka 1984; Jackson &

Henrie 1983; Grapard 1982; Murton 1979; Relph 1976; and

Tuan 1976. On-site observations and documentation of key

identifiable cultural. physical and perceptual features of

45 different sacred forests provide evidence for an

analysis of their "topographical religiosity" (see Chapter

III).

Documentation of the biological features of sacred

forests can provide not only a record of the past and

present "biology of the woods." but also an indication of

past and present human-forest relations (Sheail 1983).

Species composition (including a vernacular classification

and associated ethno-botanical information) and general

observations of site biophysical/environmental conditions.

based primarily on oral account supported by first-hand

observation and limited historical record. form the extent

of the biological picture in this survey (see Chapter IV).

While a complete ecologically based assessment would be

desirable. it is beyond the scope and intentions of this

5



project. Rather, the chief aim here is to examine the

cognitive environment as something that is relevant to an

ecological analysis in general (see Ellen 1982:219).

According to Moore (1976:xii). "Cognition of the

environment imples not only that individuals and groups have

information and images about the existence of their environ

ments and of their constituent elements. but also that they

have impressions about their character. function. dynamics

and structural interrelatedness. and that they imbue them

with meaning. significance and mythical-symbolic proper

ties." The constructs of religious imagination seem to

involve a sacralization of some el~ments of terrestial

geography. and all cultures have tended to assign sanctity

to different categories of natural objects (Sopher 1967:47).

Because sacred forests are culturally defined landscape

entities. they also exist on a cognitive level and must

therefore be embodied in some type of symbolic form in order

that they remain common social property. and that their

integrity over time be continued.

Kathmandu Valley is fertile ground for any investigation

of oral tradition. and in the area of sacred forest lore it

is especially prolific. A total of 150 interview respondents

selected at 45 sacred forest sites provide an oral record

documenting the oral tradition surrounding sacred forests.

Chapter V faithfully records these myths and legends faith

fully transmitted.

6



The relative permanence of sacred space is a function of

the permanence of ideas which gave rise to the perception of

sanctity. The assumption here is that religious views tend

to be permanent: thus, sacred space associated with mythico

religious origins tenqs to be permanent (Jackson & Henrie

1983:98). Although sacred forests, as biological entities,

are not really permanent (in a biophysical sense), but may

only sometimes reflect primary conditions, those that are

present in the environment are there by virtue of the

sanctity (and protection) assigned to them by religious

antecedents as well as by their association with a sacred

site (see Chapter VI).

Bolle (1969:127-131) posits that, "Orderly human life

presupposes a specific, local, sacred presence." The signi

ficance of a sacred place can be grasped not only by under

standing the symbolic nature of the specific location, but

also its liturgical function, for the "symbolism of being

there" is not merely a static imagery: it is "alive."

Because religion integrates a traditional society by

providing it with a common framework of meaning and

experience, it serves as an important expression of the

basic ideas, values, attitudes and assumptions found in its

culture. From a system dynamics viewpoint, ethical structure

is a part of the governing policies of a society: religious

beliefs, teachings, and traditions (in the form of religious

documents, rituals, taboos and doctrine) are thus part of

7



a society's poi icy structure (Forrester 1973:346). In

attempting to understand the cultural basis of sacred forest

protection and preservation, it is assumed that these

traditional cultural values and beliefs may provide

positive ideological support and legitimacy to the task of

maintaining long-term goals and subordinating short-term

conflicting goals (see Chapter VII).

An important aspect of a value system is how nature is

regarded and whether it is considered an object of exploita

tion or preservation (Whyte 1977:91). An understanding of

present popular attitudes concerning the preservation of

sacred forests, in the light of observations of actual

conditions, is therefore necessary in evaluating present

and future behavior. This investigation presupposes that

traditional environmental attitudes associated with sacred

forests of Kathmandu Valley may be an important source of

information that could increase, complement and enrich

overall scientific understanding, particularly with respect

to the design and implementation of modern, culturally

relevant, preservation strategies (see Chapter VIII).

A summary and discussion of the significant findings of

the research follows in the concluding chapter (Chapter IX).
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FIELD METHODS

A holistic perspective. utilizing geographical. biolo

gical. historico-cultural. religious. socio-political and

environmental record. is attempted here for the purpose of

obtaining as comprehensive a picture of the phenomena as

possible. In addition. this perspective is broadened by

the inclusion of oral record and participant observation.

Further analysis is based on verbal. photographic. carto

graphic and statistical description.

The fieldwork commenced in September. 1988. with the

selection of a test site where a structured interview format

was developed and adjusted to local parlance. During this

initial six-week trial period: [1] a field assistant was

selected and trained in interviewing techniques; [2] key

informants. academic colleagues. professional personnel and

local residents were contacted and consulted on cultural

orientation topics of the field study; [3] intensive

language study was completed; and [4] several religious

leaders of Kathmandu Valley were visited to obtain their

advice and support for the proposed work.

Several key informants. including resident Tibetan and

Sanskrit scholars. provided information about important

written guides to sacred places in Kathmandu Valley. These

religious geographies. written in Newari. Sanskrit and

Tibetan and published in Nepal. China and Tibet. served as

9



guides (i.e., textual descriptions with place names and

maps) for people making pilgrimages to holy places in Nepal

during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. From these

texts, an itinerary was formulated in which sites would be

visited in an order that (1) coincided with the timing of

special festivals and religious observances and (2) adhered

to a prescribed pilgrimage route, i.e., a complete

circumambulation of Kathmandu Valley, the Valley itself

being considered a sacred place.

This field plan, because of the very nature in which it

was carried out, involved movement (altogether 1500 kilo

meters on foot and bicycle) along a prescribed route. The

study proceeded along the rim of the Valley (where a

majority of the sites were located), and as it progressed,

additional sites were added to the list based on new

information from oral interviews. Forty-five sacred forest

sites were identified in the course of three successive

circumambulations of the Valley over a period of six-months.

Each site was visited on several occasions to conduct on

site interviews and to make on-site observations of key

identifiable features. Participant observation involved

conducting the research in strict observance of local

custom regarding approach to and behavior within each site.

10



ON-SITE TAPED INTERVIEWS

A major objective of the field research centered on

eliciting local beliefs and environmental perceptions

concerning sacred forests. This was accomplished through

on-site taped interviews (see Appendix 1 for structured

field interview questions). Those interviewed were not

selected by a random method; rather. selection was based on

those individuals available at each site who would most

likely provide the most information. A total of 150 inter

views. ranging from one to six hours in length. were taped

at 45 different sites, later translated and transcribed.

Those interviewed represent more than 40 ethnic. caste and

sub-caste groups from a mostly illiterate. non-urban. resi

dent population (average age 47 years; 84 percent male).

Most include resident priests and caretakers. farmers.

village elders and officials. pilgrims and forest guards.

Throughout all the interviews. people were very coopera

tive. supportive and receptive to the objectives of the

research. The interview itself was most often seriously

regarded as a vehicle or opportunity for exercising the

oral tradition associated with sacred forests. The success

of this transmission of knowledge was to a large extent

enhanced by the qualifications of the field assistant, who

was selected because of his: [1] conversational skills

(fluency in Nepali. Newari, Tamang and Hindi); [2] social

11



standing in the community as a Brahmin and therefore

respected by and approachable to all other castes:

[3] religious tolerance, as a Hindu married to a Newari

Buddhist: [4] local botanical and geographical knowledge:

and [5] illiteracy, so that he was not intellectually

intimidating and did not harbor theoretical preconceptions.

These data from the taped interviews yield an unprece

dented oral record documenting: [1] local beliefs about

sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley: [2] the environmental

history of Kathmandu Valley as revealed through myths and

legends about sacred forests: [3] the sacred geography of

Kathmandu Valley: [4] present attitudes concerning the

ownership, management, protection, and preservation of

sacred forests: and [5] local biological knowledge of sacred

forests of the Valley. Data collected here are used for both

qualitative and quantitative analyses of the topic under

discussion.

PARTICIPANT OBSERVATION

A checklist and inventory of 63 items was developed to

mark the presence of key identifiable cultural, physical and

perceptual features of sacred forest sites (see Appendix 2).

These features include the location. elevation. vegetation

cover, boundaries, viewshed, archeological, architectural,

sculptural and cultural artifacts. and distinguishing

12



biophysical and topographical features of each site. This

list evolved from certain observations made during the first

circumambulation of the 45 individual sites: as the study

progressed from one site to the next, certain common themes

became evident in the data collection. By documenting the

presence of these common features, a clear definition

emerged of sacred forests based on their observable consti

tuent elements.

A complete or thorough inventory of checklist features

was not attempted. The main intention here was to simply

"flag" the presence of a particular feature as a precursory

exercise to a future, more systematic investigation by

specialists. For example, archeological features, sometimes

occurring in very large numbers, were not classified

according to size, style or origin. Similarly, an inventory

of biological features such as crown density and cover type

was based only on rough estimation. Using this method, each

site was consistently documented, or "flagged," in order to

provide "sacred forest profiles." These data are used for a

comparative and general analysis of features observed at all

the sites. These observations were also recorded on color

slide and black-and-white negative film.

The last portion of the field research focussed on ways

to understand the phenomena of sacred forests in the context

of "official." modern. landscape preservation strategy in

Kathmandu Valley. This involved meetings and consultations

13



with 50 professionals and government officials in Kathmandu.

notably district and national forestry officers. botanists,

conservationists. archeologists. environmental planners and

development personnel. These "official perceptions" of

sacred forests are used in a descriptive analysis of the

socio-political aspects of sacred forest preservation.

An attempt to elicit additional views resulted in an

exhibition of black-and-white photographs entitled "Sacred

Nature" in Kathmandu at the end of the field study. The

exhibit provided an opportunity to display the visual

findings of the research (see Figures throughout the text)

and to obtain reactions from the intelligentsia of urban

Kathmandu Valley in response to the theme of the research.

Because sacred forests are biologically. culturally and

religiously "sensitive areas." a consideration of certain

ethical issues has guided all phases of the study. For

example. in order to avoid the risk of violation or over

exposure. access routes to sacred forests. and a detailed

mapping of their exact locations. have not been included. In

addition. to preserve the anonymity of the speakers. exact

sources are not identified. i.e .• all quotations without

specific references appearing in the text should be assumed

to be taken from the pool of interview responses. Finally.

in observance of the oral tradition. transliteration of

Nepali terms in the text follows colloquial usage.

14



I I. ANT E C E DEN T S

Sanskrit and Pali literature provides the primary source

of information for investigating the cultural. social. reli

gious and botanical antecedents of the phenomena of sac~ed

forests on the Indian Sub-Continent. to which Nepal is also

geographically and historically connected. That sacred

forests characterized important regions of ancient India's

sacred geography has been attested by numerous and scattered

references which for the larger part have remained widely

dispersed for centuries in India's vast and often obscure

sacred literature. elusive to broad-ranging bibliographical

technique or scholarly inquiry. A complete or exhaustive

search of the subject is obviously beyond the limitations

of this present study. Although much work in primary

sources remains to be done. the task has been initially

lightened by several secondary works. including geographical

dictionaries and indices of well-known religious texts

(e.g .• Bharadwaj 1986; Law 1976c; Dey 1927). Specific

references to sacred forests in ancient Nepal are discussed

in Chapter VI. Here. the main objective is to provide

an initiatory view of sacred forests in ancient India as

a basis for an historical analysis of the phenomena.

Archival research under the broad subject heading of

"sacred forests in ancient India" suggests that no compre

hensive text exists. Secondary works dealing with the flora
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of ancient India. however. provide many key references for

the botanical and etymological classification of sacred

forests found in Sanskrit texts (see Banerji 1980; Sharma

1977; Gupta 1971: Agrawala 1963).

Panini (VIII.4.a cited in Banerji 1980:17) classifies

forests generically as: [1] Osadhi-vana or those producing

herbs (e.g .• durva-vana. murva-vana) and [2] Vanaspati-vana

or those producing timber trees (e.g .• devadaru-vana). The

word~ connotes either natural forests (e.g .• Puraqavana.

Misrakavana) or cultivated groves (e.g .• Amravana. Iksuvana)

(Panini VIII.4.4 I.e.). In addition. an ordinary forest (in

size) was called aranva. while an extensive forest was known

as aranyani (Panini IV.1.49 I.e.).

Sacred forests cannot be definitely identified in

Panini's work since he uses both proper and common names.

While some of these proper names are known in Pali litera

ture. they may not have been big forests but mere groves of

trees situated in the vicinty of towns or cities (Agrawala

1963:42-43). It becomes evident. then. that sacred forests

need further definition through historical and/or cultural

contextualiztion.

ARANYA AND VANA

Hopkins (1915:8.80) defines "divine groves" as those

that grow between heaven and earth [i.e .• they are usually
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found on mountains]. The Grove of Deodars and the Grove of

Kadalis on Mt. Gandhmadana are typical of the vanam divyam

or devaranyani which are sacred to the gods and in which the

gods perform religious rites. Another example of a divine

grove is that found by Yudhisthira on his journey. where

there are altars and shrines of saints and gods (e.g .•

Vasus. Maruts. Ganas. Asvins. Yama. Aditya. Kubera. Indra.

Vishnu. Savitr. Bhava. Candra. Surya. Varuna. Rudra. and

Sarasvati). These forests or groves. like all forests.

mountains. and rivers of the earth. were considered in Vedic

times to have no owners.

According to the Brahmanical conception of the world. as

preserved in the Epics and the Puranas. Jambudvipa is one of

the four great continents which includes India. In the

Papancasudani (Panini II.423 cited in Law 1973:xvi). Jambu

dvipa is referred to as a ~ or forest. Its name is

derived from iambu fruit [Syzygium cumini. a pioneer

species which is also the sacred tree of Tibet] growing

there (Awasthi 1965:12). In Jambudvipa 'trifling in number

are the pleasant parks. the pleasant groves. the pleasant

grounds and lakes. while more numerous are the steep preci

pitous places. unfordable rivers. dense thickets of stakes

and thorns and inaccessible mountains' (Angutarra Nikaya

I.35 cited in Law 1973:xvii).

The Devipurana (LXXIV cited in Law 1976a:41) names nine

sacred forests or aranyas of ancient India: Saindhava.
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Dandakaranya. Naimisa. Kurujangala. Utpalaranya. Jambumarga.

Puskara and Himalaya. The Mahabharata lists 12 sacred

forests: Gandhahamadana. Devadaruvana. Naimisharanyavana.

Saugandhikavana. Kamyakavana. Daitavana. Champakaranya.

Palasavana. Khandavaprastha. and Sitavana (Suryavanshi 1986:

242). In both these works. the terms aranya and~ seem to

be characteristically used in the nomenclature of sacred

forests. Law (1976a:40-41) indicates that they could also be

designated as sayamiatavana [natural forests] or aqamakam

arannam [a forest without any human habitation].

The Mahabharata (ca. 500-200 B.C.) is probably the

oldest work that contains a complete picture of sacred

places in ancient India (Suryavanshi 1986:35.204). It is a

portrayal of features of ancient India's physical and cul

tural geography. which are described in terms of a religious

geography through the institution of tirtha(s) (see also

Bhumi-Khanda) (Hazra 1940). These tirtha(s). representing

the religious personality of Bharatavarsha as illustrated in

the Aranyakaparva. include a wide range of natural objects

(e.g .• forests) as sacred centers of pilgrimage in the

wanderings [tirthayatra] of the Pandavas (Suryavanshi

1986:203-207). The sacred forests thus enumerated can be

located on the basis of topographic evidence. and are

depicted as vast romantic wildernesses full of natural

wealth. "untrodden by any human being" (l.c.:140-146).
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In ancient Indian topography tirtha(s) also included

cities and towns and their environs. In the time of Panini

(IV.4.72 cited in Dube 1967:133). the boundaries of such

villages. towns and cities were often marked by natural for-

tifications such as forests [~]. An example of this kind

of religious topography is the city of Madhura (Mathura) as

described in the Bhagavata Purana. It is protected by the

Cakra or "disc of Vishnu" and thus is also called Gopala-

puri (Gupta 1971:8). This puri [city] is surrounded by 12

sacred forests or ~(s) (l.c.:9) which are listed along

with their taxonomic description:

1. Brhad-vana
2. Madhu-vana
3. Tala-vana
4. Bahula-vana

5. Kumuda-vana
6. Khaira-vana
7. Bhadra-vana
8. Bhandira-vana
9. Sri-vana

10. Loha-vana
11. Brnda-vana
12. Maha-vana

from Brhad or large (Ficus bengalensis?)
from Madhu. a tree (Bassia latifolia)
from Tala. palm (Borassusu flabbifera)
from Bahula. cardamon (Amomum subulatum

or Elettaria caramomum)
from Kumuda. lotus (Nelumbium speciosum)
from Khadira (Acacia catechu)
from Bhadra (Gmelina asiatica)
from Bhandira (Ficus bengalensis)
from Sri. Lakshmi. Sribriksha (Aegle

marmelos)
from Loha. a plant (Aloe agallochum)
from Brnda or Tulsi (Ocimum sanctum)
from Maha or great

These 12 ~(s) are connected with Puranic legends and

are mentioned by name in the Mathura Mahatmya (Growse 1871:

39). They are presided over by 12 Adityas. 11 Rudras. eight

Vasus. seven Rsis. Brahma. Nanada. the five Vinayakas

(Moda. Pramoda. Amoda. Sumukha and Durmukha). Viresvara.

Rudresvara. Vises-vara. Gopalas-vara. 9hadres' vara and 24
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Shiva linga(s) (Gupta 1971:9). In addition. they are

included together with 24 upavana(s) [groves] as part of

the pilgrimage called "Ban-jatra" (Growse 1871:38-39).

According to a set of codified religious principles

governing town planning. ancient Indian communities often

took the form of garden-villages or garden-cities. In fact.

"almost all ancient Indian cities of note were more or less

garden cities" (Dutt 1977:298). Following an exogenous lay

out. villages. towns and cities were planned around a cen

tral sacred complex consisting of shrines. temples. tanks.

gardens and open space (1.c.:245). Ancient texts recommended

certain trees like Azadirachta indica and Aeqle marmelos for

domestic orchards because of their anti-malarial properties

(1.c.:249). Parks and groves were dedicated and planted

with sacred or "lordly" trees as needed by Brahmin or

Buddhist priests according to their observances (Burkill

1962:278).

ARANA

Law (1976b) relies heavily on Pali literature for his

systematic exposition of the geography of Buddhism. He

regards Pali literature the most important for his purposes

because "localities mentioned in the Pali writings belong

for the most part to the real world" (1.c.:2). The geogra

phical information (i.e .• about parks and forests) contained
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in the Pali texts. from the time of the Buddha to about

Asoka. is more exhaustive and elaborate than that available

from later Sanskrit Buddhist texts. Moreover. Law (I.e.)

regards these early Buddhist texts. supplemented by Jain and

Brahmanical sources. to be the main source of historical and

geographical information of ancient India "from a time when

Indian history emerges from confusions and uncertainties of

semi-historical legends and traditions to a more definite

historical plane."

The Pali term arama is given several meanings as

defined by various sources: [1) a park or garden. designa

tion of a Buddhist vihara [convent or monastery) (Geiger

1912:295); [2) pleasure. delight. a park. a monastery

(Mahathera 1957:45); and [3) a pleasure ground (Niyogi 1980:

49). The Padma Purana (I.6.32.34 cited in Sharma 1977:xii)

tells us that to grow fruit orchards [arama(s)) and to

donate them was taken as a great religious and social

service. In the religious texts where this term appears.

the connotation is not always clear: one might assume that

an arama could be any combination of a park or a garden

with or without a monastery and a fruit orchard.

One explanation of this term is provided by Law (1958:1)

who suggests that arama is similar to terms such as vihara.

asrama or sangharama in that it denotes the same idea of a

hermitage or monastery. In ancient India. tapasa(s)

[hermits) often chose sylvan environments in which to build
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their hermitages. often in sequestered valleys near rivers.

streams and lakes or on the banks or at the confluence of

sacred rivers such as the Ganga or the Jamuna (Bhat & Talim

1969:14i Muller 1882:291-294). Fences were built around

these hermitages. and inside these enclosures mango and

other fruit trees were grown.

The forest-life of hermits [Vanaprastha]. a well

ordered tradition occurring allover India. included royal

princes [who became tirthankara(s)]. revered teachers. holy

sages. sophists. prophets or founders of schools (Law 1958:

2). Hermitages wherein dwelt a large number of hermits were

known as asrama(s). There is evidence that neighboring

places of these hermitages later became sites of important

cities. so that the forests were converted into royal

capitals and "delightful human localities" (I.e.).

Arama(s). as distinguished from asrama(s). were retreats

of wandering Brahmin ascetics [Brahmana paribrajaka(s)] and

depended entirely on public charity (1.c.:3). The Epics and

the Puranas provide examples of both types of hermitages.

In the early Buddhist texts. arama(s) were simply groves.

parks or gardens where the Buddha and/or Buddhist monks

rested intermittently during their long sojourns. especially

during the rainy season (Bloom 1972:117). References in

both Pali and Sanskrit literature show that they were: [1]

large parks in the suburbs containing pavillions owned by

wealthy citizens; or [2] they were public gardens. parks or
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large groves in the vicinity of most cities (Basham 1954:

202-203). Vesali. the ancient capital of the Licchavis in

North India. for example. supposedly had 7.707 arama(s)

(Vinaya Texts II.171 cited in Law 1973:12-13).

When an arama was given to Buddhist monks (in the form

of a permanent land grant or endowment) it was called a

sangharama (Niyogi 1980:108-113). Monasteries were eventual

ly built in these arama(s) and became known by the original

names of the arama(s). Therefore. when the name of an arama

appears in the Buddhist literature. it is sometimes diffi

cult to discern whether it refers to the botanical or the

architectural entity. or both. It is fairly safe to assume.

however. that whenever the monastery is mentioned. the

botanical aspect of the arama also exists, by virture of the

associated sanctity or inviolability guaranteed by permanent

religious endowment.

The geographical location of arama(s) seems to corre

spond to the historical development of the Buddhist monastic

movement. This movement began on the fringes of the Aryan

Gangetic heartland•. in Gandhara. in the coastal kingdoms of

Andhra and Maharashtra. and at the jungle border in eastern

Bihar and Bengal (Thurman 1984:105).
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CAITYA

The oldest forms of sacred forests in India documented

in religious texts are associated with the caitya. Origi

nally the most general term for 'sanctuary' (Geiger 1912:

295), caitya [Pali- cetiya, Prakit- ceiya] or ayatana

[Prakit- ayayana] is often referred to as the haunt or abode

[bhavanam] of a Yaksa [tree-spirit or god] (Coomaraswamy

1971:17). The term caitya is also used interchangeably with

ujjana, vana-sanda, or vanakhanda (l.c.: 24).

The descriptions of these sacred places reveal that they

are made up of a garden, grove or park [udyana or ~

khanda], a shrine and attendants' houses (Shah 1953:64).

Coomaraswamy (1971:17) notes that they may be located out

side a city, at the gates of a city, within a city, within

palace precincts, on a mountain, at a ghat or by a tank;

they are invariably recorded as ancient, magnificent, famous

or world-renowned.

Basham (1954:262) comments that caitya(s) are often

small groves of trees on the outskirts of villages, and

might also include tumuli, such as those in which the ashes

of chiefs were buried. Popular belief held that these

caitya(s) were the abodes of earth spirits, local genii andl

or sylvan deities. The Jain texts cite that unorthodox holy

men often made their homes in or near caitya(s). They are

also described as places of resort or suitable halting
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places for travellers and Buddhist and Jain saints and monks

(Coomaraswamy 1971:23).

The Buddha respected these local sanctuaries and encou

raged his lay followers to revere them. after his death many

communities of monks settled permanently outside towns and

villages. often in or near local caitya(s) (Basham 1954:

262). They are mentioned quite frequently in the early

Buddhist and Jain texts. indicating their acceptance and

gradual inclusion by successive religious traditions of

India (Harasinghe 1974). Shah (1953:62-64) provides lists of

caitya(s). udyana(s). and ayatana(s) and their respective

towns and villages as mentioned in the Bhaqavati sutra and

the Vipaka sutra.

The terms discussed above referring to the etymology of

sacred forests in ancient India provide a general framework

for a literature review of the topic. Accordingly. altog

ther 235 sacred forests are mentioned in the literature (see

Hansberger 1988). Though this present examination of sacred

forests in ancient India is by no means exhaustive. it does

serve to scratch the surface of a large body of historical

information.

PARADISE LOST

The most comprehensive studies of sacred groves and

forests of the ancient western world are offerred by Philpot
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(1897). Frazer (1940). Taylor (1979) and Hughes (1984).

Philpot and Frazer attempt a universal picture of the pheno

mena. while the investigations of Taylor and Hughes present

examples mainly from Neolithic Europe and the classical

Greek and Roman worlds. Altogether. these investigations

suggest that. historically. sacred groves and forests were

landscape features common to nearly all peoples of the

ancient world.

In the Near East. perhaps the most famous sacred grove

was that of Eden. "placed by Babylonian tradition in the

immediate vicinity of Eridu. a city which flourished at the

mouth of the Euphrates between 4000-3000 B.C. (Philpot 1897:

111). Hastings (1925:450) observes that "sacred plantations"

were "widespread and traceable to the earliest sites":

sacred groves [asherah] were the common adjuncts of most

Canaanite shrines; they were depicted in ancient Aegean art;

and one existed at the ancient sanctuary of Uzza near Mecca.

Even "the less cultured Israelites persisted in planting

groves and setting up altars in their shades" in imitation

of the rites of the Canaanites (Philpot 1897:3).

Among the Celts. the old word for the sacred groves or

sanctuaries of the Druids is nearly identical in origin and

meaning with the Latin nemus (Frazer 1940:110). These sacred

groves of the Druids were closely guarded against the intru

sion of strangers by ditch or mound or moat (Collis 1954:

74). The Celtic trad~tion of protected sacred groves was
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widespread throughout the ancient world of Celtic influence,

including Ireland (e.g., Derry) and Asia Minor (e.g .• Drune-

meton) (Taylor 1979:113-114). Many of these ancient Celtic

religious sites later became sites for early Christian mona-

steries and churches so that the "sequestered groves" of the

Druids sometimes assumed renewed protection from violation

(l.c.).

According to Grimm (cited in Frazer 1940:110), the

Teutonic word for temple meant a sacred grove, the oldest

and most common form of a sanctuary in ancient Germany.

The most frequent mention. however, of the sacred
groves and trees of the Germans is to be found in
the earlier Christian writers. who. when narrating
the events that accompanied the conversion of the
nation to Christianity. relate how these were cut
down and destroyed. in order that the old supersti
tions might be eradiacated" (Fergusson 1868:22).

Even as late as the 11th Cent. A.D .• the Bishop of
Unwan of Bremen ordered the sacred groves of the
Saxons and Frisians to be destroyed (Grimm 1844:
I:73 cited in Taylor 1979:120).

Elsewhere in Europe. sacred groves were revered by the

ancient Swedes (the grove at Upsala was the most sacred

spot of Scandinavia) and the Slavs. Lithuanians maintained

sacred groves (until their conversion to Christianity at the

end of the fourteenth century, when Jerome of Prague ordered

all sacred groves to be destroyed) where "even to break a

twig would have been a sin" and "he who cut a bough in such

a grove either died suddenly or was crippled in one of his

limbs" (Frazer 1940:110-111). The tribes of Finnish-Ugrian
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stock in Europe and the tribes of the Volga perfoLmed rites

in sacred groves "which were always enclosed with a fence"

and in which "no wood might be hewn and no branch broken"

(I.e.). The Cheremiss tribe of Russia revered sacred groves

that contained trees so divine that if touched by
some unknown hand could only be appeased by other
members of the tribe taking a goose, torturing it
to death and then throwing it on the fire, while
they prayed to the gods to punish the sinner and
cause him to perish like the bird" (Collis 1954:65).

Sacred groves also existed in France, near Beauvais, but

were later destroyed by decrees of various Church councils

in the early Middle Ages (Philpot 1897:20; Collis 1954:116).

In ancient Prussia, the famous grove at Romove was "so

sacred that only the consecrated were allowed to enter, and

no branch in it might be injured" (Grimm 1844:I.369 cited in

Philpot 1897:44).

In ancient Greece and Italy sacred groves were amply

documented by many classical writers. A compilation and dis-

cussion of this wealth of information is summarized by

Hughes (1984), who estimates that sacred groves in Greece

(there were "many hundreds") comprised 10 percent of the

total forest area (l.c.:333). The ancient landscape of the

Roman world also contained numerous sacred groves: they were

even protected by legislation until in the fifth century

A.D. the Christian emperor Theodosius II ordered their

destruction (Taylor 1979:94; Hughes 1984:340).
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In addition to the historical evidence. many sacred

groves of both the classical Greek and Roman worlds were

exalted in myth and legend: the Grove of Circe. the

Hesperian Grove with its Golden Apples. the Grove of Argos.

the Grove of Ares wherein hung the Golden Fleece. and the

Stygian Grove are just a few famous examples (Collis 1954:

75). The Grove of Diana. the Grove of Daphne. the Grove of

the Sabines. the Grove of Aricinum. the Grove of Dodona.

the Grove of Delphi and the Grove of Acuna are other

examples of such antiquity and former sanctity that they

can be placed on either side of the border between legendary

and historical sites. As in the case of the historical

groves. all these sacred groves were also identified with

certain species of sacred trees which grew within their

protected boundaries.

Besides serving as abodes of deities and places for

worship and the performance of rites. the sacred groves and

forests of ancient Europe invariably served as sanctuaries.

providing inviolable refuge to persecuted humans as well as

hunted animals (Collis 1954:76-77; Hughes 1981:14). In addi

tion. "the practical result of the strictest preservation of

sacred groves ... was the survival of venerable stands of

trees after the surrounding areas had been deforested"

(Hughes I.e.). While some sacred groves were managed because

of their fruit-bearing trees (i.e .• as orchards) or valuable
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timber (used for religious purposes), most survived in near

primeval states of wilderness (Hughes 1984:333,337).

Historical evidence indicates that sacred groves and

forests of the ancient Western world shared many common fea

tures with those of the ancient East. In regard to this phe

nomenon, Hastings (1925:450) concludes that "the chain of

evidence is unbroken from East to West," pointing to a close

contact between these sites [at least] during the Neolithic

Age.

BIOPHYSICAL REALITIES

Virtually all the sacred groves of the ancient Western

world were intentionally destroyed during the early centu

ries of this millenium, mainly owing to prohibitions enacted

against them by the fanaticism of early religious zealots

(and later missionaries) of new monotheistic faiths.

Hebrews, Mohammedans and Christians alike denounced places

which concealed idolatry (Collis 1954:73,116-117), for

sacred groves and forests were known centers of ancestor

worship, animistic rituals and polytheistic cults. In their

place were left romantic visions of Lost Paradise.

In other parts of the world where religious evolution

has been more tolerant of indigenous belief systems, sacred

groves and forests still persist. For example, the early

adherents of Buddhism. Jainism and Hinduism. unable to root
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out the tribal traditions, permitted and encouraged the

incorporation of previous beliefs within orthodox practice.

Consequently, in Buddhist, Jain and Hindu communities, the

preservation of sacred groves and forests, along with other

natural forms of sacred geography, has enjoyed an unbroken

tradition since ancient times. Now at th~ end of this mil

lenium, however, the survival of this tradition may be in

jeopardy. In other remote places of the world where no

modern religion has ever been able to penetrate fully, the

phenomena of sacred groves and forests also survive among

primitive ethnic or tribal groups, but often in a threatened

or endangered state.

Today there are perhaps less than a dozen studies to

affirm the existence and present status of sacred forests. A

few national ministries of forestry (Baines 1987; Drauna

1986; Tabunakawi 1987), occassional references in environ

mental periodicals (Allen-Rowlandson 1988; Cohen 1986; Ervin

1987; Gastellu 1980; Knox 1989; Mahat et al. 1986, 1987;

Myers 1987; Paranjpye 1988; Smith 1983), academic theses

and dissertations (Gurung, C. 1981; Gurung, S. 1988;

Mikesell 1961; Stevens 1989) and "word of mouth" (Bonell

1987; Dahl 1988; Eaton 1987; Kerchli 1988; Pearsall 1988;

Rappaport 1989; Sarathy 1986; Wester 1988) confirm that

these unique phenomena actually do exist today in various

forms in at least 38 countries (see Table 1).
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TABLE 1

KNOWN LOCATIONS OF PRESENT-DAY SACRED FORESTS

AUSTRALIA
BRAZIL
BURMA
CANADA
CHINA
COLOMBIA
ENGLAND
ETHIOPIA
FIJI
GHANA
GREECE
INDIA
INDONESIA

ITALY
IVORY COAST
JAPAN
MADAGASCAR
MALAYSIA
MOROCCO
MOZAMBIQUE
NEPAL
NEW CALEDONIA
NIGERIA
PAKISTAN
PANAMA
PAPAU NEW GUINEA

PHILIPPINES
SOLOMON ISLANDS
SOUTH KOREA
SYRIA
TAIWAN
THAILAND
TOKELAU GROUP
TURKEY
U.S.A.
VANUATU
VENEZUELA
WESTERN SAMOA

SACRED GROVES OF INDIA

According to recent documentation. the greatest number

of surviving sacred forests in the world occur in India. The

most comprehensive inventory of sacred groves in India has

been carried out in the Western Ghats in the state of

Maharashtra. where some 233 groves totalling 3.570 hectares

in area have been documented (out of an estimated 5000-

10.000 hectares in total area covered by sacred groves)

(Gadgil & Vartak 1981; Vartak & Gadgil 1972; 1981).

Paranjpye (1988) reports 400 sacred groves ("Deorais" or

"Deoban") in Maharashtra.

Ranging in size from only a small clump of trees to 60

hectares. they are generally small. with a median area of

1.5 hectares (Gadgil & Vartak 1981). These sacred groves
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represent surviving examples of original forest maintained

in near climax condition in Maharashtra: in many areas they

are the only arboreal vegetation left standing in a denuded

landscape. and. as such. presently serve a vital refuge role

in the preservation of plant species diversity and associ

ated fauna (I.e.).

Sacred groves occur in many other parts of India where

they probably constitute the only representation of forest

in virgin condition today (Gadgil & Vartak 1976:152). The

finest examples presumably occur in the Sarguja district of

Madhya Pradesh. where every village has a grove of about 20

hectares in extent. These groves are known locally as sarana

forests. which derive from the Sanskrit sharana. meaning

sanctuary (Gadgil & Vartak 1975:318). In Assam. sacred

forests belonging to local chiefs and tribal village commu

nities "who dare not cut the trees for fear of disturbing

the spirits." represent primeval forests. containing rich

stores of botanical specimens which have otherwise become

extinct in the area (Ammal 1956:330; Bor 1942 cited in

Bartlett 1956:710). They are also a feature of Malabar.

where they are known as kavus: as the nuclei of sylvan

temples they serve as sanctuaries for snakes and wildlife

(I.e.). In a much earlier survey. Crooke (1896; 1925) found

numerous sacred groves scattered allover the country in

areas inhabited by tribal peoples (for example. among the

Cheros. Kharwars. Kisans. Mundari Kols. Mundas. Oraons and
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Khands), which were variously called sarna, ~, or jahir,

and which he believed were remnants of primeval forests

left intact by the Dravidians or other aboriginal peoples of

India.

To use Gadgil and Vartak's definition, a sacred grove is

"a patch of vegetation. ranging in extent from a few trees

to 40 hectares or more. which is left undisturbed because of

its association with some deity" (1981:279). Other resear

chers have found that sacred groves are "invariably presided

over by a deity of a small area or of an ancient family house

[and] sometimes they are associated with temples" (Nair &

Mohanan 1981:233). All forms of vegetation in a sacred

grove. including trees. shrubs and climbers are supposed to

be under the absolute protection of the reigning deity of

that grove (who tends to be fierce and is apt to punish

quickly and severely any offender), and the removal of even

a small twig is taboo (Vartak & Gadgil 1981:273; Hajra

1981:150). The protection or sanctity bestowed upon a grove

by its reigning deity is cogently revealed by the fact that

inam groves (i.e., quasi-sacred groves in which no deity

resided. but which were preserved for the use of the priests

of the deity) have recently been completely destroyed

(Gadgil & Vartak 1976:155).

Botanical studies of these forest tracts indicate that

they often include species of trees. lianas, epiphytes and

primitive plants that are rare or entirely absent from the
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surrounding area (Nair & Mohanan 1981; Vartak & Gadgil

1981). Their borders tend to be distinct. even when

surrounded by forest on all sides; the composition of their

vegetation. corresponding to the climax formation for a

given region. suggests that they have been immune from human

interference for a very long time. As "islands of climax

vegetation." they usually harbor some very old and

magnificent tree species. and in addition. often serve as

sanctuaries for arboreal birds and mammals. including

monkeys (Gadgil 1985:150).

HOLY HILLS OF CHINA

A recent case study by Pei (1985). working among the Dai

people of the autonomous prefecture of Xishuangbana in

southwestern China. examines the concept of "Holy Hills." a

belief derived from early polytheistic tradition which has

helped to preserve certain areas of pristine forest vegeta

tion. These forested hills. numbering 400 and occupying a

total area of 30.000 to 50.000 hectares (1.5-2.5 percent of

the total area of the prefecture). provide empirical

evidence for the suggestion that such groves might be

important in the conservation of genetic resources and the

ecological balance of the region.

Pei identifies two types of "Holy Hills": Nong Man. or

naturally forested hills usually 10 to 100 hectares in size.
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are associated with individual villages; Nong Meng are large

areas of forested hills (100's of hectares) which belong to

all the villages in the community. In both cases. they are

treated as natural conservation areas in which all animals.

plants. land and water are inviolable.

According to traditional Dai belief. a "Holy Hill" is a

forested hill where the gods reside. as well as the home of

ancestral chieftains after death. Gathering. hunting. wood

chopping and cultivating are strictly prohibited: improper

actions and disrespect for these places is believed to incur

the wrath of the gods in the form of punishments and a

variety of misfortunes to the villages. In addition to being

an integral part of a "harmonious" environment. a "Holy

Hill" is also a major component of the traditional Dai agro

ecosystem in combination with paddy fields. home gardens and

cultivated fuelwood forests.

Pei's study also indicates that the vegetation on these

hills closely resembles patterns of vegetation in larger

tracts of pristine regional forests in terms of character.

structure. function and species composition. One example. a

"Holy Hill" called Mangyangguang (53 hectares in area). con

tains 311 different plant species (belonging to 108 families

and 236 genera) divided into three distinct layers of a

structurally typical forest community. Strong similarities

were found to exist between patterns and exchanges of

material and energy within forests of "Holy Hills" and those
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of nearby tropical seasonal rainforests. These similarities

suggest that the careful protection of the "Holy Hills"

forests by the Dai people has allowed the forest vegetation

and its biotic and abiotic components to be maintained in a

stable yet internally dynamic ecological balance for possi

bly the last 1400 years.

SHRINE FORESTS OF JAPAN

Shrine woods or forests are seen by Japanese people as

objects to be respected and feared. Occurring mainly around

Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples. these sacred forests

are presently protected by: [1] attitudes of the Shinto

faith. which emphasize the worship and care of nature; and

[2] their inclusion in 427 Prefectural Nature Conservation

Areas covering 76.334 hectares in total area (Eagles 1984:

99-110). In the past. entry to shrine forests was prohibi

ted. and today many people are afraid of violating them.

One such shrine forest. the largest natural forest stand

of its kind (oak and camphor) in the lowland zone of Kyusyu

Island. has been botanically documented by Suzuki et al.

(1974). Its flora comprises 56 species. with evergreen

broad-leaved trees dominating the canopy and evergreen

chamaephytes. lianas and shrubs following in species impor

tance within the rather thick. dark (90-400 lux) understory.

A pollen analysis of the forest soil. which has an A-horizon
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less acidic than its B-horizon (an association originally

present in the warming period immediately following the last

ice age but now almost completely absent in the surrounding

area). suggests that this particular forest is of great

rarity and antiquity.

SACRED GROVES AND FOREST TEMPLES OF THAILAND

By tradition. in Northeast Thailand sacred groves have

always been located adjacent to villages. varying in size

from a few trees to forested areas of more than 40 acres

(Rathakette et ale 1985). Because they are believed to be

the home of a village's guardian spirits. these groves have

always been protected by strong and absolute prohibition

(taboo) against all forms of exploitation/modification.

including grazing. hunting or even removal of leaf litter.

This traditional belief. that broken taboos would surely

incur supernatural punishment. has resulted in the protec

tion and preservation of certain patches of undisturbed

forest vegetation in various parts of Northeast Thailand. In

addition. the practice of constructing "forest temples" or

Wat Pa within forests for meditation and the study of

Buddhist law and doctrine has helped to preserve forest

vegetation in protected areas ranging from one to 20 acres

in almost every province of Northeast Thailand.
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SACRED FORESTS OF NEPAL

The first modern description of a sacred forest in Nepal

appears in the writings of Landon (1928:I.3,8-9):

To three hundred million people on earth today that
lonely region of Rummindei [in the Terai] wherein a
five-acre thicket of trees breaks the flat level of
the surrounding pough-land, is sacred beyond all
expression because •.. the Buddha Sakyamuni was born
here;

There can be no question whatever of the identity of
Rumminei with the Lumbini Garden with its defaced
brick pool ... and the Buddhist shrine upon the mound
which since has been appropriated by the Hindus. The
tree under which Maya gave birth to Gautama is
differently reported by the pilgrims. Fa-hsien [4th
century A.D.] says that it was a sal tree (Shorea
robusta); Hsuan Tsang [7th century A.D.] asserts that
it was an asoka tree (Jonesia asoka). There is at
present no specimen of either tree within the limits of
the thicket. With the exception of one magnificently
grown fig ... there are no trees of any size, the
majority being the bel [Aegle marmelos]. Of other
trees there are tamarinds [Tamarindus indica], pipals
[Ficus reliqiosa], guava [Psidium guajava], and
amlosas [Phyllanthus emblica] with pink cherry-
like blossoms. The weaver birds [Ploceus philip-
pinus] build their laborious and dainty nests in
the bamboos [Dendrocalamus strictus], and a kind
of jasmine [Nyctanthes sp.] is found.

Recent observations by a number of botanists and forest-

ers working in Nepal confirm the existence of sacred forests

and sacred groves. Martens (1983:8-9,25) cites one example

of a sacred forest representing one of the last vestigial

forests of the upper sub-tropical type remaining in Nepal,

in addition to small sacred groves on large deforested

slopes presently serving as "mini-refuges" for countless
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species of rare arthropods. Because of recent large-scale

deforestation in surrounding areas, Martens (l.c.) believes

further protection is urgently needed in order to save these

remnants from "ultimate disappearance." An American forestry

consultant reports that sacred forests occur allover the

country, and, especially in far-western Nepal, "are like

oases of vegetation" (Nelson 1988).

Apparently, the incidence of sacred forests in Nepal is

so widespread that "it would require a life-time to document

all of them" (Gurung & Gurung 1987). Yet, for the most part,

sacred forests have never been fully documented in the

scientific literature of Nepal. While a few have been men

tioned in the geographical literature (e.g., Gurung:1981.

Gurung:1988), and several have been floristically surveyed,

they have eluded further scientific investigation.

One notable exception to the above-mentioned lacuna is

the very recent documentation of sacred forests included in

a larger study of Sherpa forest use and management in the

Khumbu area of Sagarmatha National Park (Stevens 1989).

Classified as Lami Nati [Lama's Forests], temple or mona

stery groves, the sacred forests of Khumbu are: [1] very

strictly protected by the local Buddhist communities, [2]

lacking in associated oral traditions, and [3] presumably

relicts (100-400 years in age) of "once more extensive

forests or woodlands" (1.c.:236). The same study reports the
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existence of other sacred groves in Pharak. Shorung (at

Junbesi) and the upper Arun Valley (l.c.:235).

CULTURAL REALITIES

In Brazil. where most Amazonian tribes have become

extinct. aboriginal ideas about the spiritual dimension of

nature are still embedded in the cultural reservoir of the

rural folk and continue to play a role in the preservation

of forests known as luqares encantados ["enchanted places"]

(Smith 1983). However. these forests are now threatened by a

flood of new development projects and settlers who challenge

the traditional "superstitious" ideological base of previous

checks to over-exploitation of these forests. Thus. the bio

cultural system of sacred forests is part of a larger ideo

logical system which is itself endangered.

While some of the above-mentioned sacred groves in

Thailand are still preserved and protected. many others are

disappearing or decreasing in size under pressure from

various human activities (i.e .• the result of predictable

impacts from an increasing rural population) (Rathakette et

ala 1985:364). Increased pressure to ignore traditional

taboos and to use these areas and their resources is being

fueled by growing shortages of agricultural land and fuel

wood supplies. Although prohibitions against cutting of

trees remain. gathering of food and medicinal plants and dry
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fuelwood is now often permitted. Also, the incidence of

illegal wood poaching (usually by individuals from other

villages) is increasing because of the difficulty of

enforcing fines and punishments.

The protective taboos associated with India's sacred

forests have also begun to weaken in recent times (Gadgil &

Vartak 1976:159; Hajra 1981:152). Especially since

Independence in 1947, short-sighted exploitation by the

urban-industrial sector coupled with rapid population growth

has led to land reforms that threaten the continued

protected status of many sacred forests (Gadgil 1984:488;

Nair & Hohanan 1981:233). While most sacred forests are

classified as lands reserved for temples and are managed by

local communities, some are owned either privately or by the

government (Gadgil & Vartak 1975:319). The larger "more

valuable" groves are particularly susceptible to destruc

tion, coveted by charcoal merchants who often bribe poor

village headmen considerable sums of money for land deeds

(i.e.). Where these forests are under government control,

they are turned over to the forest department which includes

them in its system of felling by rotation (i.e.). Even if

the forest department exploits the sacred forests with care

and moderation, once the taboo is broken, wood poaching

by villagers usually starts immediately and very quickly

leads to total degradation of the forests (Gadgil & Vartak

1981:282).
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I I I. MAN I F EST A T ION S

From time immemorial the Himalaya have been known in

legend and scripture as the Abode of the Gods. From time

immemorial the Himalaya and their sacred environs have been

the destination for countless pilgrimages. There is little

doubt, then, that Nepal, known from time immemorial as a

Himalayan land abundantly endowed with nature and sanctity,

should harbor sacred forests within its physical and

cultural fastness.

IDENTIFICATION

The common Nepali spoken name for a sacred forest is

pabitraban or dharmikban [sacred or religious forest]. For

consistency, the areas documented in this study are generi

cally referred to as "sacred forests" as opposed to "sacred

groves," "holy woods," "religious forests," etc. All of the

"sacred forests" of Kathmandu Valley documented in this

study currently manifest as distinctive, wooded-landscape

units containing certain features of biological, historical,

cultural and religious significance. They also share a

universal aura of sanctity.

Individual sacred forests may be identified by the place

names of their sacred precincts, which themselves may have

several names (e.g., Swayambhuban). In addition, some sacred
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forests may be individually named or have other designations

accorded by religious tradition or sacred literature. The

names assigned in this study are those most commonly used by

or familiar to most Nepalese.

A list of the sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley enume

rates 45 in number. including four that are technically out

side (albeit culturally within) the physical perimeter of

the Valley (designated here by the watershed). Although this

survey has attempted to document all existing ones. several

sacred forests were "discovered" after completion of the

field survey and have thus been omitted from the present

listing. There are possibly an additional five to ten sacred

forests which also eluded investigation. so that a complete

list for the Valley would include an estimated total of 55

60 sites.

BIOPHYSICAL SUBTYPES

The standard dictionary definition for the word "forest"

includes three synonymous but distinct biophysical subtypes

[i.e .• forest. grove. wood(s)]. all of which refer to "an

area covered with trees" (Urdang & Flexner 1968:517). While

a forest is usually an extensive area preserving some or all

of its primitive wildness. often with wild animals in it. a

grove is usually not a very large area. comprised of a

cluster of trees often cleared of underbrush. and can be
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wild. tended or cultivated. A wood(s) is generally less

wild. smaller. and closer to human habitation than a forest.

The sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley include all three

biophysical subtypes of "forest" as defined above. The sub

type classification for each sacred forest. then. is based

on the following criteria: [1] extent of wooded area. [2]

degree of wildness/presence of wildlife and [3] distance

from human settlement. From this classification scheme a

typology of sacred forests emerges (see Table 2).

This typology reveals that more than half (57.7 percent)

of the sacred forests surveyed are actually small groves of

trees scattered at variable distances from human settlements

in nearly all parts of the Valley. Generally. they harbor

semi-wild. cultivated and ornamental flora. and many kinds

of birds.

Large tracts of forest comprise nine percent of the

total number of sacred forests. representing several

Himalayan forest types. In comparison to the other subtypes.

these sacred forests occur at the greatest distances (but

still within one day's walking) from the major population

centers of the Valley. The presence of leopards and other

wild fauna (i.e .• monkeys and boars) is a distinguishing

feature of these forests.

The remaining third are classified as woods. Characte

rized by mostly wild and semi-wild flora left in relatively

natural condition. sacred forests of this subtype are really
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TABLE 2

BIOPHYSICAL SUBTYPES

# Sacred Forest Wooded Area Subtype Classification
(hectares) grove wood forest

1. Adeshwar 1.0 +
2. Bajra Barahi 20.2 +
3. Bajra Yogini 12.1 +
4. Balkumari 0.8 +
5. Bhaktapurmahakali 0.7 +
6. Bhandarkhal 6.5 +
7. Bhatedhikuro 0.8 +
8. Bhimdhunga 0.2 +
9. Changu Narayan 8.4 +
10. Cheepdeo 1.4 +
11. Dakshinbarahi 1.9 +
12. Dakshinkali 22.7 +
13. Gokarna 260.2 +
14. Goroknath 0.4 +
15. Gupha 1.3 +
16. Gupteswar 10.1 +
17. Indra Daha 2.4 +
18. Indrani 0.8 +
19. Kalobhairab 0.5 +
20. Karyabinayak 2.5 +
21. Koteswar 0.4 +
22. Mhepi Ajima 1.7 +
23. Nagarjun 1501. 4 +
24. Nakhubishnudevi 0.6 +
25. Namabuddha 24.3 +
26. Nanakmath 1.8 +
27. Nilbarahi 20.2 +
28. Panchakanyadevi C.2 +
29. Pashupati 50.2 +
30. Phulchoki 5004.9 +
31. Raniban 8.7 +
32. Salanguban 20.2 +
33. Sallaghari 2.8 +
34. Santaneswar 2.4 +
35. Sanu Hatiban 2.4 +
36. Saraswati Kunda 0.2 +
37. Sharadadevithan 0.2 +
38. Shivapuri 11.210.9 +
39. Shreshnarayan 2.7 +
40. Sundarijal 26.3 +
41. Sungadeo 1.5 +
42. Surya Binayak 250.1 +
43. Swayambhu 24.3 +
44. Thapathalikumari 0.5 +
45. Yaraban 2.3 +
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miniature forests. and probably are remnants of once larger

forests. At least two woods (i.e., Bajrabarahi and Gokarna)

are well-known relict forests of Kathmandu Valley (HMG

1986). Further scientific investigation would probably con

firm the existence of other examples of preserved relict

vegetation within this subtype.

The combined total area covered by sacred forests in

Kathmandu Valley is approximately 185.16 square kilometers

(45.753.4 acres). corresponding to about 20 percent of the

total land area of Kathmandu Valley. Ho statistics are

available for the total area of land covered by forests in

the Valley. however, a significantly large percentage of

this forest cover is most likely represented by sacred

forests. Those subtypes of sacred forests classified as

large extensive forests comprise 97 percent of the total

area. while those classified as small groves and woods cover

a total area of 5.5 square kilometers (2.12 square miles or

1356.4 acres). Their median size is 5.8 acres or 2.4 hec

tares. Areas here are calculated from measurements of basal

area. and therefore are only approximate. Exact areas for a

majority of the sites would necessarily include a determina

tion of area represented by deeply contoured hillsides and

steep mountain slopes.
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TOPOGRAPHICAL LOCATION

In order to describe the "topographical religiosity"

(Bolle 1969:131) of a particular site. it is necessary to

delineate the geographic area as a landscape unit. which

requires its differentiation from adjacent units. for sacred

space is always sharply discriminated from the non-sacred or

profane world around it (Jackson & Henrie 1983:94). A map

ping of the factual universe is therefore required prior to

analyzing the uses and interpretation of that universe. The

location of the sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley in terms

of their elevation and latitude/longitude. along with their

present mapping status. is shown on Table 3. Actual site

locations are shown on Figure 1.

Topographically. the locations of sacred forests in

Kathmandu Valley reflect an affinity with physical features

of the Valley having altitudinal prominence (see Table 4).

Sacred forests occurring on mountain slopes and summits.

at the end of mountain spurs or on isolated hillocks all

enjoy conspicuous positions in the terrain of the Valley.

Those sacred forests occurring at lower elevations on bluffs

or raised plateaux also maintain visually prominant loca

tions in the landscape. usually overlooking river valleys

and gorges.

In terms of elevation. these sites are situated between

1270 meters and 2762 meters above sea level. Their average
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TABLE 3

LOCATION OF SACRED FORESTS IN KATHMANDU VALLEY

# Sacred Forest Elev (M) Lat/Long MAP

l. Adeshwar 1420 27°42'N/85°16'E X
2. Bajra Barahi 1460 27°35'N/85°20'E X
3. Bajra Yogini 1590 27°44'N/85°28'E
4. Balkumari 1389 27°38'N/85°20'E X
5. Bhaktapur Mahakali 1330 27°39'N/85°25'E X
6. Bhandarkhal 1320 27°42'N/85°20'E X
7,. Bhatedhikuro 1325 27°39'N/85°26'E X
8. Bhimdhunga 1530 27°43'N/85°14'E X
9. Changu Narayan 1541 27°42'N/85°25'E X
10. Cheepdeo 1325 27°39'N/85°23'E X
1l. Dakshinbarahi 1340 27°39'N/85°23'E X
12. Dakshinkali 1720 27°35'N/85°15'E X
13. Gokarna 1386 27°42'N/85°20'E X
14. Goroknath 1520 27°34'N/85°31'E
15. Gupha 1449 27°38'N/85°28'E X
16. Gupteswar 2300 27°32'N/85°24'E
17. Indra Daha 1820 27°42'N/85°13'E
18. Indrani 1325 27°39'N/85°23'E X
19. Kalobhairab 1420 27°36'N/85°21'E X
20. Karyabinayak 1350 27°37'N/85°18'E X
21- Koteswar 1300 27°40'N/85°20'E X
22. Mhepi Ajima 1325 27°43'N/85°18'E X
23. Nagarjun 2104 27°42'N/85°25'E X
24. Nakhub1shnudevi 1300 27°39'N/85°18'E X
25. Namabuddha 1600 27°34'N/85°34 E
26. Nanakmath 1320 27°43'N/85°18'E X
27. N11barahi 1375 27°41'N/85°24'E X
28. Panchakanyadevi 1760 27°42'N/85°13'E
29. Pashupati 1340 27°42'N/85°21'E X
30. Phulchoki 2762 27°33'N/85°23'E
31- Raniban 1320 27°43'N/85°19'E X
32. Salanguban 1360 27°42'N/85°27'E
33. Sallaghari 1330 27°39'N/85°24'E X
34. Santaneswarmahadev 1508 27°36'N/85°20'E X
35. Sanu Hatiban 1320 27°38'N/85°20'E X
36. Saraswati Kunda 1560 27°33'N/85°20'E X
37. Sharadadev1than 1700 27°35'N/85°31'E
38. Sh1vapuri 2732 27°48'N/85°23'E X
39. Shreshnarayan 1779 27°36'N/85°15'E X
40. Sundar1jal 1600 27°45'N/85°25'E X
41- Sungadeo 1325 27°39'N/85°23'E X
42. Surya Binayak 1543 27°38'N/85°25'E X
43. Swayambhu 1407 27°42'N/85°17'E X
44. Thapathalikumarithan 1270 27°40'N/85°19'E X
45. Yaraban 1325 27°39'N/85°23'E X
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TABLE 4

TOPOGRAPHY OF SACRED FORESTS IN KATHMANDU VALLEY

# Sacred Forest Location Boundary Access

1- Adeshwar spur fence/wall path
2. Bajra Barahi plateau fence path
3. Bajra Yogini mountain fence path
4. Balkumari plateau fence path
5. Bhaktapurmahakali hillock fence/wall road
6. Bhandarkhal bluff wall road
7. Bhatedhikuro hillock fence path/road
8. Bhimdhunga hillock ----- path
9. Changu Narayan spur fence/wall path
10. Cheepdeo bluff ----- pc.ch/road
11- Dakshinbarahi hillock fence path
12. Dakshinkali spur fence road
13. Gokarna plateau wall road
14. Goroknath spur ----- path
15. Gupha hillock fence path
16. Gupteswar mountain ----- path
17. Indra Daha mountain fence/wall path
18. Indrani bluff ----- path
19. Kalobhairab hillock fence/wall path
20. Karyabinayak bluff fence/wall path
21- Koteswar bluff wall path/road
22. Mhepi Ajima hillock fence road
23. Nagarjun mountain wall road
24. Nakhubishnudevi bluff fence/wall road
25. Namabuddha mountain ----- path
26. Nanakmath hillock fence/wall road
27. Nilbarahi bluff fence path
28. Panchakanyadevi hillock ----- path
29. Pashupati bluff fence road
30. Phulchoki mountain ----- path/road
31. Raniban bluff wall path/road
32. Salanguban bluff fence path/road
33. Sallaghari spur fence road
34. Santaneswarmahadev hillock fence path
35. Sanu Hatiban hillock fence/wall road
36. Saraswati Kunda spur wall road
37. Sharadadevithan mountain ----- path
38. Shivapuri mountain wall path/road
39. Shreshnarayan spur wall path/road
40. Sundarijal mountain fence pathiroad
41. Sungadeo bluff fence path
42. Surya Binayak spur ----- path/road
43. Swayambhu hillock fence road
44. Thapathalikumari bluff wall road
45. Yaraban bluff fence path/road
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elevation is 1536 meters above sea level, and their median

elevation is 1407 meters above sea level. These elevations

correspond to the highest points on the Valley floor as well

as of the highest summits on the Valley rim, suggesting that

height is a predominant feature in their location.

This apparent altitudinal prominence of sacred forest

sites can be partly explained in reference to the geomorpho

logy of Kathmandu Valley. According to MalIa (1971),

Kathmandu Valley may be described as a longitudinal valley,

a tectonic basin occupying a synclinal depression and

appearing as a group of confluent valleys with high dividing

spurs. This saucer-shaped valley is surrounded by a nearly

continuous wall of mountains, with various spurs protruding

from the mountain wall to form almost continuous ridges

across the Valley. The Valley floor itself is also transec

ted by high plateau-like surfaces [tares)] sloping in fairly

steep gradients to low-lying alluvial plains. Steep terrace

cliffs and terrace cones formed by sharp dissection of young

sediments, along with isolated hillocks composed of undis

sected basement rock, give additional relief to the

topography of the Valley floor.

Biogeologically, the topographical formations described

above provide certain ground conditions which are reflected

in different types of vegetation cover (see HMG 1986). For

example, lacustrine and fluvial-lacustrine formations with

high water-holding capacity support certain types of flora,
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while hills of basement rock and the lower and higher slopes

of the mountain walls provide substrate for other types of

vegetative cover. This close relation of geology to vegeta

tion type is of special significance due to the fact that

Kathmandu Valley was once a lake. Topographical features

here. then. represent a succession of formations spanning

10.000 to 40.000 years of geological history with a corre

sponding succession of vegetative cover.

MalIa (1971:66) assumes that the present extension of

high plateau-like surfaces or ~(s) to the base of the

mountain wall. and the protruding mountain spurs represent

the limits of the previous body of water. which was in the

form of a series of lakes separated by ridges and joined by

narrow bodies of water. Dowman (1981) provides a map based

on legendary accounts of Kathmandu Valley which approximates

the level of the prehistoric lake [Lake Nagrad] along the

1400 meter contour. Interestingly. almost all of the sacred

forests of Kathmandu Valley lie at elevations above the

geological and legendary limits of the 'former lake (see

Figure 2). Even more interestingly. the median elevation of

these sites (i.e .• 1407 meters) is represented by the sacred

forest of Swayambhu. whose legendary history is intimately

connected with the creation myth of Kathmandu Valley [it

appeared as a wooded protuberance or island in the

prehistoric lake].
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BOUNDARIES

Boundary delineation here involves interpretation of

site-specific characteristics which fulfill bio-physical

criteria normally used for protected area description.

Boundaries of certain protected areas. for example. usually

enclose biological communities which merge into other areas

through transition zones. The boundaries are usually deline

ated. based on an abrupt change in habitat resulting from

present and past land use. Some boundaries may correspond to

soil type changes. while others may be vegetation community

boundaries such as forest edges or water/land interfaces.

Eagles (1984:59-60) cautions that the presence of the boun

dary does not always suggest a complete break in biological

and physical interaction because ecological functions are

often tied to landscapes outside the defined site.

Boundary description is a hallmark of Nepalese culture.

Inscriptions containing detailed and minute descriptions of

boundaries attest to the special care that was taken in the

proper measurement and demarcation of land in Kathmandu

Valley in ancient times (Gnoli 1956: Ins. Nos. 56.73.74.79

cited in Jha 1970:194). Apparently. this "overscrupulous

precision of Nepalese land surveyors" was a conscious

attempt to avoid boundary disputes (I.e.). Stone inscrip

tions found in some of the sacred forests of Kathmandu
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Valley are still referred to today by local people in order

to verify the locations of water taps or boundary markers.

At the time of this survey. however. the settling of

boundary disputes proved to be a very sensitive legal and

political issue in Kathmandu Valley. Increasing frequency

and violence of boundary disputes (as a result of an

increasing demand for open land which is becoming more

scarce and expensive) precluded detailed mapping of the

sites under study.

Professional ethics also prevailed in the decision not

to include a detailed mapping of sacred forests with their

exact locations and access routes. mainly because these

areas are recognised by some as culturally. religiously

and biologically "sensitive." At least until proper pro

tection measures can be guaranteed. the risk of over-expo

sure by explicit mapping involves the real possibilties of

violation by: [1] illegal removal of archeological. historic

or art treasures; [2] unplanned and "unsympathetic" tourism;

or [3] unconventional or over-enthusiastic plant collection.

Subsequent to recent research involving the surveying

and mapping of a remote hill area of north-western Kathmandu

Valley in 1987. a valuable image was stolen from a shrine in

a sacred forest of the same area. Because the forest had

previously been unknown to outsiders. the researcher was

held accountable by the local people for the theft until the

actual thief was apprehended (Gurung 1989).
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Therefore. the main interest in this study is to

determine boundaries already fixed through an analysis of:

[1] local oral testimonYi [2] existent and historical map

recordsi and [3] a visual inspection of the sites. These

three sources of boundary information suffice to provide a

nearly complete picture of the delineation of sacred forests

as separate landscape units in present-day Kathmandu Valley.

ORAL TESTIMONY

When asked to supply a verbal description of the

physical borders of a particular sacred forest. 90 percent

of the interview respondents indicated a knowledge of the

existence of such boundaries. Also. many respondents

proffered an estimate of the areal extant contained within

these boundaries and further sources for such information.

In a few instances. respondents knew the exact distances

involved in "going around" these boundaries.

In a majority of the positive responses. knowledge of

boundaries was dependent upon some obvious visual point of

reference which could actually be pointed out. such as an

encircling wire fence or stone/brick wall. These man-made

barriers were generally accepted as forming the actual phy

sical (and psychological) borders separating a sacred forest
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from its surrounding geographical area. "There is a fence/

wall for a border" or "there is a fence/wall around

separating the forest from the land."

Other descriptions of boundaries made use of local

topographical features in order to delimit a particular

sacred forest, especially where man-made barriers were

conspicuously absent. In the case of an isolated, forested

hill, for example, the foot or base of the hill [paul,

often delineated by an encircling path or road, marks the

boundary. A river or stream bordering a sacred forest also

assumes boundary functions: " ... before the river the land

belongs to [private parties], after the river the land

belongs to [the forest]." Some respondents felt that

boundaries provided by these topographical features were so

self-evident that further demarcation (i.e., by fences or

walls) was not necessary.

Many of the respondents reported that the borders of

particular sacred forests had definitely been "fixed,"

"measured" or "separated" by some known authority such as

the panchayat [local governing body], the Guthi Samsthan

[office of religious records] or a governmental/royal

agency. Furthermore, the respondents seemed assured that

their knowledge of the present borders could be substanti

ated by the above-mentioned authoritative body, which was

responsible not only for the actual installment and mainte

nance of these boundaries, but which could also furnish a
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map showing the exact borders. Awareness of the presence of

a boundary thus also indicates an awareness of a boundary

establishing authority. Even when respondents reported no

knowledge of any boundaries. they invariably referred this

knowledge to some authority.

In one instance where physical boundaries were non

existent for a particularly large sacred forest. the

respondents referred to the area as "open" land. "belonging

to everybody." with the following explanation. Even though

the forest had not been surveyed and the boundaries were

not definitely fixed. it was assumed that the responsible

authoritative body [in this case the District Forest

Office] would have a vague notion of its borders. While

for most people the boundaries were not immediately

obvious. those individuals owning land (i.e .• possessing

"papers" or deeded property) adjacent to the forest would

know where the boundaries fell. Because these individual

boundaries are not collectively known. and a complete

boundary has not been circumscribed by some authority. the

particular forest in question is suffering from unchecked

over-exploitation of its resources.

In other instances where borders of sacred forests were

not "fixed" by physical boundary markings such as walls or

fences. respondents were still able to delineate a boundary

situation based on the knowledge of previous boundary mark

ings. Host often these areas had once been bounded by fences
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or walls. which had either broken down and disappeared due

to neglect. or had been deliberately broken and stolen.

Sometimes fallen walls had been replaced by wire fences. but

more often a lack of any barrier has led to the perception

of the area being known as "open" land. with the knowledge

that some authority "was still there."

The important relationship between knowledge of bounda-

ries and knowledge of boundary-establishing authority is

clearly illustrated by one instance where the absence of a

"reinforced" topographical boundary affects the perception

of whether or not a sacred forest has distinct borders:

They used to call the whole hill Gupteswordhara. The
bottom of the hill was called Pau [the foot of hill].
beyond which there were no houses. only an empty hill
with a big forest and a pati [rest-house for pilgrims].
But the panchayat gave land to some people to build
houses. When more people came they stopped calling it
Paul the pati fell down and the forest became
smaller. Now God has lost his sakti [power].

MAP RECORDS

Cadastral maps (1:100 and 1:200) are the main source for

the purpose of determining official boundaries of the sites

in this study. [In Nepal. existing air photos are generally

"unavailable for use by non-nationals."] These maps. which

are obtainable from the respective napishakha [district

survey section office]. exist for all but nine of the study

sites (see Table 3). from which ownership and approximate

area can also be established. In addition. the presence of
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important shrines and the name of the enclosed area are

often also indicated. Sacred forests circumscribed on these

maps are usually of irregular shape. representing large

undivided land areas completely surrounded by irregular

patterns of smaller land division (see Figure 3). Borders

are often delineated by the presence of roads. paths. and

or rivers. and generally conform to those borders cited by

oral testimony and on-site visual inspection.

Historical map records of sacred forests. repeatedly

referred to by the respondents. exist in obscure forms.

such as religious paintings (Slusser 1987; Riccardi 1973)

or official religious documents. These and other rare map

records are in the possession of religious or government

officialdom. and are not always available for public

scrutiny. They proved to be beyond the reach of this

present investigation.

VISUAL INSPECTION

Gods stay on hilltops or high places because they
protect everything they can see (A ~:1/26/89).

Visually. the sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley are

conspicuously manifest in the landscape. As preserved stands

of trees at higher elevations in the Valley basin. as

expanses of forest on the terraced walls of the surrounding

mountains. or as thick patches of green in the denuded
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distances of suburbanization and intensive cultivation, they

are easily perceived by the naked eye.

This visual perception is enhanced partly by the often

dramatic contrast etched between natural vegetation and the

human environment in the present-day landscape of Kathmandu

Valley. The historical remoteness of sacred forest sites

from centers of human activity is rapidly disintegrating in

the face of spreading urban growth, expanding cultivation

systems and other forms of intensive landuse (see Figure 4).

The dividing line between natural and cultivated vegetation,

between nature and concrete, clearly define sacred forests

as distinctive landscape units of the Valley (see Figures 5

& 6).

Because they are often associated with outstanding

topographical features such as isolated hillocks, prominent

spurs or mountain summits, sacred forests of the Valley also

take on the same remarkable qualities of these features (see

Figure 7). This relationship is a distinguishable character

istic of sacred forests which contributes to their facile

identification in the landscape.

These two features of vegetative and topographical

contrast, then, are the main perceptual aspects of sacred

forests surveyed in this study. In combination, they create

a clearly discernable and distinct boundary delineation, and

often elicit the image of islands or oases of vegetation.
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Figure 5. Sanu Hatiban Sacred Forest
top: southeast prospect
bottom: northwest prospect
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Figure 6. Dakshinbarahi Sacred Forest
top: north prospect
bottom: surrounding land use
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Figure 7. Santaneswarmahadev Sacred Forest
top: south prospect
bottom: west prospect
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Upon closer visual inspection, the sacred forest sites

are usually bounded by man-made barriers such as post-and

wire fences. live fences. mud-and-stone walls or mud-and

brick walls. which normally follow the physical contours

of the sites (see Figure 8). In many cases these man-made

boundaries are incomplete. in need of repair and easily

penetrable by animals and humans alike. thus serving only

a psychological function. At ten of the sites no form of

man-made boundary exists (see Table 4). From a distance.

only those sites with completely walled borders appear to

be enclosed (see Figure 9).

As distinctive landscape units. these sacred forests are

nevertheless visually integrated into an overall harmonious

landscape pattern. giving a bucolic balance to an otherwise

intensely managed field-and-paddy system. They are connected

to centers of human occupation mostly by footpaths or

secondary dirt roads spanning distances of one to 20 kilo

meters (see Table 4). Although their boundaries appear to

separate them from the surrounding physical landscape. at

the same time. the sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley can be

viewed as important integrative features of a larger

cultural landscape (see Figure 10).
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Figure 8. Bajra Barahi Sacred Forest
top: post-and-wixe fence border (outside)
bottom: post-and-wire fence border (inside)
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Figure 9. Walled and Unwalled Borders
top: Gcrkana. walled border
bottom: Indra Daha. unwalled border
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Figure 10. Adeshwar Sacred Forest:
south prospect
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SACRED LANDSCAPE

There are nearly as many temples as houses. and
as many idols as inhabitants. there not being a
fountain. a river or a hill within its limits
that is not consecrated (Kirkpatrick 1811:150).

The exceedingly pronounced religious character of
the cultural landscape of Kathmandu Valley is thus
expressed not only in the immense number of religious
structures. but in the names of settlements. rivers
and mountains as well. The great Himalaya Range
lying to the immediate north. likewise religiously
venerated. forms the proper backdrop to this drama
(Haffner 1981:13).

The whole of Kathmandu Valley itself is in effect a

kshetra [Skrt.= field. sphere. holy place]. The destina-

tion of pilgrims for millennia. the Valley is imbued with a

timeless sanctity. According to Sakya (1989). Kathmandu

Valley contains the second highest concentration of reli-

gious icons in the world (after Kyoto). However. this

estimate does not include natural symbolizations such as

sacred springs. boulders. rivers. mountains. trees. forests.

etc. (see Figures 11 & 12). For at the level of landscape.

Kathmandu Valley is well-endowed with sacred places. It is

probably one of the most sanctified landscapes on the

surface of the earth.

A number of researchers have attempted to define the

various characteristics of "sacred fields" (Messerschmidt

1989: Jha 1971). Traditionally. a kshetra encompasses an

environment containing a complex of any number of religious

edifices. open and closed shrines. and sacralized objects of
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Figure 11. Natural Icon:
Devithan with sacred tree in
Kathmandu Valley "sacred field"
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Figure 12. Natural Icon:
Sacred spring with sacred tree in
Kathmandu Valley "sacred field"
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the natural world in the form of caves. hot or cold springs.

lakes. rivers. confluences of rivers. mountains. rocks or

forests. In short. a kshetra is a ritualized and sacralized

landscape. as opposed to a secularized or profane landscape.

Detailed geographical and topographical descriptions of

the kshetra of Kathmandu Valley are available from both

ancient Nepali and Indian Sanskrit Puranic literature (see

Jha 1901i Mitra 1882:No.B.19i Shastri 1894i and Bajracharya

1978). More recently. a list of 270 toponyms [which excludes

place names of the Valley's 346 settlements] provided by the

respondents of this survey also attests to the sacred nature

of the geography of Kathmandu Valley. Many of these place

names do not appear on any map. Even so. for many people

they represent recognizable features of the Valley's reli

gious topography. Sacred forests are only one aspect of this

sacred landscape.

Certain forests. then. are held sacred not only because

of their intrinsic value as a resource or a symbolic repre

sentation. but also because of where they are located in the

natural and cultural environment. Thus. particular kinds of

forests can be associated with particular kinds of places

which are also considered to have sanctity.

Sacred space is defined by Jackson and Henrie (1983:94)

as "that portion of the earth's surface which is recognized

by individuals or groups as worthy of devotion. loyalty or

esteem." It does not exist naturally. but is assigned
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sanctity as people define or limit it through their culture.

Eastern religions almost invariably assign a geographical

space for their sacred places at certain designated

locations. For example. most temples and shrines located on

a slope or at the summit of a hill or mountain are usually

oriented in an east- or south-facing direction.

As this concept relates to the location of sacred

forests in Kathmandu Valley. altitude and aspect are of

paramount importance in determining the type of forest found

at a particular place. South and east faces tend to be

covered with certain widely distributed species whereas

north and west ones have a more varied flora because of

their different microclimates (Stainton 1972:11.19). Those

species that grow well at certain elevations or that have a

favored aspect also have corresponding ecological require

ments that enable them to survive at these locations. These

basic principles of phytogeography were a major considera

tion in the consecration of land for erecting temples and

monasteries in ancient Nepal (see Mitra 1882:No.B.23).

While all major rivers and their tributaries in

Kathmandu Valley are considered sacred. river fords and

confluences and other prominent points of water flow are

particularly sacred [i.e. tirtha(s)]. It is therefore not

surprising that proximity to water is an important feature

of sacred forests marking their location in the sacred land

scape. Thirty-one of the sites (69 percent) are bordered by.
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are the source of. or are transected by sacred rivers or

their tributaries. Sixteen sacred forests (36 percent) are

located at important tirtha sites (see Figure 13). This

relationship is also a visually outstanding aspect of the

Valley's sacred viewscape.

VIEWS CAPES

From vantage points offered by most of the sacred forest

sites. their connectedness to other sacred sites of the

Valley is evident across several view planes. Viewscapes

from all but one of the sacred forests (obstructed by tree

cover) include two or more other sacred sites. Ten sacred

forest sites have commanding views that include the whole

Valley and/or points beyond.

However. when viewed from a distance. seventeen sacred

forest sites appear to stand in isolation from other seg

ments of the sacred landscape. That is. these forests com

pletely envelope their respective sacred complexes. and

there are no conspicuous sacred sites nearby. Most often.

they are remote sacred forests harboring only a small shrine

within (see Figure 14).

Viewscapes of a majority of the sacred forests usually

include a sacred complex of which the forest is but one

aspect. These sacred forests are located near small or large

shrine/temple complexes. burning ghats, cemeteries, and/or
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Figure 13. Saraswati Kunda:
tirtha site
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Figure 14. Isolated and Remote Sacred Forests
top: Gupha. south prospect
bottom: Kalobhairab. west prospect
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tirtha(s) (see Figure 15). Because of the unusually high

density of sacred sites in Kathmandu Valley. there are

actually very few viewscapes of sacred forests that do not

encompass other nearby sacred sites: such is the complex

(and visually pleasing) structure of the Valley's sacred

landscape.
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Figure 15. Hanakmath Sacred Foresta
sacred complex with sacred forest.
sacred river. patio shrine. qhat
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I V. B I a - D A T A

The special vegetative features of sacred forests have

variously been described in myths and legends of nearly all

culturesi their secret recesses of botanical treasures have

been known explicitly only by an initiated few. This present

investigation attempts to penetrate the veil of sanctity by

documenting the "bio-data" of sacred forests known to people

of present-day Kathmandu Valley.

Phytogeographically. Kathmandu Valley itself is unique

in that it harbors species normally found at other eleva

tions and latitudes of the Himalayan region. As an isolated

valley surrounded on all sides by mountains. it offers pro

tection from extremes in weather conditions. Except for

numerous bamboo groves or isolated sacred trees dotting an

intensively cultivated human landscape. most of the flora

of the Valley is confined to those areas designated by this

study as sacred forests.

SYSTEMATIC BOTANY OF NEPAL

Until the middle of this century. knowledge of the

flora of Nepal was practically the exclusive domain of

the Nepalese. With the exception of a herbarium of type

specimens consisting of collections from a few botanical

expeditions to Kathmandu Valley in the early nineteenth
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century (assembled by the British Museum in 1842), botanical

knowledge of Nepal remained a lacuna for European plant

collectors until 1952 (Hara et ale 1978:I.8-9).

Present systematic botanical studies enumerate about

6500 species of flowering plants in Nepal. out of an estima

ted 10.000 species of higher plants. including 500 tree

species (Martens 1983:5-6). An incomplete list of the flora

of Kathmandu Valley alone includes 1312 plant species

belonging to 162 vascular families (HMG 1986). Knowingly or

unknowingly. many flora on these lists were collected from

sacred forests in Kathmandu Valley. However. no comprehen

sive botanical survey of Kathmandu Valley's system of sacred

forests exists. although detailed floristic studies are

available for five individual sites (see Bastola 1981i

Ghimre 1985i HMG 1967. 1969. 1973i Khadka et ale 1985i MalIa

1981i Oli 1986i Shrestha & Ghimre 1980).

LOCAL BOTANICAL SYSTEMS

In an area with such a rich flora. it would seem only

natural that indigenous systems of plant classification

should also exist. In Nepal the science of plant taxonomy

has been traditionally connected with the ancient Indian

science of herbal medicine called Ayurveda. [Ayurvedic texts

are included in the Susruta-Samhita. which was written

before the first century A.D. (Banerji 1980:11)]. A
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hand-written herbal encyclopedia of eight volumes (with 750

plant entries in Nepali. Newari. Persian. Arabic. Tibetan.

various Indian tribal vernaculars. English and Latin) was

compiled at the end of the nineteenth century as a modern

reference book of Nepalese Ayurvedic/herbal science (Kanai

1971). Another herbal encyclopedia with over 2000 plant

entries written in Newari in the early seventeenth century

was reported to be in existence in Kathmandu (exact location

undetermined) in 1989 during this present survey.

Local knowledge of the flora of Kathmandu Valley (and

Nepal as a whole) is a vastly under-explored research area.

However. two recent ethnobotanical studies have yielded

valuable information concerning poisonous plants and edible

wild fruit found in the Valley (Bhandary & Shrestha 1985i

Bajracharya 1980). The main repositories of this knowledge

undoubtedly include local practitioners of traditional

herbal medicine and those Nepalese who live "where there is

no doctor." In addition. this present investigation finds

that people who frequent sacred forests in Kathmandu Valley

(or who live in close proximity to them) have an initimate

knowledge of the local flora.

When questioned about the flora within sacred forests.

150 local respondents at the 45 sites named altogether 150

different plant species belonging to 69 families (see Table

5). [Latin and English equivalents for local names are

derived from Bhandary (1989) and Shrestha (1979).]
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TABLE 5

SACRED FOREST FLORA: NOMENCLATURE

LATIN NOMEN FAMILY NEPALI/NEWARI ENGLISH

Acacia mearnsii Leguminoseae "wattle" green wattle

Acer oblongum Aceraceae phirphire maple

Adhatoda vasica Acanthaceae adathoda. asuro malbarnute

Aegle marmelos Rutaceae bel. bel patra wood apple.
bael fruit.
Bengal quince

Aesandra a Sapotaceae chyuri Indian butter
butyracea tree

Agave Amaryllida- kettuke agave.
americana ceae century plant

Albizia lebbek Leguminosae siris [kalo] East Indian
walnut

Albizia mollis Leguminosae siris [seto]

Alnus Betulaceae utis alder
nepalensis

Araucaria Pinaceae khari salla monkey puzzle
bidwilli

Areca catechu Palmae suparikoruk. areca nut.
adasupari betel nut

Artemisia Compositae pati mugwort
indica

Arundinaria Graminae ningalo little bamboo
intermedia

Azadirachta Meliaceae neem neem tree
indica

Bauhinia Leguminosae koiralo
purpurea
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TABLE 5. (Continued) SACRED FOREST FLORA: NOMENCLATURE

LATIN NOMEN

Bauhinia
variegata

Benicasa
hispida

Bombax cebia

Buddleia
asiatica

Buddleia
paniculata

Butea
monosperma

FAMILY

Leguminosae

Cucurbita
ceae

Bombacaceae

Loganiaceae

Loganiaceae

Leguminosae

NEPALI/NEWARI

koiralo

kubindo

simal

Bhimsen patio
sinaswan

Narayan patio
(Bhimsen pati)

plabi

ENGLISH

mt. ebony.
white bauli.
camel's foot.
orchid tree

white gourd

silk cotton

butterfly
bush

bastard teak.
Bengal kino.
Flame of the
Forest

Calanthe masuca Orchidaceae panipacha

Callistemon
lanceolatus

Camellia kissi

Capsicum annuum

Castanopsis
indica

Castanopsis
tribuloides

Cedrela toona

Celtis
australis

Myrtaceae

Theaceae

Solanaceae

Fagaceae

Fagaceae

Meliaceae

Ulmaceae

kalki.
kalkiphul

higuwa

khorsaniphul

bhale katuse.
dhale katuse.
jungali katuse.
pushre katuse.
katuse

jhusre katuse

tuni

khari.
kosima
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capsium

Nepalese/
Indian
chestnut
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TABLE 5. (Continued) SACRED FOREST FLORA: NOMENCLATURE

LATIN NOMEN FAMILY NEPALI/NEWARI ENGLISH

Centella Umbelli- brahmi (Skrt. ) water
asiatica ferae penneywort

Choerospondia Anacardia- lapsi. Nepalese
axillaris ceae amalima hog plum

Cinnamomum Lauraceae kapoor camphor
camphora

Cinnamomum Lauraceae sugundikot1la
glanuliferum

Cinnamomum Lauraceae tejpata cinnamonleaf.
tamala Indian cassia

Cissus repens Vitaceae pooni.
[pureni]

Citrullus Cucurbita- Indreni bitter apple
colocynthis ceae

Citrus Rutaceae kagati lime
aurantifolia

Citrus grandis Rutaceae bhogate pommelo.
pompelmous.
shaddock.
melon fruit

Citrus limon Rutaceae nibuwa. lemon
jamir

Citrus Rutaceae suntala mandarin.
reticulata tangerine

Cleyera Theaceae baglepati
ochinacea

Corylus Corylaceae madise katuse
jacquemonti

Cryptomeria Coni ferae japoni salla
japonica
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TABLE 5. (Continued) SACRED FOREST FLORA: NOMENCLATURE

LATIN NOMEN

Dalbergia
sissou

FAMILY NEPALI/NEWARI

Leguminosae sisal. sisau

ENGLISH

Indian
rosewood

Dendrocalamus
hamiltonii

Dioscorea
deltoidea

Diospyros
virginiana

Diplomorpha
canescens

Docynia indica

Duabanga
grandiflora

Gramineae

Dioscorea
ceae

Ebenaceae

Thymelaea
ceae

Rosaceae

Lythraceae

bans

biakur

haluwabed

phat

passima

lampati

cush-cush.
yam

persimmon

Indian crab
apple. false
quince

Elaeagnus
latifolia

Elaeocarpus
sphaericus

Elaeagna- gueli
ceae

Elaeocarpa- rudrakshi
ceae

oleaster

utrasum bead
tree

Engelhardtia
spicata

Eriobotrya
elliptica

Eucalyptus
citridora

Juglanda
ceae

Rosaceae

Myrtaceae

mowa

mayan

masalakoruk white gum

Eurya acuminata Theaceae pate. jingane

Ficus
auriculata

Ficus
bengalensis

Moraceae

Moraceae

nimaro. timila

bar. swamibar
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TABLE 5. (Continued) SACRED FOREST FLORA: NOMENCLATURE

LATIN NOMEN FAMILY NEPALI/NEWARI ENGLISH

Ficus benjamina Moraceae samipatra (fig)

Ficus cunia Moraceae kanune. yamari (fig)

Ficus lacor Moraceae capro. (fig)
lakensi •
lakasima.
palashima

Ficus Moraceae dudhilo (fig)
nemorallis

Ficus religiosa Moraceae Bodhibrikshal Bodhi tree
Kalpubrikshu
(Skrt.) •
ulaushima.
pipal

Ficus rumphi Moraceae pakhuri (fig)

Fraxinus Oleaceae banlankur. Himilayan
floribunda lankuri ash

Fritillaria Liliaceae kakelpati
cirrhosa

Gardenia Rubiaceae Indrakamal
jasminoides

Grevillea Proteaceae kanyokoruk
robusta

Grewia Tiliaceae sial phusre
opposi tifolia

Hedychium Zingibera- pani sorro
ellipticum ceae

Ilex doniana Ilicinaceae puwalo

Ipomoea batata Convolvula- jagargunda
ceae

Jackaranda Bignonia- jararenda
mimosifolia ceae
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TABLE 5. (Continued) SACRED FOREST FLORA: NOMENCLATURE

LATIN NOMEN

Juglans regia
var. kumaonica

Juniperus
indica

Lagestroemia
flosreginae

Lagestroemia
indica

Lagestroemia
parviflora

Lindera
neesiana

Lithocarpus
pachyphylla

Lonicera
fragrantissima

Luculia
gratissima

Lyonia
ovalifolia

Mangifera
indica

Melia
azederach

Michelia
champaca

Michelia kisopa

FAMILY

Juglanda
ceae

Cuppressa
ceae

Lythraceae

Lythraceae

Lythraceae

Lauraceae

Fagaceae

Lonicera
ceae

Rubiaceae

Ericaceae

Anacardia
ceae

Meliaceae

Magnolia
ceae

Magnolia
ceae

NEPALI/NEWARI

kushima,
okhar

dhupi

asariphul

asariphul

asariphul

siltimur

shengi

hasnaswan

kanyophul,
rato kainyu

angeri

amp

bakaina,
khaishima

champ

champ,
champaphul

ENGLISH

walnut

black juniper

linden nut

mango

China-berry,
Persian lilac

Musa paradisica Musaceae kera
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banana,
plantain



TABLE 5. (Continued) SACRED FOREST FLORA: NOMENCLATURE

LATIN NOMEN

Myrica
esculenta

Myristica
fragrans

FAMILY

Myricaceae

Myristica
ceae

NEPALI/NEWARI

rikkafel.
kafel

jaifel

ENGLISH

box myrtle.
bay-berry

nutmeg

Myrsine
capitellata

Myrsine
semiserrata

Nelumbium
nucifera

Nerium indicum

Nyctanthes
arbor-tristis

Ocimum
b,;silicum

Ocimum sanctum

Osmanthus
suavis

Osyris
wightiana

Persea gamblei

Persea
odoratissima

Myrsinaceae setikath

Myrsinaceae kalikath

Nymphaeceae kamal

Apocynaceae siphaswan

Oleaceae parijat

Labiatae tulsi

Labiatae tulsi.
tulsipatra

Oleaceae silinge.
atarkoruk

Santalaceae jhuri

Lauraceae kaulo

Lauraceae kaulo

East Indian
lotus

Indian or
sweet-scented
oleander

coral/night
jasmine

basil

basil

Phoenix
sylvestris

Phyllanthus
emblica

Palmae

Euphorbia
ceae

jagar.
ulankath

amala. omala.
omlasi
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date sugar
palm. wild
date palm

emblic myro
balan, Indian
gooseberry



TABLE 5. (Continued) SACRED FOREST FLORA: NOMENCLATURE

LATIN NOMEN

Pinus
roxburghii

Pinus
w~llichiana

Piper betle

FAMILY

Pinaceae

Pinaceae

Piperaceae

NEPALI/NEWARI

diyall0.
sallo. salla.
sallama
tashima
kourtesalla

gobresalla.
lakalisalla

Panipatra

ENGLISH

Chir pine.
Himalayan
long-leaved
pine

Bhutan pine.
blue pine

betel leaf.
pan

Pittosporum
napaulense

Pittospora- khorsane
ceae

Plumera rubra

Poinsettia
pulcherrima

Populus
deltoides

Prunus
cerasoides

Prunus cornuta

Prunus
domestica

Prunus persica

Psidium guajava

Punica granatum

Pyrus communis

Pyrus malus

Pyrus pashia

Apocynaceae

Euphoria
ceae

Salicaceae

Rosaceae

Rosaceae

Rosaceae

Rosaceae

Myrtaceae

Punicaceae

Rosaceae

Rosaceae

Rosaceae

choswa

lalpati

lahare pipal.

painyu

arunkophul

arubakara.
alubakara

aru

amba

anar

naspati

syaukoruk

mael.
kalimayal
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Temple tree.
frangi pani

poinsetta

black poplar
laure pipal

Himalayan
wild cherry

Himalayan
bird cherry

common plum.
European plum

peach

guava

pomegranate

pear

apple

Nepali
wild pear



TABLE 5. (Continued) SACRED FOREST FLORA: NOMENCLATURE

LATIN NOMEN

Quercus glauca

Quercus
lanugincsa

FAMILY

Fagaceae

Fagaceae

NEPALI/NEWARI

phalat

banj

ENGLISH

Japanese
blue oak

wooly oak

Quercus lineata Fagaceae phalat

Quercus
semecarpifolia

Fagaceae kasru Himalayan
brown oak

Quercus spicata Fagaceae joiphalat

Rhododendron
arboreum

Rhododendron
barbatum

Rhus wallichii

Ericaceae

Ericaceae

Anacardia
ceae

guras.
laliguras
takosi

guras

bhalayo

rhododendron.
rose tree

rhododendron

Rosa alba

Rubus
ellipticus

Saccharum
officinarum

Santalum album

Sap indus
mukorossi

Rosaceae gulaph

Rosaceae ainselu

Gramineae ukhu

Santalaceae chandon.
sirikanna

Sapindaceae ritha

rose

golden
evergreen
raspberry

sugarcane

yellow sandal
wood

soap-nut

Sapium insigne

Sarcococca
coriacea

Euphorbia
ceae

Buxaceae

khirro

phitini
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TABLE 5. (Continued) SACRED FOREST FLORA: NOMENCLATURE

LATIN NOMEN FAMILY NEPALI/NEWARI ENGLISH

Schima Theaceae chilaune.
wallichii gwaychasi

Shorea robusta Dipterocar- sal sal tree.
paceae common sal

Stephania Menisperma- baglepati
hernandifolia ceae

Stephania sp. Menisperma- bindraganu
ceae

Syzygium cumini Myrtaceae jamuna black/java
plum, Indian
blackberry.
jambolana

Tagetus erecta Compositae saipatri mariglod

Tagetus patula Compositae saipatri Fr. marigold

Terminalia Combreta- saj
tomentosa ceae

Wendlandia Rubiaceae kainyu
puberla

Xylosma Flacourtia- phalankath
controversum ceae

Zizyphus Rhamnaceae hadbir, bead plum
incurva harry bayar

Zizyphus Rhamnaceae bayar Indian plum,
mauritiana bael Chinese date

Zizyphus rugosa Rhamnaceae harray bayar

badrakche

mritusandi
[mritasanjivani]

kalpabriksha Tree of
[kalpataru] Eternity
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This listing represents more than 10 percent of the

plant species and nearly half of the plant families known to

exist in Kathmandu Valley from systematic botanical investi

gation. Ecologically, this enumeration is representative of

species from the tree, subtree, bush and herbaceous layers

of climax forest types found in Nepal. [Surprisingly,

orchids. whose abundance is confirmed by on-site observation

and acclaimed by others (see Gupta 1984). are under

represented in this enumeration.] It provides a basis for an

analysis of information about the religious, medicinal,

ornamental and edible features of each plant.

GARDENS OF THE GODS

The rich array of flora contained within the sacred

forests of Kathmandu Valley might suggest to some that they

resemble divinely-planned gardens. An analysis of their

vegetative components includes many beautiful and useful

forms of trees (74 percent). shrubs (11.3 percent), herbs

(8.6 percent), climbers (3.3 percent) and bamboos, palms,

orchids and grasses (2.7 percent). Among these floristic

assemblages the plant families more frequently identified

are: Rosaceae (the fruit trees and ornamental blossom trees;

Rutaceae (the citrus trees); Leguminoseae (the pea trees and

flower trees); Moraceae (the fig trees); Fagaceae (the nut
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trees)j Lauraceae (the bays and laurels) and Theaceae (the

tea shrubs and trees).

Insightful information concerning the religious. medici

nal. edible and ornamental features of particular plants in

the sacred forests was also provided (quite often voluntari

ly) by the respondents in the survey. This information

[cross-referenced with evidence from Bajracharya (1980). HMG

(1970). Majupuria & Joshi (1988). and MalIa & Shakya 1984]

in tabulated form reveals that 88 percent of the flora

identified in the survey are attributed to have one or more

of these features (see Table 6).

SACRED FLOWERS

A closer examination of the local enumeration of flora

in sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley (i.e .• cited by the

interview respondents) shows that the evergreen broadleaf

species (i.e .• the flower-bearers) form the dominant group

(see Mierow & Shrestha 1978j Polunin & Stainton 1984;

Shrestha 1989; Stainton 1988; and Storrs & Storrs 1984 for

detailed botanical descriptions). The conspicuous presence

of large or brilliantly colored flowers. along with their

fragrant and fruit-bearing properties. is a particularly

valuable key for the purposes of plant identification and

classification.
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TABLE 6

FEATURES OF SACRED FOREST FLORA

LATIN NOMEN RELIGIOUS MEDICINAL EDIBLE ORNAMENTAL

Acacia mearnsii
Acer oblongum
Adhatoda vasica
Aegle marmelos +
Aesandra butyracea +
Agave americana
Albizia lebbek +
Albizia mollis
Alnus nepalensis
Araucaria bidwilli
Areca catechu +
Artemisia indica +
Arundinaria intermedia
Azadirachta indica +
Bauhinia purpurea +
Bauhinia variegata +
Benicasa hispida +
Bombax ceiba +
Buddleia asiatica +
Buddleia paniculata +
Butea monosperma +
Calanthe masuca
Callistemon lanceolatus +
Camellia kissi
Capsi~um annuum +
Castanopsis indica +
Castanopsis tribuloides +
Cedrela toona
Celtis australis +
Centella asiatica +
Choerospondia axillaris
Cinnamomum camphora +
C. glanduliferum
Cinnamomum tamala
Cissus repens
Citrullus colocynthis
Citrus aurantifolia
Citrus grandis
Citrus limon
Citrus reticulata
Cleyera ochnacea
Corylus jacquemonti
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TABLE 6. (Continued) FEATURES OF SACRED FOREST FLORA

LATIN NOMEN RELIGIOUS MEDICINAL EDIBLE ORNAMENTAL

Cryptomeria japonica +
Dalbergia sis sou + +
Dendrocalamus hamiltonii + + +
Dioscorea deltoidea +
Diospyros virginiana +
Diplomorpha canescens +
Docynia indica +
Duabanga grandiflora
Elaeagnus latifolia + +
Elaeocarpus sphaericus + + + +
Engelhardtia spicata +
Eriobotrya elliptica
Eucalyptus citridora + +
Eurya acuminata
Ficus auriculata + +
Ficus bengalensis + + + +
Ficus benjamina + + + +
Ficus cunia + + +
Ficus lacor + + +
Ficus nemorallis
Ficus religiosa + + + +
Ficus rumphi +
Fraxinus floribunda + + +
Fritillaria cirrhosa +
Gardenia jasminoides +
Grevillea robusta +
Grewia oppositifolia +
Hedychium ellipticum + + +
Ilex doni ana
Ipomoea batata + +
Jackaranda mimosifolia + +
Juglans regia + + +
Juniperus indica + +
Lagestroemia flosreginae - + + +
Lagestroemia indica + + +
Lagestroemia parviflora + + +
Lindera neesiana + + +
Lithocarpus pachyphylla +
Lonicera fragrantissima + +
Luculia gratissima + +
Lyonia ovalifolia +
Mangifera indica + + + +
Melia azederach + I-

Michelia champaca + +
Michelia kisopa + +
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TABLE 6. (Continued) FEATURES OF SACRED FOREST FLORA

LATIN NOMEN RELIGIOUS MEDICINAL EDIBLE ORNAMENTAL

Musa paradisica + + +
Myrica esculenta + +
Myristica fragrans + +
Myrsine capitellata +
Myrsine semiserrata +
Nelumbium nucifera + + + +
Nerium indicum + + +
Nyctanthes arbor-tristis + + +
Ocimum basilicum + +
Ocium sanctum + +
Osmanthus suavis +
Osyris whitiana + +
Persea gamblei
Persia odoratissima +
Phoenix sylvestris + + + +
Phyllanthus emblica + + + +
Pinus roxburghii + +
Pinus wallichiana
Piper betle + + +
Pittosporum napaulense
Plumera rubra + +
Poinsettia pulcherrima + +
Populus deltoides + +
Prunus cerasoides + + +
Prunus cornuta +
Prunus domestica +
Prunus persica + + +
Psidium guajava + + +
Punica granatum + + +
Pyrus communis +
Pyrus malus +
Pyrus pashia +
Quercus glauca
Quercus lanuginosa
Quercus lineata
Quercus semecarpifolia
Quercus spicata
Rhododendron arboreum + + +
Rhododendron barbatum + + +
Rhus wallichii + + +
Rosa alba + + + +
Rubus ellipticus + + +
Saccharum officinarum + + +
Santalum album + +
Sap indus mukorossi + +
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TABLE 6. (Continued) FEATURES OF SACRED FOREST FLORA

LATIN NOMEN RELIGIOUS MEDICINAL EDIBLE ORNAMENTAL

Sapium insigne
Sarcococca coriacea
Schima wallichii + +
Shorea robusta + + +
Stephania hernandifolia +
Stephania sp. ( ? ) + +
Sysygium cumini + + + +
Tagetus erecta + + +
'Tagetus patula + + +
Terminalia tomentosa +
Wendlandia puberla
Xylosma controversum +
Zizyphus incurva + +
Zizyphus mauritiana + + +
Zizyphus rugosa + +
[badrakche] +
[mritusandi] + +
[kalpabriksha] +
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In terms of flowerage. 73.3 percent or 110 of the total

number of species identified have conspicuous features (see

Table 7). Two-thirds of these species have white or yellow.

usually large flowers. while the remaining third have rose/

pink. purple. bright red and orange colored blossoms.

In terms of fragrant or aromatic properties. 42 percent

of the total number of species identified are conspicuous

(see Table 7). Nearly one-third of the total number of

species identified have fragrant or very fragrant flowerage.

while those species with aromatic properties account for

one-eighth of the total. [Here aromatic refers to fragrant

plant parts other than flowers].

The importance of flowers and fragrance in attracting

insects and birds. especially in pollination or seed

propagation. is obvious. Sacred beehives are maintained at

several sites. the honey from which is used strictly for

ritual purposes. Of equal significance is the value of these

same properties for religious. medicinal or ornamental

purposes. Nearly all brightly colored flowers (especially

red). which account for one-third of the flowering species

identified in this study. in addition to many kinds of

fragrant flowers. have religious significance for use in

rituals and as offerings. Aromatic species are particularly

known for having medicinal properties. Also. the property of

fragrant blossoms may selectively contribute to the ornamen

tal value (one-third of species identified) of many flora.
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TABLE 7

ORNAMENTAL FLOWERS OF SACRED FORESTS

LATIN NOMEN

Acacia mearnsii
Acer oblongum
Adhatoda vasica
Aegle marmelos
Aesandra butyracea
Agave americana
Albizia lebbek
Albizia mollis
Alnus nepalensis
Araucaria bidwilli
Areca catechu
Artemisia indica
Arundinaria intermedia
Azadirachta indica
Bauhinia purpurea
Bauhinia variegata
Benicasa hispida
Bombax ceiba
Buddleia asiatica
Buddleia paniculata
Butea monosperma
Calanthe masuca
Callistemon lanceolatus
Camellia kissi
Capsicum annuum
Castanopsis indica
Castanopsis tribuloides
Cedrela toona
Celtis australis
Centella asiatica
Choerospondia axillaris
Cinnamomum camphora
Cinnamomum glanduliferum
Cinnamomum tamala
Cissus repens
Citrullus colocynthis
Citrus aurantifolia
Citrus grandis
Citrus limon
Citrus reticulata
Cleyera ochinacea
Corylus jacquemonti

FLORA

tree
tree
shrub
tree
tree
shrub
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
herb
shrub
tree
tree
tree
climber
tree
tree
tree
tree
orchid
tree
tree
herb
tree
tree
tree
tree
herb
tree
tree
tree
tree
shrub
shrub
tree
tree
tree
tree
shrub
tree
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FLOWER

whitish-yellow
white. yellow
white
greenish-white
pale yellow
yellow-green
yellow
rose-pink

yellow

yellow. purple

white
purple. lilac
pink. white
white. yellow
bright red
white
pinkinsh-white
bright red
pink to blue
red
white
white
white
white
white/red
greenish-yellow
pink
greenish-white
greenish-white
white
pale yellow

pale yellow
white
~·,hite
white
white
white

FRAGRANCE

fragrant

v. fragrant

aromatic
aromatic

fragrant
fragrant
fragrant

fragrant
fragrant

v. fragrant

aromatic
fragrant
fragrant
fragrant

aromatic
aromatic
aromatic

aromatic
aromatic
aromatic
aromatic
aromatic



TABLE 7. (Continued) ORNAMENTAL FLOWERS OF SACRED FORESTS

LATIN NOMEN

Cryptomeria japonica
Dalbergia sissou
Dendrocalamus hamiltonii
Dioscorea deltoidea
Diospyros virginiana
Diplomorpha canescens
Docynia indica
Duabanga grandiflora
Elaeagnus latifolia
Elaeocarpus sphaericus
Engelhardtia spicata
Eriobotrya elliptica
Eucalyptus citridora
Eurya acuminata
Ficus auriculata
Ficus bengalensis
Ficus benjamina
Ficus cunia
Ficus lacor
Ficus nemorallis
Ficus religiosa
Ficus rumphi
Fraxinus floribunda
Fritillaria cirrhosa
Gardenia jasminoides
Grevillea robusta
Grewia oppositifolia
Hedychium ellipticum
Ilex doniana
Ipomoea batata
Jackaranda mimosifolia
Juglans regia
Juniperus indica
Lagestroemia flosreginae
Lagestroemia indica
Lagestroemia parviflora
Lindera neesiana
Lithocarpus pachyphylla
Lonicera fragrantissima
Luculia gratissima
Lyonia ovalifolia
Mangifera indica
Melia azederach
Michelia champaca
Michelia kisopa

FLORA

tree
tree
bamboo
climber
tree
shrub
tree
tree
shrub
tree
tree
tree
tree
shrub
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
herb
shrub
tree
tree
herb
tree
herb
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
shrub
shrub
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
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FLOWER

yellow
purple

white
white
white
white

white

white

white
red. purple
white
yellow/orange
white
white
white
yellow
blue/violet
green-yellow

white
white
white
green-yellow

pink
white
pale yellow
lilac
pale yellow
pale yellow

FRAGRANCE

aromatic

fragrant
aromatic

fragrant

v. fragrant

fragrant

fragrant

aromatic
fragrant
fragrant
fragrant
fragrant

aromatic

fragrant
fragrant
fragrant
fragrant



TABLE 7. (Continued) ORNAMENTAL FLOWERS OF SACRED FORESTS

LATIN NOMEN

Musa paradisica
Myrica esculenta
Myristica fragrans
Myrsine capitellata
Myrsine semiserrata
Nelumbium nucifera
Nerium indicum
Nyctanthes arbor-tristis
Ocimum basilicum
Ocimum sanctum
Osmanthus suavis
Osyris whitiana
Persea gamblei
Persea odoratissima
Phoenix sylvestris
Phyllanthus emblica
Pinus roxburghii
Pinus wallichiana
Piper betle
Pittosporum napaulense
Plumera rubra
Poinsettia pulcherrima
Populus deltoides
Prunus cerasoides
Prunus cornuta
Prunus domestica
Prunus persica
Psidium guajava
Punica granatum
pyrus communis
pyrus malus
pyrus pashia
Quercus glauca
Quercus lanuginosa
Quercus lineata
Quercus semecarpifolia
Quercus spicata
Rhododendron arboreum
Rhododendron barbatum
Rhus wallichii
Rosa alba
Rubus ellipticus
Saccharum officinarum
Santalum album
Sap indus mukorossi

FLORA

herb
tree
tree
tree
tree
herb
shrub
tree
herb
herb
tree
tree
tree
tree
palm
tree
tree
tree
climber
tree
tree
shrub
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
tree
shrub
shrub
grass
tree
tree
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FLOWER

green-white

pink
white/pink
white/pink
white/pink
white
white/purple
white/purple
white
white
white
white

white

pink/orange
bright red
pale yellow
pink
pink
pink
pink
white
orange-red
white
white
white

scarlet/white
bright red
white
pink/red
white/pink

blood-red
white/purple

FRAGRANCE

aromatic

fragrant
v. fragrant
v. aromatic
v. aromatic
v. fragrant
aromatic
fragrant
fragrant

aromatic
aromatic
v. fragrant

fragrant

v. fragrant



TABLE 7. (Continued) ORNAMENTAL FLOWERS OF SACRED FORESTS

LATIN NOMEN FLORA FLOWER FRAGRANCE

Sapium insigne tree yellow-green ----------
Sarcococca coriacea shrub white-yellow fragrant
Schima wallichii tree white fragrant
Shorea robusta tree pale yellow ----------
Stephania hernandifolia climber ------------ ----------
Stephania sp. ( ? ) climber ------------ ----------
Sysygium cumini tree white fragrant
Tagetus erecta herb yellow-orange fragrant
Tagetus patula herb yellow-orange fragrant
Terminalia tomentosa tree white ----------
Wendlandia puberla tree white fragrant
Xylosma controversum tree greenish-white fragrant
Zizyphus incurva tree green-yellow fragrant
Zizyphus mauritiana tree green-yellow fragrant
Zizyphus rugosa tree green-yellow fragrant
[badrakche] tree ------------ ----------
[mritusandi] herb ------------ ----------
[kalpabriksha] tree ------------ --------
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THE FRUIT OF PARADISE

Nearly half (48.7 percent) of the species identified

bear edible fruit. Reference to the fruit. whether in its

blossom. ripe or unripe stage. is a common indicator used

by respondents to readily and correctly identify species

present in the sacred forests. Some of these species are

commonly found in private gardens or around villages. but

the majority are absent from the local landscape except in

the sacred forests. Many of these fruits are wild species

(see Bajracharya 1980). whose uniqueness and palatability

are locally revered. While no interview respondent would

admit to it. the impression is that in times of abundance

the collection of these fruits for pickling [pickled fruit

is a gastronomical delicacy in Nepal] is a favorite seasonal

activity especially among young people in the local

community.

In some sacred forests. fruit trees are planted and/or

tended and harvested by ~esident pujari(s) or temple care

takers. who normally distribute the fruit equally among

visitors. themselves and others present. Half (51 percent)

of all the edible fruit species identified are also

considered to be sacred or have religious significance. and

75 percent of these same species have medicinal properties

[for detailed explanations see Majupuria & Joshi 1988]. The
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ornamental value of these species. with their often colorful

and fragrant blossoms. is obvious.

THE APOTHECARY'S GARDEN

The sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley are a hidden

haven of medicinal plants. Two-thirds (66 percent) of the

plant species enumerated in this study have medicinal

properties. Altogether they form a veritable apothecary's

garden. representing 16 percent (99 species) of the 630

medicinal plant species known in Nepal [see MalIa & Shakya

(1984) for a complete list of medicinal plants and HMG

(1970) for descriptions of their medicinal properties].

Many of these medicinal species are identifiable by their

distinctive flowerage. fruit or fragrance/aroma.

Local knowledge of the medicinal properties of plants in

Kathmandu Valley in itself is an unexplored area for a

potentially sizeable quantity of research. though it is not

a main topic in this present study. Even still. the evidence

from this research clearly indicates that the sacred forests

of Kathmandu Valley are in situ storehouses of medicinal

plants. which some local practitioners of traditional herbal

medicine still use. Local people themselves are very aware

of certain medicinal plants in the sacred forests.

including. for example, those which have aborticidal or

insecticidal properties. those which are cures/tonics for
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common illnesses, diseases (i.e., leprosy), wounds, broken

bones. etc., and antidotes for poisoning.

Traditionally. the study and application of medicinal

plants has always been the object of importance and rever

ence among both guru(s) [spiritual teachers] and baidya(s)

[local physicians] in Nepal. It is therefore not surprising

that nearly two-thirds (64 percent) of the medicinal plants

enumerated in this study also are considered to be sacred or

to have religious significance in Nepalese culture.

SACRED NATURE

An analysis of the botanical evidence suggests that the

predominant feature of the flora of sacred forests in

Kathmandu Valley is their medicinal value (i.e., 66 percent

of species identified). In comparison, their second most

evident feature is their edible fruit (i.e., 48.7 percent of

species identified), while their religious and ornamental

features (i.e .• 46.7 percent and 34.7 percent of species

identified) rank third and fourth respectively.

In the above analysis, however, the relative importance

of the sacred or religious feature of flora of sacred

forests is under-represented. The frequent association of

this feature with other conspicuous botanical features

deserves further examination: 90 percent of the species

considered sacred also have medicinal value; 53 percent of
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these same species also have edible fruit; and 44 percent of

these same species have ornamental value. Only three species

(two of which have no Latin equivalent) have no association

with other botanical features. Evidently. the sacred or

religious nature of plants is of great significance and has

important relevance to important botanical featues.

To illustrate. sixteen (10.7 percent) of the species

identified in this study have all four features (i.e .•

religious. medicinal. edible fruit and ornamental) in asso

ciation: Aegle marmelos. Areca catechu. Bauhinia purpura.

Bauhinia variegata. Castanopsis indica. Castanopsis

tribuloides. Elaeocarpus sphaericus. Ficus bengalensis.

Ficus benjamina. Ficus religiosa. Manifera indica.

Nelumbium nucifera. Phoenix sylvestris. Phyllanthus

emblica. Rosa alba. and Sysygium cumini. With the exception

of Castanopsis indica and Castanopsis tribuloides (which

have minor local religious significance). these particular

species are ultimately the most sacred. and most useful.

plants known to the Hindu and Buddhist world (see Majupuria

& Joshi 1988).

SACRED TREES

Sacred trees have long been a ubiquitous feature in vir

turally all Old and New World landscapes (see Mansberger

1987 for full discussion). Their presence in the present-day
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landscape of Kathmandu Valley is no exception. In both town

and country. venerable large fig trees (predominantly Ficus

reliqiosa or Ficus benqalensis) are a conspicuous and

integral part of the landscape (see Figures 16 & 17). Except

for numerous stands of bamboo dotting the Valley. these

individual sacred trees account for the only natural foliage

(besides sacred forests) visible in the landscape. Often.

they are important landmarks in the distance. and are usual

ly located along the routes to sacred forests (see Figure

18).

While all trees are sacred within the confines of sacred

forests. there are usually some individual trees which are

more revered than others. This individual veneration of par

ticular trees is species-dependent (mostly Ficus reliqiosa.

Ficus benqalenis. or Michelia kisopa). In most cases.

these individually venerated sacred trees can be identified

by: [1] their close juxtaposition to shrines and temples;

[2] the presence of sacred stones. sacrificial altars.

burial markers or other religious objects at their bases; or

[3] attached prayer flags and prayer strings (see Figures

19. 20. and 21). In addition. their obvious antiquity [some

are reported to be more than 500 years old] and gigantic

size make them a recognizable feature in 90 percent of the

sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley. Younger specimens

including newly planted saplings of these sacred trees are

also present in some of the sacred forests.
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Plate 16. Rural Sacred Tree:
Kathmandu Valley
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Figure 17. Suburban Sacred Tree:
Kathmandu Valley
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Figure 18. Sacred Tree: Enroute to
Bajxa Yogini Sacred Forest
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Figure 19. Sacred Tree:
Pashupati Sacred Forest
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Figure 20. Sacred Tree:
Adeshwar Sacred Forest
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Figure 21. Sacred Tree:
Raniban Sacred Forest
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Other less revered trees of sacred forests, left to live

out their natural life spans, vary in age, sometimes

reaching equally gigantic proportions (see Figure 22). Quite

often, they serve as hosts to a myriad of forms of climbers,

epiphytes, mosses, lichens, arthropods (including a specta

cular array of butterflies), birds and arboreal animals

(see Figure 23). Upon death and decay, they also provide a

natural habitiat for saprophyte communities, for in most

cases their leaves, branches and stems remain in situ as

part of the sacred forest ecosystem.

SACRED REFUGIA

In age, stucture and uniqueness, some of the sacred

forests of Kathmandu Valley are biologically and botanically

akin to forest types known as "old growth forests," "ancient

woods" or "primary woodland sites" (see Ervin 1987, Sheail

1983, and Tubbs 1983 respectively for full descriptions of

these forest types). Ecologically and biogeographically,

some of the sacred forests also resemble "isolates" or

"habitat islands" (see Wilcox 1980, Burgess & Sharpe 1981,

Webb et al. 1985 and Harris 1984 for full descriptions).

Presently existing in these comparative states of fragmented

nature, they fill a role as refugia.

An overwhelming majority of species identified in this

survey are native to the sub-Himalayan region, whose normal
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Figure 22. Ancient Tree:
Bajra Barahi Sacred Forest
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Figure 23. Natural Vegetation:
Bajra Barahi
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distribution ranges from Northern Pakistan to Bhutan. Less

than ten percent of the species identified are exotic. A

definitive list of species actually endemic to this region

does not exist at this time, although a rich endemic flora

has always been supposed by many botanists (Hara et ale

1978:8-9). Mierow and Shrestha (1978:2) suggest that parti

cularly the isolated valleys of the Himalaya may "harbor

distinctive species or varieties."

The role of sacred forests as refugia gains significance

in the light of historical considerations. Pleistocene fossil

leaf and pollen evidence [approximately 20 types of plants

identified from fossil pollen alone] from the northern,

central and southern parts of Kathmandu Valley suggests an

ancient vegetative inheritance (West & Munthe 1984:103).

This evidence also elucidates that in the ancient past a

succession of forest types corresponding to temperature

changes (including tropical evergreen upper montane forests,

coniferous forests and tropical evergreen montane forests)

evolved in the Valley (Pandey 1987:113).

Kathmandu Valley's present tremendous diversity of flora

is a reflection of past immigration and colonization from

other regions of the Himalaya which are in themselves a

'veritable node in phytogeography' (Burkill 1924 cited in

Sahni 1981:40). Floristically. the Himalaya have served as

a meeting point or bridge for Euro-Mediterranean and Western

Chinese affinities. while at the same time acting as a
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barrier facilitating derelict and endemic elements (Burman

1981:403). Because the valleys and foothills of the sub

Himalayan region were not affected by Pleistocene glacia

tion, they are regarded as a "sanctuary of ancient families

of flora and fauna" (Sahni 1981:41).

Several respondents of this survey indicated the degree

of rareness of several species identified (e.g., Aesandra

butyracea, Cinnamomum camphora, Cinnamomum tamala, Santalum

album). Presently, this information cannot be confirmed

beyond the generalization that many Himalayan flora are now

confined to smaller and smaller geographic areas threatened

or endangered by increasing rates of landscape change,

especially in Kathmandu Valley, where natural vegetation has

been largely destroyed except for a few remaining relicts.

As unique vegetative units composed of a variation of

species assemblages representing several kinds of rare eco

systems, the sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley provide

sanctuary for many species that are otherwise conspicuously

absent in the surrounding landscape. Three sacred forest

sites harbor tropically-evergreen Himalayan "fog forests"

[forests which begin above 2000 meters and, with precipation

levels double that in the Valley, also contain the spring

zone of perennial streams and rivers of the Valley (Haffner

1981:8-9)].

Sacred forests in the form of small forest remnants also

function as refugia for animal wildlife. especially in an
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area such as Kathmandu Valley where habitat destruction has

greatly diminished the possibility of their survival. Cronin

(1977:82-82) similarly reports that small isolated forest

remnants are commonly protected in the Arun Valley. which

serve in effect as "miniature zoos" insuring the survival of

species in areas of wide-spread forest destruction. [Owing

to the fact that the landscape of Arun Valley expresses a

religious geography. these small forest remnants may also be

sacred forests.]

Commenting on the various forms of wildlife present in

the sacred forests. respondents most often made references

to leopards [Panthera pardus] and tigers [Panthera tigris].

The respondents confusingly used the Nepalese name for tiger

[bagh] to indicate both tiger and leopard. The correct

Nepalese name for leopard is chi twa. but is seldom used.

Contrary to local legend and opinion. a Nepalese wildlife

ecologist opined that Kathmandu Valley is beyond the normal

range for tigers. although no recent formal survey has been

conducted to confirm this.

Writing on Kathmandu Valley in 1880. Oldfield remarks:

Leopards abound in the jungles in all the hills
surrounding the valley. They often come down into
the villages on the edges of the valley. and some
times even into the center of the valley. and commit
great deprevations. They occasionally attack men.
oftener children. but most usually confine their
attacks to cattle. sheep. goats. etc. (p.191).
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Nevertheless. respondents reported citings of bagh at

14 of the larger survey sites. Local people are afraid to go

to these areas especially at night. when tigers. and also

leopards. come to drink at water sources and to eat mainly

deer and rabbits. Sometimes they come out of these forests

to attack goats. sheep. cows. buffalo and people; at least

two tigers have been shot recently in these instances. At

one site. a tiger reportly came out of the forest near a

gompa [monastery] and mauled one child. frightening to death

another child. At another site respondents reported that

tigers come to drink regularly at a fountain used by temple

devotees.

Respondents also admit hearing stories that:

A long time ago. before King Mahendra's time [i.e .•
before 1950]. when the forest was very wild. people
were afraid to go inside because there were many
dangerous animals such as tigers. leopards and bears
near the temple or at the gates.

Some respondents reason that. within recent memory.

after the monkey population in the Valley decreased. the

tiger and leopard populations also decreased. but still some

tigers and leopards remain:

If other kinds of wild game animals were more pl~nti

ful in the forests. tigers and leopards wouldn't have
to leave the forests in search of food."

Other kinds of wildlife reportedly seen by local people

in the sacred forests include: deer. barking deer [Muntiacus

muntjak]. monkeys [Macaca mulata]. langurs [Presbytis
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eUlellus]. rabbits. squirrels. wild boar [Sus scrofa]. bears

[Melursus ursinus). mongoose. wildcats [Felis viverrina.

jungle cats [Felis chaos). foxes [Vulpes vulpes). turtles.

fish. eagles. owls. parrots. pheasant. and many kinds of

birds. [A recent ecological study of one sacred forest site

records 267 bird species belonging to 47 families. A favorite

haltage for long-distance migratory birds. this same forest

provides habitat for 23 migrant species (Oli 1986:19).)

On-site observations confirmed the presence of all wild

life reported by the respondents except bears and tigers.

These findings suggest that wildlife numbers in sacred

forests are rather small in comparison with larger natural

areas. but nevertheless probably represent the last survi

ving members of their respective species in the Valley.
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V. LEG END S

Sacred forests are not figments of the imagination, nor

do they manifest from imaginary origins. Historically and

contemporaneously, they are biologically and culturally

rooted in terra firma. Genetically, they represent a

biological heritage; psychically, they represent a cultural

patrimony.

Information (and knowledge) contained in the oral tradi

tion about sacred forests in Kathmandu Valley is a corollary

to the source of information contained in the written tradi

tion. The oral tradition continues to reveal its contents

primarily through those who speak and listen; the written

tradition passes on its contents in codified form to those

who read and write, and also to those who listen to the

written word when it is read aloud [swasthani]. Sometimes

the two traditions are intertwined and embedded in each

other; other times they are hidden from each other. Just as

there are "hidden treasures" in the form of "revealed texts"

to be uncovered at some sacred sites, there are also rich

repositories of common knowledge to be unearthed.

An investigation of the oral tradition surrounding a

sacred forest reveals a wealth of knowledge not only about

its natural components. but also about its sacred character.

Because of its associations with human cultural and
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religious history. each sacred forest is embued with

distinctive "bio-cultural data."

PERSONALITY OF SACRED PLACE

To enter a sacred forest is to penetrate a realm steeped

with an associated persona of history. legend and myth.

Through the passage of millenia. the original human psycho

logy associated with a sacred forest has survived in human

collective memory (as a psychic inheritance) so that it

still permeates present perceptions of place.

Look. there is Shiva in his deer-form.

Here is Parvati sitting in her cave.

Vishnu stands within this tree.

Buddha's footprint is on that rock.

A personal psychology evolving to personal history.

evolving to legend. thence to myth: these are the stages in

the growth of the "personality of place." without beginning

or end. associated with a sacred forest. Each sacred forest

is embued with a personality all onto itself.

The "personality of place" or qenius loci exhibited

by sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley is underscored by

references made by interview respondents to altogether 455

different names of associated religious and historical

figures. A majority (83 percent) of these associated
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personalities are Buddhist. Hindu or local deities: 54 per

cent are female and 46 percent are male deities. Religious

personages such as revered teachers. scholars and holy men

represent nine percent of place-related personalities. while

historical figures such as illustrious secular rulers or

local benefactors comprise eight percent. All of the sites

sites are associated one or more of these personalities.

This listing does not include oral or written accounts

of the lineages or reincarnations of associated personali

ties. At one particular sacred forest site. an interview

respondent intimated that each letter in the name of the

chief deity associated with that place represents all the

names of associated deities beginning with that letter.

which are revealed by the recitation of a certain lineage

mantra. At another sacred forest. a respondent posits

that. "It would take one human lifetime to name all the

deities of this place." Lineages of celebrated religious

teachers. who established permanent hermitages in certain

sacred forests. can be traced in religious ledgers of oral

and written tradition. Without doubt. the associated patri

mony of sacred place represented by sacred forests is

substantially much larger than indicated by present oral

accounts of this survey.

Place-name derivations are also descriptive of the

"personality of place" characterized by sacred forests (see

Table 8). Two-thirds (66.7 percent) of the sacred forest
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TABLE 8

SACRED FOREST PLACE-NAME DERIVATIONS

# Sacred Forest

1. Adeshwar
2. Bajra Barahi
3. Bajra Yogini
4. Balkumari
5. Bhaktapur Mahakali
6. Bhandarkhal
~. Bhatedhikuro
8. Bhimdhunga
9. Changu Narayan
10. Cheepdeo
11. Dakshinbarahi
12. Dakshinkali
13. Gokarna
14. Goroknath
15. Gupha
16. Gupteswar
17. Indra Daha
18. Indrani
19. Kalobhairab
20. Karyabinayak
21. Koteswar
22. Mhepi Ajima
23. Nagarjun
24. Nakhubishnudevi
25. Namabuddha
26. Hanakmath
27. Nilbarahi
28. Panchakanyadevi
29. Pashupati
30. Phulchoki
31. Raniban
32. Salanguban
33. Sallaghari
34. Santaneswarmahadev
35. Sanu Hatiban
36. Saraswati Kunda
37. Sharadadevithan
38. Shivapuri
39. Shreshnarayan
40. Sundarijal
41. Sungadeo
42. Surya Binayak
43. Swayambhu
44. Thapathalikumarithan
45. Yaraban

Place-name Derivation

(Shiva)
(Barahi). "thunderbolt"
(Yogini). "thunderbolt"
(Kumari)
(Hahakali)
"storehouse"
"hill of rice"
(Bhimsen). "stone"
(Narayan-=Vishnu)
(Devi) "stone"
(Barahi). "southern"
(Kali). "southern"
(Goroknath). 12th cent. ~
(Goroknath). 12th cent. ~
"cave. retreat"
(Shiva). "secret"
(Indra). "lake"
(Devi). one of "Eight Mothers"
(Bhairab=Shiva). "black"
(Binayak-Ganesha)
(Siva). "millions of gods"
(Ajima-Mother). "body. pith"
(Nagarjuna) 1rst cent. guru
(Devi)
(Buddha)."Homage to the Buddha"
(Nanak). 15th cent. guru
(Barahi). "blue"
(Devi). "Five Virgins"
(Shiva). "Lord of Animals"
"flower-covered hill"
"Queen's forest"
"refuge forest"
"pine grove"
(Shiva)
"little elephant forest"
(Saraswati). "springs"
(Sharada). "seat"
(Shiva)
(Narayan=Vishnu)
"pretty ~later"

(Devi) "parrot"
(Ganesha). "sun"
"sublime woods"
(Kumari). "seat"
(Devi). "forest"
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place-names are derived from the names of deities: 37.8

percent are associated with female deities and 28.9 percent

are associated with male deities. Place-names of nine (20

percent) sacred forest sites are descriptive of certain

features of the natural world (e.g .• "pretty water."

"sublime woods." "hill of flowers"). Other place-names

(13 percent) are associated with the names of historical

figures. such as famous guru(s) [teachers]. royalty and

founders of religious sects. In many instances. according

to oral and written tradition. these place-names are recent

appellations and therefore do not truly reflect an histori

cal "personality of place." Further examination of former

names from former times would reveal a more extensive sacred

forest patrimony than present place-names suggest.

"Personality of place" assumes the pulse of life through

the drama of religious ritual. in the form of at least 47

different traditional festivals and ceremonies which take

place at all the sacred forest sites. Whether located in the

midd~e of the human habitat or at a remote part of the

Valley. each sacred forest is a spiritual hub for the enact

m~nt of specific rites: "It has always been an important

puiagarnesthal [seat for performing worship]."

Sacred forests are open anytime to anyone for prayer

[sansari ~]. meditation and worship ("anyone looking

for Dharma"). except at four sites where lower castes are

not permitted entry. at two sites where entry is restricted
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by permit. and at one site where fear keeps everyone away

except the puiari [priest]. [At many sites Western people

and lower castes were not permitted entry until recent

times]. Certain sacred forests are associated with specific

ethnic or caste groups (e.g .• Newari. Brahmin. Chetri. Sikh.

Tibetan. Rai. Limbu. Tamang) while some assume a local,

regional. national or international identity. Newars and

Tamangs are decidedly the most frequently represented groups

of visitors to sacred forests.

Sacred forests most often serve local villagers as near

by sites for the daily personal performance of nitya ~.

At several sites. local men gather one day a week for bhajan

[devotional singing]. Occasionally, local people returning

from pilgrimage (i.e., tirthajanu) invite relatives for voj

[religious feasting], when prasad [blessed food] and holy

water is distributed. On Saturdays. Tuesdays and Thursdays

many devotees come from near and far for the performance of

important rites requiring the services of a pUjari, which

take place three times a day. Especially on Saturdays.

sacred forests provide favorite ..~ and picnic" places

for many families of urban Kathmandu Valley. For most of

the year. the majority of sacred forests take on a local

character that is in close harmony with that of the local

community.

Every sacred forest is the scene of at least two impor

tant annual religious festivals [jatra] which draw large
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crowds of worshippers sometimes numbering in the thousands.

Also. some sites are included as part of an annual pilgri

mage [yatra] to specific sacred places of the Valley. These

visitations occur at specific times of the year according to

the religious lunar calendar. usually either at full moon or

new moon.

Other festivals take place seasonally according to the

agricultural calendar. for example at planting or harvest

time. At some sites. a mela [religious gathering] occurs

"at year changing day" or every 12 years. During these

times. "everyone comes" to perform E..!:!.is. [religious rite].

pay respects to the kuldevata [deity of the family or clan].

listen to scriptures being read. offer special sacrifices.

watch lakhe [masked] dancing. attend all night fires and

take ritual full-moon baths ("to wash away bad karma").

Lasting from one day to one month. these events provide an

opportunity for nearly everyone in the Valley to visit a

sacred forest at least one time during the year. to engage

in personal spiritual renewal. and to participate in a

communal renewal of spirit of place.

In contrast. at other times sacred forests provide a

tranquil natural setting for many itinerant ~(s) and

sadhu(s) [holy men] who stay for short or long periods to

meditate and practice yoga. At some sites. this quiet space

is also available for local religious practitioners during

the monthly observance of panchasila. a 24 hour period of
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~ and fasting when there is no stealing, no lying, no

drinking, no smoking, and no killing (i.e., "killing nothing

from ants to elephants or a leaf of a plant").

PROTECTIVE DEITIES

Many of the sacred forest sites are associated with

protective deities of the Buddhist and Hindu pantheons of

ancient India. A certain degree of religious transference

or syncretism is obvious in the Nepalese designation of many

sites as scenes of mythological events connected with these

deities. For example, more than one-fourth (29 percent) of

the sacred forests are pitha [places, seats, altars] of

the Indian Mother Goddess Parvati, who also manifests at

many other sites in various forms of her 108 incarnations.

The name Parvati connotes a relationship with inaccessible

mountain regions (i.e., she is conceived as the daughter of

the Himalaya). Her consort, Shiva (whose name means "dweller

of mountains"), a pre-Aryan god worshipped at Mohenjodaro

(3000 B.C.), is represented at 60 percent of the sacred

sites. Shiva and Parvati, as their names suggest, were

originally worshipped by mountain peoples (Sircar 1973:3).

Other Indian protective deities such as Narayan

[Vishnu], Hanuman, Binayak [Ganesha], Bhairab, and their

many incarnations, are also profusely associated with sacred

forest sites. The shakti [power or energy] of each of
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these deities, in relation to a particular sacred forest, is

attested by oral tradition and signified by certain identi-

fying iconic symbols present within the forest (see Figures

24, 25, 26, 27, & 28). Sixty-two percent of the sacred

forest sites contain iconographical evidence representing

variant forms of these protective deities.

These former Indian gods and goddesses often assume the

role of protection of localized space in addition to that

offered by local protective deities.

The Newars have kept, for instance, the memory of
their ancient sacred places, at the same time contin
uing to be Hindus or Buddhists. The result is that,
in certain places, Buddhist as well as Hindu images
can be found by the side of other symbols of the
presence of divine power (Kooij 1978:5).

Phurkhauli Dharma [ancestral or family religion] is a

predominant element of religious life in Kathmandu Valley,

where the kuldevata is worshipped by Newars, Rais, Limbus,

Tamangs and other dominant ethnic groups. The foci of this

type of worship are natural unhewn stones which mark the

presence of particular kuldevata(s) at particular spots in

the landscape ("every caste does ~ to their own

kuldevata"). According to Kooij (1978:7-8), these stones

"were the main cultic objects of the Newars before Indian

influence brought images to Nepal," and "the basis of this

stone-worship is not so much the stone itself but the spot

where the stone has been erected." These aniconic stones are
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Figure 24. Protective Deity:
Bha1rab
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Figure 25. Protective Deity:
Vishnu
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Figure 26. Protective Deity:
Shiva
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Figure 27. Protective Deity:
Hanuman
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Figure 28. Protective Deity
left: Hahashakti
right: Shiva linga
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conspicuous religious features in all except three of the

sacred forests of this survey (for example, see Figure 29).

In this connection, the Aboriginals of Australia have a

very similar name (i.e., Kultuwa) for a place where large

boulders and a fig tree mark the resting site of ancestors

on their migration "in the creation times" (Issacs 1980:87

89). The Sanskrit cognate for the word kuldevata is

kuladeva. The German and English cognates, kult and cult,

could possibly be related also.

In many sacred forests natural unhewn stones also repre

sent the presence of various forms of Hindu mother goddesses

[matrika] and protectors of space [digpala], of which

the former are the more numerous. Often occuring in sets of

five, seven. eight or nine, the matrika (whose names

originally indicated different tribal deities) are the main

protectors of Kathmandu Valley and are also often associated

with cremation grounds, while digpala are guardians of

localized space as well as the principal directions. These

types of stones occur at 71 percent of the sacred forest

sites, and like the kuldevata stones. are usually situated

in hypaethral (uncovered) shrines or in open air positions on

hill-tops, under sacred trees, at sacred springs, pools.

and river confluences [tirtha] or in relation to other

designated features of the natural environment (see Figure

30). In all cases, these stones mark sacred space.
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Figure 29. Kuldevata
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Figure 30. Mother Goddess
left: Mathrika Stones
right: hypaethral shrine
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BANDEVI

That sacred forests are the haunts or abodes of spirits

and deities is a universally held belief. Stories about the

"jungle goddess" or "goddess of the forest" figure largely

in descriptions of sacred forests the world over. and are a

part of a timeless store of forest lore and myth in all cul

tures. Several researchers believe that this institution

dates back several thousand years to pre-agrarian times when

human society was engaged in hunting/gathering or nomadic/

semi-nomadic activities.

Protective deities of sacred forests in India. for

example. have uniquely different names in each location.

but all are higher or lower derivatives of the Mother

Goddess. and are always perceived as ferociously possessive

protectors of the forests (Paranjipye 1988:22). [The origin

of worship of the Mother Goddess can be traced to Paleoli

thic and Early Neolithic times (Mehta 1967:64)]. Likewise.

in Brazil. spirit protectors called ~ de seringa [mother

of rubber trees] or ~ de piassava [mother of the piassava

palm] terrorize local wood-cutters (Smith 1983:14-15). The

Australian Aborigines dread the burdgurug. a female devil

who protects the denser forests ('dangerous places') of the

the Aitu Fafine. a dangerous female forest demon of Western

Samoa (Bermann 1939:51-65).
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In Kathmandu Valley. belief in the bandevi or "forest

goddess" is very prevalent. According to present belief. the

bandevi resides in all but five of the sacred forests

surveyed. where she holds sway as protectress over all

natural life. including human life. Her presence is not to

be easily denied, ignored or challenged. at least by 92

percent interview respondents who acknowledged strong to

very strong beliefs in her power [shakti).

Although rarely seen. the bandevi's presence is never

theless felt by all believers. especially on dark lonely

paths and at night. during which time she occasionally makes

an appearance. People believe that there are many different

forms of bandevi. depending on the nature of the place.

locality. and ethnicity of the local population. For

example. as Parvati who sat in the sacred forest and medita

ted for a long time. she is one of the goddesses who comes

to meet Shiva. Other forms commomly attributed to the

bandevi are Bankali. Tanapati. Sundarimai. Bhagawati.

Kumaridevi. Durga. Yogumbar. and Mahasaktijanane ("they are

all the same. just different generations"). Alternatively.

people believe that Bhairab or Ganesh are also protectors

of the forest.

Most bandevi are beneficent if placated. and all are

capable of extreme wrath and destruction if provoked. There

fore. many people are careful to celebrate~ in her

honor at least once a year or at other times coinciding
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with major religious events held in the forests. Blood

sacrifice (rooster or male buffalo) is generally favored by

the bandevi.

In several forests a bandevi shrine or temple is main

tained. usually at a distance from the precincts of the main

shrines of orthodox religion (see Figure 31). For many

people. the bandevi may reside in a certain tree. at the

base of which~ is performed. Sometimes the bandevi is

"established" arbitrarily by believers who erect spirit

houses in remote parts the forest during extended visits. At

the sacred forest sites where repondents indicated the ban

devi does not reside. small bandevi shrines are located

outside the forest.

As protectress of the forest and all forest life. the

bandevi's role is essentially that of a divine forest

ranger(ess). Many respondents believe that "if there weren't

a bandevi. the forest wouldn't be there." or conversely.

"if there were no forest. there wouldn't be a bandevi. To

remove "even a leaf or a stick" from the forest can exact

bad luck and other trouble from the bandevi. For the faint

of heart. entering the known realm of a bandevi entails

great risk. and is often not even comtemplated.

At several sacred forest sites. the bandevi is associ

ated with the presence of tigers. a belief which instills

additional fear as well as sincerity in performing rituals,

for the tigers do not disturb those engaged in worship. At
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Figure 31. Bandevi
left: open shrine
right: base of tree
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two particular sites. the presence of a "white tiger" is

especially demonstrative of the power of the resident

bandevi. Prayers offered to the bandevi will protect

visitors from all other wild animals. It is also the custom

of all hunters and woodsmen to perform~ or to make a

sacrificial offering to the bandevi upon entering a forest.

for permission to engage in such activity and for protection

from harm.

The bandevi is often associated with wish-fulfilling

and life-giving capacities. The power of the bandevi is so

revered that "whatever people want. they come and make ~

and they get." Some village people offer~ to the bandevi

at the time of marriage or other happy occassions when the

blessing of the goddess is desired. The protection of the

bandevi is also sought by believers when they are threatened

by illness or enemies. For others. the bandevi "is like our

mother. she gives us life." Villagers believe that the ban-

aevi helps to procure for them the necessary provisions

for agricultural survival. especially in areas concerning

the health and reproduction of domestic animals.

Most respondents assume that everyone else also shares

their belief in the bandevi:

Everybody believesi all Hindus believei everyone
~ believei the whole village would be against
me if I didn't believe. my father and grandfather
believe. so I am following their beliefi many old
people talk about bandevi.
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The belief in the bandevi is reportedly even more

prevalent in mountainous areas outside Kathmandu Valley and

especially ~ricfar-western Nepal.

A few skeptics admit that. although the bandevi may

exist. "People have all the power now. Before. the bandevi

used to win. now people are winning." Even so. during the

course of this survey. one person was said to have "died of

fright" upon encountering a bandevi in one sacred forest.

LIVING LEGENDS

A long time ago. a Minister of the King went into
the sacred forest. In the middle of the sacred forest
he came upon a most beautiful and fragrant flower.
such as he had never seen before. He was seized with
the desire to pick it. not for himself. but as a
worthy gift for the King.

When the King received the beautiful and fragrant
flower from the Minister. he immediately commanded
him to procure an additional flower of the exact
likeness. for he wished to present one to each of his
two Queens. The Minister would be obliged to forfeit
his head if he could not fulfill this request.

So. the Minister returned to the sacred forest to
search for another flower matching the beauty and
fragrance of the original one. but to no avail. He
spied a ~ who was standing on his head in deep
meditation. He waited respectfully until the ~
inquired of his business there. whereupon the poor
him. 'If you desire the flower that you describe. you
will have to wait for 12 years. When I have meditated
for 12 years. the sweat that has fallen down to the
earth beneath me will have given enough moisture to
the soil with which to nurture the growth of the
flower you so desire.'

The Minister gave this response to the King, who
agreed to wait the prescribed 12 years. Finally. when
the Minister returned again to the spot in the middle
of the sacred forest. he found another beautiful and
fragrant flower growing in place of the original. The
~ had disappeared. [Fieldnote: 12-19-88.]
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The sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley embody a plethora

of associated fables, stories, myths and legends. Some of

these narratives are literally as old as the hills them

selves, for they speak of the time of the Valley's creation,

when humans first gazed from mountain perches to observe

forested hilltops protruding out of the descending waters of

a prehistoric lake. Miraculous events enacted in former god

times, metaphysical exploits conducted by religious adepts

in former human times, and divine encounters by ordinary

folk in recent times, all contribute depth to the legendary

shadows within sacred forests.

This body of psychic experience has been kept alive for

countless generations primarily through the narrative act

(see Table 9). In present-day Kathmandu Valley the elders of

the community, parents and grandparents are the main reposi

tories of this information. The Guru [spiritual teacher],

religious texts, and devotional singing and story-telling

are also important sources. Of equal importance in the

popular transmission of this psychic inheritance are the

duties at or visiting a sacred forest site, talking to peers

and other people, and personal observation. Evidently, the

legendary history of sacred forests is not common knowledge,

but is dependent upon verbal communication and interaction

within a traditional, religiously oriented society.
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TABLE 9

SOURCES OF SACRED FORESTS LEGENDS

Source of Information
About Sacred Forests

Old People

Parents/Grandparents

Guru/Pujari

Religious Texts

Devotional Songs/Stories

Peers/Other People

Personal Observation

Site Duties

Site Residence/Visit

Common Knowledge

(%) of Respondents
Acknowledging Source

31.3

6.0

2.7

4.7

3.3

8.7

12.7

6.6

22.7

1.3

Total: 100.0
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LAKESHORE HORIZONS

At the dawn of human memory Kathmandu Valley was visited

by a number of important legendary personages in search of

new spiritual vistas. At that time the Valley was a large

lake completely surrounded by forested mountains. a sacred

destination of early Himalayan pilgrimage. The first to

appear on the horizon of the lakeshore were a succession of

mortal Buddhas from India. whose names are intimately asso

ciated with the Valley's creation legends.

The first three Buddhist saints. accompanied by their

followers. each made a pilgrimage to the sacred lake. where

each completed three circumabulations. each seated himself

on the north-west perimeter. and before returning home. each

repeated a prophesy that the lake would become a populous

and cultivated valley kingdom. Subsequent to their visits.

Manjusri. a Buddhist saint hailing from the region of the

Hill of Five Peaks [in the sacred Wu-t'ai-shan. Shansi.

China]. arrived with his followers and two wives. On his

second ambulation of the lake. after installing each of his

wives on two mountain tops. he made six clefts in the moun

tain wall of the lake with his sword. thereupon draining the

lake. He then decided to settle permanently in the newly

formed valley, wherein he planted groves of trees at two

sacred spots.
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The Hindu version of the beginnings of Kathmandu Valley

also revolves around the prehistoric lake. Accordingly,

Bhimsen circumnavigated the lakeshore in a stone boat in

search of clefts in the mountain wall through which he could

empty the waters of the lake. At an auspicious spot on the

western Valley rim he left behind a stone and an oar. The

spot subsequently became a sacred forest site, where Bhimsen

also left behind medicinal plants of special importance for

the health of cattle. The surrounding area also became the

site of two more sacred forests and numerous ancestral

shrines [e.g., Badhunga (father stone)], where oral legend

maintains that the original inhabitants, along with many

gods, were settled before the draining of the lake, after

which time they moved the city of Kathmandu down into the

Valley to its present site.

Another curious story, originating at the time of the

prehistoric lake, involves the sacralizing process of a par-

ticular tree species and its sacred forest site:

Once there was a Brahman who was killed by the
god Narayan [Vishnu]. The son of the deceased Brahman
told Narayan that he would seek revenge for his
father's death. Narayan went to Dwarika where he met
Sukracharya, who prophesied the revenge by the
Brahman's family.

Narayan returned to Nepal, which at that time was
covered with water. He came to stay on a hill where
there was a Kalingka Naga [snake demon] residing
in a cave at a spot called Dolagiripravat. The Naga
encircled the hill and began to shake it, whereupon
Narayan seized the Naga, placed it under the hill,
and pinned it down at four places with four poles to
hold it (and the hill) down. Kileswormahadev [a god]
was installed to sit on the earth above the Naga.
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After this the Naga didn't move. and the hill was
stabilized.

Now there was also a demon in that place called
Katchwaswor [tortoise god] who began to fight with
Narayan because he didn't want him to stay there.
Narayan. upon failing to dispel the advances of
the demon. enlisted the aid of two goddesses who
finally killed the demon in the middle of the night.
All the other deities. except Indraini. had come to
lend support. and after the fighting remained there
to rest. However. morning overtook them too quickly.
so thus unable to flee because of daylight. they
were forced to remain there permanently.

Some time after this. Sudasanchakrabrahman was
born into a Brahman family who resided on the western
side of the hill but kept their cows and buffalo on
the eastern side. They obtained ghee [butter] and
milk from these animals. and also planted sugarcane
and kept beehives from which they harvested sugar
and honey. It was Sudasanchakrabrahman's duty to
go across the hill to fetch these things for the
daily~ of an older Brahman.

One day as Sudasanchakrabrahman was passing by a
champ tree [Michelia champaca] which stood in
the middle of the path. the resident tree spirit
caused the boy to experience the call of nature.
whereupon he hung his milkpot in the tree while he
went into the bushes. When he returned. the milkpot
was gone. These same proceedings occured on eight
successive days.

When the boy related this story to the impatient
elder Brahman. they went to the tree to investi
gate. Upon their arrival. they both were forced to
answer the call of nature. hung their things in the
tree~ went into the bushes. As the elder Brahman sat
watching. a boy came out of the tree and ate every
thing. He jumped up and with one swell swoop cut the
tree down with his knife. At that instant. Narayan's
head tumbled out of the tree.

When he realized he had killed a god. the elder
Brahman was very repentant. However. Narayan appeared
to him in a dream and explained the prophesy of family
revenge. for in a past life the elder Brahman was the
son of the Brahman formerly killed by Narayan. Also.
Narayan instructed that his family should continue to
do ~ and take care of the cows on that hill. a
tradition still followed by the same caste to this
day. The sacred forest site is called Champakh Narayan
[because Narayan's head [pakh] fell out of the champ
tree at this place].
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Altogether nine sacred forest sites of the Valley are

connected by oral legends to the remote age "when Nepal was

covered by a lake." and. presumably. each site "since that

time has been sacred." The present locations of these fores-

ted sacred sites are accurately described by oral legend.

and are accessible today by walking around the rim of the

Valley. In addition. these sacred forest sites are biologi-

cally. geologically. culturally and historically the most

ancient of all the sites in this survey.

EPICO-PURANIC FORESTS

Oral legends often designate certain sacred forests as

scenes of mythological events inspired from the Indian Epics

[the Mahabharta and the Ramayana]. as well as the Puranic

literature. with local adaptations.

A long time ago. in the time of Adikal. demons
were chasing the gods. who used to seek refuge in
this forest. They received shakti [power] here
through meditation and prayer to Shiva. whereby they
won the fight against the demons. (At that time the
forest was called Tapovan.) Later. in the time of
the Mahabharat wars. Arjun also came to this forest.
where he also recieved shakti from Shiva through
meditation. and went off to win many battles.

In the time of Duaparyug. Krishna and Ram came
here to make~ to a Shiva linga. At that time
one cow used to come daily to the forest to empty
her milk at this Shiva linga. When the cow's owner
found out about this loss. he beat her. after which
Shiva appeared to him in a dream. When this story
was related to the King. who also saw Shiva in a
dream. the cow was granted permanent sanctuary and
upkeep in the forest. and a Shiva temple was built.
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In the time of the Mahabharata. five princes
were sporting at Kedarnath in the Gharwal Himalaya.
where many buffalo roamed wild. Gamingly. Shiva took
the form of a buffalo. and not being thus recognized.
was decapitated. The buffalo head [symbol of Shiva
as protector of animals] reappeared in Nepal at a
sacred spot which became a sacred forest.

In the time of the Ramayana. the demon king came
and did~ in a sacred forest for 12 years. which.
except for the vulnerability of his navel. gave him
strength to be immortal.

The Epic story of Hanuman's fetching of the mountain of

medical herbs is related by respondents to the creation of

three different sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley. In the

local recension of the story. little pieces of Hanuman's

mountain fell to earth on his famous flight from the

Himalaya to the battlefield in India. and have existed to

this day as miniature isolated mountains on the Valley

floor. covered with potent medicinal herbs with life-

restoring properties. Other sacred forests were further

sanctified by Hanuman's meditating therein.

One sacred forest is the legendary site of Daksa

Prajapati's famous fire puja. Local legend also describes

the same forest as the original forest sanctuary where Ram

and Sita spent their twelve-year exile. an event also immor-

talized by nearby place-names such as Sitapaila [Sita's

footsteps] and Sitasaran [Sita's refuge].
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FOREST SANCTUARIES

According to oral legend, in all times, all the rishi(s)

[infers either 'nameless sages' or 'legendary ancestral

patriarchs' (Slusser 1982:365)] used to come and meditate in

the sacred forests.

This is the Rishismuni[s]' place. They stay here,
just as they always have, to meditate. Every tree
is a Rishi.

God is the tree or the tree is God. Everybody prays
to the tree like a god. There is no question. The
tree is a living thing. It is a god. The stone god
is not a living god. The tree is a living god.

All the gods are staying on the leaves of the trees
in this place. Each leaf of the pipal tree has a
god. That's why no one can climb a pipal tree. they
will just fall down.

Banbas baba(s) [sages, saints or hermits who stay in a

forest retreat or exile] are frequent subjects of sacred

forest legend. From ancient times until recent times, these

spiritual adepts practiced yoga, meditated, composed and

compiled religious texts, taught and gave discourses on

metaphysics, gave initiations, established philosophical

schools and religious sects, practiced divination and medi-

cine and performed miracles in the sacred forests of

Kathmandu Valley. Their hermitages or retreats were always

natural sanctuaries, especially caves [gupha] (see Figure

52), where they could live for long periods in solitude far

from centers of human habitation.
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Quite often these holy men. many of whom were historical

personages [e.g .• Nagarjuna (see Majupuria 1988. Shakya

1988). Atisa. Padmasambhava. Shantikar. Gorakhanatha.

Matsyendranatha. Nanak. Shivapuribaba]. chose natural places

made sacred by their spiritual predecessors. sometimes they

established their own meditation seats [-thal= place to sit

down]. which in time became sacred lineage seats for their

spiritual descendents. The spot "where the master sat"

accrued sanctity through the ages. and often became the site

of a monastery or gompa [Tibetan= at a distance]. The place

"where the master stood" often became marked by a fossilized

footprint [paduka] (see Figure 32). The place where a great

~ or a great teacher was buried was marked by a linga. a

reliquary stupa (see Figure 32). or a caitya. All of the

sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley contain at least one of

these sacred features representing immortalized human spiri

tual genius of the past.

Present-day banbas baba(s) reside in only a few of the

Valley's sacred forests. respected and held in awe by the

local population who regard their presence as a spiritual

boon to the community. for they are becoming increasingly

rare. Well-versed in oral and written religious knowledge.

they are also a valuable source of local sacred forest

legend. One such baba broke his silence:
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Figure 32. Site of Spiritual Genius
left: reliquary stupa
right: Buddha's footprint
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A long time ago at this place a baba attempted to
breach the rule of hermitage by cohabiting with a
woman. whereupon they were both chased out of the
forest by a nag a [snake].

The sanctuary of sacred forests also extends to other

less spiritually endowed mortals. According to popular

belief. thieves. murderers and other law-breakers can find a

safe haven or become invisible in the confines of at least

one sacred forest popularly known as Saranban [refuge

forest]. [This same idea of sanctuary was accorded by the

ancient Hawaiians to the confines of certain sacred palm

groves. where taboo-breakers could seek refuge from punish-

ment.] At several other sites near the larger urban centers

of the Valley. young drug addicts and "romantics" are

tolerated among the shadows.

In the oral legends. sacred forests provided sanctuary

for certain rare animals. One particular sacred forest once

provided sanctuary for a very rare white elephant. upon

whose disappearance the forest became known as the abode of

a god. [Historically. "elephant forests" were maintained in

ancient Nepal and India by royalty as sanctuaries for wild

elephants.] Similarly. rare white tigers are associated in

legend with two ether sacred forests; at one of these

forests a white tiger is still reportedly seen. whose pre-

sence acts as a determent to hunters.

Two sacred forests in this survey are associated with a

magical deer. In the old stories. this magical deer. in the
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form of a golden stag or a unicorn, is Shiva in disguise,

who roams freely throughout the expanse of the sacred forest

where his former consort, Parvati, also exists in reincarna-

ted animal form. One time three gods caught the magical deer

by its horn, breaking it into three pieces. Two pieces were

taken to their respective god realms, but the third piece

was left in another nearby sacred forest. where it was later

unearthed. At one site, many people by tradition scatter

special seed [satibij] which grows into a plant favored by

the magical deer. When the deer browses on this plant,

people believe their bad luck disappears along with the un-

resolved karma of all their ancestors.

THE POWER OF PLACE

The interview respondents of this survey unanimou~ly

believe in the shakti [energizing power or force]

associated with sacred forests:

The place has shakti because it is the place of
the deity. It is the deity's shakti which gives
shakti to the place. Not only local people, but
people from Kathmandu and India come here to get
shakti.

Some respondents believe that "there is shakti" as the

result of a host of ghosts and other underworld spirits

(e.g., bhuta, bakshi, picha, murkutta. naga) who inhabit

sacred forests. Inevitably, there is a universal awareness,
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and fear. of a presence of power ("something is there"). For

this reason most people are afraid to enter a sacred forest

alone or in a group of odd-numbered individuals.

Many respondents refer to the healing powers of particu

lar sacred forests. For example. those people who are af

flicted with leprosy and other skin diseases. or those who

are dumb or who cannot speak properly. seek to be cured by

bathing in or drinking sacred spring water. Those who suffer

from common maladies such as stomachaches or headaches seek

relief through~ with offeri~~s of duck eggs. popcorn and

soybeans. Childless couples seek to achieve results through

enlisting the creative power of shakti residing in certain

sacred forests. Quite often. people are directed by their

baidya to seek remedy through a prescribed course of~ at

certain sacred forests in addition to a prescribed course

herbal medicine.

Because of their inviolate and protected character.

several sacred forests have legends hinting of hidden repo

sitories (storehouses) of royal and spiritual wealth (e.g.,

dhanamati= precious stones). In a subterranean chamber at

one sacred forest site. legend purports that there are many

religious books written in gold ("gold powder was mixed with

serpent blood to make it fluid. and human brains to make it

stick") which are as old as the creation of the site. These

books are used to treat diseases. whereby cures are effected

merely by chanting the sanctified verses within.
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Most importantly. those who are burdened with sadness,

domestic or personal problems believe that the peaceful,

quite shade of a sacred forest imparts shanti [peace of

mind]. Blocked from wind, cool in summer, warm in winter,

sacred forests provide a sanctuary for villagers and towns

people alike who seek spiritual renewal through quiet

relaxation, meditation and retreat. In this respect, the

power of place is also regarded by many as beneficial for

religious learning and practice (i.e., one receives shakti

or becomes empowered on hallowed ground). Sometimes, people

believe that shakti thus received enables the deity to

"speak" through a human medium.

The power of place to give rain is a quintessential fea

ture of many popular legends and beliefs about sacred

forests. For example, "When there is no rain, the whole vil

lage comes to sing, to make the sound of rain, to make rain

~." At several sacred forest sites, respondents witnessed

weather changes in the surrounding area immediately after a

rain ~. At other sites, respondents maintain that due to

the shakti of the forests, the surrounding cultivated areas

are always green and never experience drought.

Naga(s) [snake gods]. who are associated with water in

nearly all rice-growing cultures of the world, appear in the

legends of half the sacred forests. Frequently residing near

devithan(s) [seats of the goddesses], they abhor blood or

leather, but are placated by milk. To incite the danger of a
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naga is to evoke drought, devastating rain storms and some

times landslides. Naga(s) figure prominently in all the

creation myths as well as ancient legends concerning rain

making and rice-planting. [Interestingly, snakes are very

rare in Nepal (Hasrat 1970:78.]

Magical powers, relating to the supernatural properties

of certain features of the natural world, are frequently

attributed to sacred forests by local people. The appearance

and disappearance of magical fruit-, bread- or money-bearing

trees. medicinal plants with aphrodisiacal or life-restoring

properties, secret subterranean tunnels. secret gardens and

magical fish in sacred pools are common examples of this

genre. The presence of the miraculous Ratnadhunga [diamond

like stone or crystal rock with magical properties. emitting

disease-curing light of five colors] is also an object of

frequent mention in sacred forest lore. usually serving as a

visual focus in certain creation myths (i.e .• the eternal

light. "this must be our home") or in mystical rites and

rituals (i.e .• crystal gazing). At one sacred forest site,

respondents believe that the soil has magical properties as

"medicine for fields when the earth is dead." In order to

restore shakti to their fields. local people "borrow" some

soil. usually at night and according to a certain ritual.

The sacred spring [kund]. as a life-giving source of

drinking water revealed in dreams during times of ancient

drought. is yet another recurring natural theme in sacred
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forest legends. The sacred pool or lake [~], usually off-

limits to mortals (except at certain times of the year)

because "it is the goddess's private bathing place," is also

a common sacred forest water-feature. In one sacred forest

legend even the sons of an ancient king were not immune to

the prohibition of bathing in the sacred pool, who paid with

their lives for this transgression. Another sacred forest

legend reveals that the sacred pool was originally formed as

the result of a god's picking sacred parijat [Nyctanthes

arbor-tristis] flowers for his mother. Caught in the

forbidden act by an ancient king, he was chained to stakes

driven into the earth, and was released only after his

mother had promised the king that his country would always

have fresh air, plenty of rain and morning mists. When the

stakes were removed, water began to rise from their holes,

forming a small lake in the middle of the sacred forest.

At one particular site, where the sacred forest is

especially infused with shakti, people believe that:

When the leaves fall down during the day, they are
blown outside the forest. When the sun goes down,
the leaves are blown back inside. You can't even
touch them! One government fencing contractor
attempted to erect a fence around the forest. Half
way through the project, the resident goddess
appeared to him in a dream ordering him to desist or
forfeit his life. The fencing is still unfinished.
Sometimes at night the goddess appears riding a
buffalo or a tiger; sometimes she is disguised as a
young girl or an old woman. Also she will appear if
one knows how to read the mantra. Every year a
tall tree is chosen from this forest by a black
goat for a festival in Kathmandu. No one can stay
in this place because the shakti is too wild!
It's that kind of place!
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V I. HIS TOR I C 0 - C U L T U R A L ROO T S

Popular perceptions of the age and origin of sacred

forests in Kathmandu Valley are somewhat vague. although 80

percent of interview responses assign to them a very great

antiquity (i.e .• "they are very old"). Only 14 percent of

interview respondents profess ignorance concerning this

topic. while six percent steadfastly believe sacred forests

to be self-originating (i.e .• "it came out of the earth by

itself. no one made it"). Included in this general reckoning

of age and origin is the perception that history of place is

not only a human domain. but also a divine one.

Many popular accounts place the origins of sacred

forests to times preceding human occupance of the Valley.

during the the ages of Satteyuga [the Golden Age]. Treta

~. or Dwarpayuga. when gods and goddesses showed them

selves in bodily form. Within this time-frame are estimates

of age ranging from 10.000 to 40.000 years. including "many

thousands." "from the time of the Ramayana." and "since

Shiva's hair changed." Both oral and written tradition

allude that during this pre-human time. also called Adikal

[beginning. first age]. Kathmandu Valley was the favorite

resort of gods and goddesses. who themselves considered it

to be a sanctuary par excellence.
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Other oral accounts. based on a human time reference.

place the origins of sacred forests. for example. to the

beginning of human occupancy in the Valley ("when humans

began to be born"). or to the age of the Kiratis [Kiratikal]

or the Abhira [Ahtshristi- dynasty of eight cowherd kings.

500 B.C. to 500 A.D.]. Some respondents relate these origins

also to the time "when Buddhism first came to the Valley. 16

centuries before Lumbini" [560 B.C.] or "before the time

of the first Dewari Kings" [early MalIa Dynasty. 1200-1382

A.D.]. Within this shadowy period. sacred forests are also

associated with the time "when the rice plant was first

given to humans by the gods" and "when human sacrifice was

introduced [from India] for the purpose of inducing rain."

More specifically. some respondents point to the parti

cular reigns of historical rulers ("each king builds a

different temple and adds a different memory") such as the

Licchavi Kings [ca. 300-879 A.D.] or the late MalIa Kings

[ca. 1382-1769]. Sacred forests were once so extensive ("in

the MalIa Kings' time. the forest stretched to Janakpur")

and so wild that pilgrims often lost their way ("the goddess

took them") or they were "eaten by tigers." Several respon

dents assume that more definite time references can be

obtained from written manuscripts or papers [patra] and

stone inscriptions [silapatra] which record temple renova

tions. etc.
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HISTORICAL ROOTS

Factual history of the sacred forests of Kathmandu

Valley is available only in scattered fragments. Inscrip

tions on stone/copper tablets or temple bells. sculptures.

monuments. buildings. Newari and Sanskrit religious texts.

and written accounts of early travelers constitute the main

body of surviving historical record (see Figures 33 & 34).

Based on this evidence alone. the average age of the sacred

forests sites is 600+ years [median age- 500+ years] (see

Table 10). which corresponds to the time of MalIa rule when

most of the shrines and temples in the Valley were built

(Kooij 1978:3). An older age is indicated for most sites by

the presence of ancient but undatable sacred stones [kul

devata(s)]. None of this evidence points conclusively to

the actual origins or age of sacred forests: it only serves

as a marker along the path of human history.

By comparison. the estimated ages for sacred forests

based on oral historical accounts point to much earlier

origins (see Table 10). By this accounting. half of the

sites are associated with the beginnings of known human

contact in the Valley. some 500-1000+ years B.C. Average

and median ages here (1911+ and 2000+ years respectively)

tentatively correlate sacred forests to pre-dynastic Nepal.

but could possibly extend even further back in time.
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Figure 33. Inscriptions
left: s1lapatra (Tibetan)
right: silapatra (Newari)
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Figure 34. Inscriptions
left: bell
right: monument
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TABLE 10

ESTIMATED AGE OF SACRED FOREST SITES

# Sacred Forest Estimated Age Estimated Age
(historical facts) (oral accounts)

l. Adeshwar 900+ 3000+
2. Bajra Barahi 900+ 1500+
3. Bajra Yogini 1500+ 3000+
4. Balkumari 500+ 1500+
5. Bhaktapurmahakali 500+ 1000+
6. Bhandarkhal 500+ 3000+
7. Bhatedhikuro 100+ 100+
8. Bhimdhunga 1200+ 3000+
9. Changu Narayan 1500+ 3000+
10. Cheepdeo 500+ 500+
1I. Dakshinbarahi 300+ 1500+
12. Dakshinkali 700+ 3000+
13. Gokarna 1300+ 3000+
14. Goroknath 300+ 2000+
15. Gupha 400+ 400+
16. Gupteswar 100+ 3000+
17. Indra Daha 500+ 3000+
18. Indrani 500+ 500+
19. Kalobhairab 100+ 1500+
20. Karyabinayak 400+ 800+
2I. Koteswar 1300+ 3000+
22. Hhepi Ajima 900+ 3000+
23. Nagarjun 700+ 3000+
24. Nakhubishnudevi 300+ 2000+
25. Namobuddha 500+ 2500+
26. Nanakmath 500+ 500+
27. Nilbarahi 900+ 1500+
28. Panchakanyadevi 100+ 3000+
29. Pashupati 1400+ 3000+
30. Phulchoki 400+ 3000+
31. Raniban 400+ 400+
32. Salanguban 100+ 2500+
33. Sallaghari 600+ 600+
34. Santaneswarmahadev 200+ 200+
35. Sanu Hatiban 200+ 5000+
36. Saraswati Kunda 900+ 2000+
37. Sharadadevithane 100+ 100+
38. Shivapuri 600+ 3000+
39. Shreshnarayan 800+ 3000+
40. Sundarijal 800+ 3000+
41. Sungadeo 500+ 500+
42. Surya Binayak 400+ 500+
43. Swayambhu 900+ 3000+
44. Thapathalikumarithan 400+ 400+
45. Yaraban 500+ 500+
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The earliest historical references to sacred forests in

the Valley appear in a small body of Sanskrit literature

concerned with Nepalese religious geography. The Nepala

mahatmya of the Skanda Purana. written in the ninth

century A.D .• states that "Lord Shiva preached Pashupata

yoga here in the Mahakshetra of Nepala and hence it has been

associated with Pashupati" (cited in Awasthi 1965:68). This

text also describes two kinds of pilgrimage routes in the

Valley which include a number of sacred forest sites:

tirthayatra [pilgrimage to Buddhist and Saivite holy places]

and pradaksina [pilgrimage to Mother Goddess shrines]

(Brinkhaus 1980).

The Naipaliya Devata Kalyana Panchavinsatika. written in

the tenth century A.D. (based on oral traditions from the

fifth century A.D.) includes several sacred forest sites in

an enumeration of the "Twelve Great Tirthas" and five "holy

hills" of the Valley along with the circumstances from which

they derive their sanctity (Wilson 1928). Two recensions of

the Nepalese Swayambhu Purana (both assigned to the

fifteenth or sixteenth centuries A.D.) also name sacred

forests in their depiction of the creation of the Valley and

its tirtha(s) (Bajracharya 1978; Shrestra 1956; Mitra 1882).

Pilgrimage to important sacred forest sites in Kathmandu

Valley is directly referred to in a stone inscription (dated

1670). which lists 51 tirtha(s) included in a ritual circum

ambulation of the Valley by Buddhists and Hindus (Clark
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1957). In this same regard. another Saivite list of 64 prin-

ciple Valley tirtha(s) containing linga(s) (date unknown)

serves as an itinerary in which these places are plotted in

a clockwise direction [the same as that of a pradaksina]

along a regular route that minimizes distances to be

travelled (1.c.:173).

More prolific early references to sacred forests surface

in the Vamsavali(s) or geneological lists of kings. which

also chronicle the legendary history of Nepal. Written

between the fourteenth and eighteenth centuries. they are of

semi-historical character. and draw heavily from traditional

Nepalese mythology. These descriptions of sacred forest

sites mostly relate them to the establishment of tirtha(s).

towns and dynastic seats in Nepal's early religio-culturall

geographical milieu:

In this lovely grove eminent Siddhas. Yogis. Devatas
will hereafter settle. and then this grove will be a
sanctuary. Behold now how in order to worship Sri
Guhjesvari. the three Deities Brahma. Vishnu and
Mahesa have assumed the likeness of deers and are
running about. Know further that a Linga of Maha
deva will appear here and this grove will be named
Mrgasthalii and on both sides of the river Vagmati
on different spots. some gods and goddesses will
settle and also many Rajahs will successfully reign
in this Valley. and it will be thickly populated
(from Padmagiri's Vamsavali cited in Hasrat 1970:11).

And thus were revealed in the country of Nepal. the
eight vitaragas where twelve Tirthas or the holy
places of bathing were established. First of all is
the Punyatirtha which was established thus: There
lived of yore a very cruel serpent by name Tuchak.
who had commited acts of atrocity on the innocent
people of the country. consequently he was afflicted
with leprosy for the cure of which disease he
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performed his penance near [the grove of] Gokarna.
[where the Prince Gorkan had obtained salvation]
(l.c.:13).

Soon after [Kasypa's] arrival [in the Valley] he
bathed at Kapotila Tirtha and had rubbed allover
his body the white sandlewood powder which is grown
plentifully there (l.c.:15).

The dynasty of the Kirata Rajahs established their
court or Durbar close to Gokarna. in a jungle
(l.c.:35).

o Rajah! Yesterday I went to the other side of the
Vagmati to cut grass in the Lativana near the Red
Forest. where being thirsty I drank at a fountain
and also washed my body with the waters of iti
since then I got better of my disease [leprosy].
The Rajah having praised the fountain and named the
Jyapu after its name Lalita gave him immense wealth
with which he built a city called Lalitpatan or Patan.
(l.c.:42).

[With the beginning of Kali Yuga. the Valley] was at
first covered with a dense forest. Thereafter. Gautama
and other sages came to live here. Then Gautamesvara
and other shrines were consecrated (from the Gopala
rajavamsavali cited in Vajracarya and Malla 1985:121).

From there being many sleshmantak (lapsi) [Choero
spondia axillaris] trees. the forest was called
Sleshmantak-ban. (Some inspired devotees say that
this ban was called Sleshmantak because Mahadeva.
having come here from Badri Kedar. showed himself in
it.) Manjursri called the place Mrigasthali after the
three deities who appeared in the form of deer
(Wright 1877:81-82).

The Vamsali literature also tells how certain sacred

forest sites survived a second inundation of the Valley:

While the whole Valley was inundated. the following
deities remained as they were before the flood in
consequence of their temples being placed on eleva
ted sites. viz .• Sri Vayra-Yogini. Changu-Narayana.
the Devi of Pulchowk. Daksina Kali. Chobhal. Pasupati
and Svayambhu (Hasrat 1970:26).

Nagarjunpad had made a cave on the Jat Matrochcha
mountain. where he had placed an image of Akshobhya
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Buddha ... As the water filled the valley, it rose up
to the navel of this image ... This Nagarjunpad made
an earthern chaitYa. and composed or compiled many
tantrashastra[sl, and discovered many gods. He died in
the cave. The mountain then became known as Nagarjun,
and it is considered very sacred ... some bhikshu[sl
[monksl saved themselves by going to Swayambhu mount
(from a vamsavali cited in Wright 1877:96-97).

The most important and reliable body of historical

information regarding sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley are

pilgrims' travel guides, chronicles and related religious

geographies of Nepal and Tibet. Written in Newari, Sanskrit

and Tibetan by Buddhist monks, and published in Nepal, China

and Tibet, these texts (which include religious and topogra-

phical descriptions, place names, references to important

associated ecclesiastics and maps) served as guides for

pilgrimages to sacred places along the Tibet-Nepal routes

and in the Valley during the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries (for translations see Dowman 1981, Macdonald et

al. 1987 and Wylie 1970, 1965). Sometimes they provide

limited but interesting historico-botanical descriptions:

Nagarjuna cut off his hair and scattered it around,
offering up a prayer, saying: 'Let all kinds of trees
grow at this sublime stupa!' and so, all kinds of
trees grew denselYi thus, it later became known as
'The sublime, all-trees' (Wylie 1970:19).

Different sorts of trees and climbing plants, such
as Naga Gesar [Mesa roxburghiil, Tsampaka [Michelia
champacal, Bakula [Mimusops elengil, Pippala [Ficus
reliaiosa], Kobidara [Bauhinia varieqatal, Plaksa
[Ficus infectorial. Kapitana [Feronia elephantuml,
Tunna [Cedrela toonal, Kubalaka [Zizuphus jujubal,
Asvaka [Konesia asoka], Tala [Borassus flabelliformisl
and Tamala [Xanthochymus pictoriusl and others are spread
out. Night and day, everywhere, different sorts of
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birds sing pleasantly. Large and small monkeys and
many wild animals are found there [on the slopes of
the holy hill of Glan-ru (Macdonald et al. 1987:103).

In all of the above-mentioned written accounts. a large

number of sacred forest sites are included within the desig-

nation of the whole of the Valley as an upachandoha. a name

which denotes a category of pithasthana employed in various

listings of "original seats" or "power places" [pitha].

"meeting places" [melapaka] or "sacred cemeteries" [smasana.

"always marked by a stupa. a tree. a serpent. a lake. and a

mountain"] (see Dowman 1981i Pott 1966i Snellgrove 1959i

Tucci 1949).

In all the world are twenty-four Pithas. and of all
of these that of Nepal is the best (attributed to
Gautama Buddha in Landon 1928:I.183).

As sure as smoke is the sign of fire and waterbirds
the sign of water. there are. as signs of the sacred
places of origin. the presence of the linqa and the
yoni (Macdonald et al. 1987:109).

Regmi (1965:I.550) believes that almost all the Saivite

and Vajrayana deites commonly associated with these Valley

sites seem to orginate in the twelfth or thirteenth

centuries. However. Dowman (1981:268) argues:

But the ancient orthodox Saivite and the Sakta cults
were in existence when the Siddhas popularlized the
Sambara and other Buddhist tantras. Thus the Sambara
Sadhaka would utilize the already existing facili
ties at the 24 (or 108) power places (pithasthanas).
Further. we may surmise that the geomantic qualities
of these pithas had marked them from time immemorial
as focii for all hues and persuasions of rishis.
yogins and contemplatives.
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Evidence pointing to a history of "cult-syncretism"

underlies other claims that certain sacred forest sites "had

already acquired a high sanctity" (Gopa1 and Verma 1977:3-4;

Manadhar 1975:120) before assimilating place-names and asso-

ciated legends from geographically and historically more

remote regions. For example. several scholars believe that

the creation myths may have come to Kathmandu Valley from

China via central Asia [i.e .• Khotan and Kashmir Valleys

have similar creation myths] (Dowman 1981:194; Brough 1948;

Thomas 1935; Stei~ 1981).

Echoing these claims. not a few of the oral histories

speak of a more remote pre-existing religious geography

where pre-existing sanctuaries "stood in open places" before

the construction of temples. Although exact origins cannot

be verified. particular associated legends with historical

bases and the existence of artistically historical arti-

facts clearly represent the typically progressive stages of

identification of an indigenous religious system with a

later type. While historians assume that a sacred geography

originated at the same time as the establishment of human

settlement in the Valley. oral tradition often suggests a

rediscovery or unearthing of religious beginnings "already

there":

A long time ago when Jyapus [the Valley's first farmers]
were digging to plant rice nearby [the forest]. they
found a Shiva statue in the field. It still has the
original plow marks.
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Since earliest times Bajra Yogini was living here;
she gave to Manjusri the idea to take away the water.

Oral tradition often alludes to a certain chronology in

the establishment of a system of sacred forest sites. which

is especially exhibited in cases where the personality of

place is referred to as. for example. "the oldest sister."

"the youngest sister." "the oldest brother." or "the mother

temple." In these instances. respondents indicate a chrono-

logical ranking for Valley systems of protectors such as the

four Yogini(s). the eight Ashtamatrika(s). the twelve

Barahi(s). the four Harayan(s) and the deity's "Mother."

These sites are commonly believed to be the original

ancestral "seats" [thaI- place to sit down] of the Valley

(e.g .• "she wasn't from here. she came from Lhasa"). In

addition. these particular lineage sites are connected by

myth and legend "from the beginning" with other sites as

part of a continuous patrimonal story.

In Kampa country there were seven sons. who after con
secrating Swayambhu crossed 1800 rivers and installed
Karnami in a gompa which they built at Bungadeo.

Hilbarahi is the oldest sister. Long time before
19 goddesses were brought to the village. Hilbarahi
took an old man into the forest where she kept him
in seclusion for four days. He had with him a kodali
[digging tool]. a kapan [basket] and sheep. The
goddess came there to spray the seed [Q!1]. The
goddess taught mantra(s) to the old man. wrote a
silapatra and gave it to the old man. and sent him
back to the village. Afterwards. the youngest of the
four sisters. Bajra Barahi. wanted to take some peo
ple. but Hilbarahi said. 'You already have too many
iatra(s).' She took seven people representing seven
different castes from that place. Now they are the
pali(s) in the guthi.
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Included in the patrimony of sacred forests is the

patronage of royalty and heads of state. For example. Ganga

Maharani [wife of Raja Sivasimha (1578-1617)]. known for her

active participation in the religious and cultural affairs

of state. directed the repair of temples and religious monu

ments at several sites. She also encouraged tree-planting:

for her private devotions she created her own private sacred

forest [Raniban or "Queen's Forest"]. "planting in it all

sorts of fruit trees"] on a large earthern mound near the

outskirts of Kathmandu; and she enlarged the forest of the

national shrine (Landon 1928:1.43; Hasrat 1970:65; Wright

1877:209). In a copper plate inscription (dated 1722) at one

site. Jagajjaya Malla forbade new settlers in the area to

remove any wood from the sacred forest (Regmi 1966:111.84).

Ram Bahadur Shah. who abdicated the throne in 1857 and

changed his name to Swami Parama Nigunananda. bought land

adjacent to a sacred forest and planted a large grove on it.

which served as his hermitage and was later consecrated as

an addition to the forest (Hasrat 1970:95).

CULTURAL ROOTS

The cultural heritage of Kathmandu Valley enshrines a

rich legacy of human preoccupation with geopiety. Sacred

forests. which contain the oldest religious monuments of the

Valley. are living repositories of an ancient. continuously
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evolving, religious tradition, and represent the coeval

development of human culture and sacred landscape in the

Valley.

Men and gods were, so to speak, riveted to one
another at precise points on the surface of the
Nepalese earth, not only by rituals but also by
traditions, both Hindu and Buddhist. Perhaps many
of these places were already sanctified in non
systemized rites before the coming of Hinduism and
Buddhism. In the course of history, the names of
these places, the sacred legends with which they
weLe associated, changed. But the same places often
constituted 'supports' singularly unshakeable, for
the religious reflections of the inhabitants. These
places constitute the veritable foundations of
religious practicies in Nepal (Macdonald et a1.
1987:100).

Exactly when human beings, as culture bearers, first

entered Kathmandu Valley is unkown. Although Homo fossils

have yet to be discovered, that humans walked on Himalayan

soil at a very early date is suggested by the presence of

the hominoid Ramapithecus [a primate regarded as a possible

human ancestor] at a site in the Nepalese lower Siwaliks,

the oldest documented occurrence of Ramapithecus in Asia,

paleomagnetically dated at 10.8-11.0 million years old (West

& Munthe 1984:101). At this time [the Pliocene], owing to

the low elevation of the Himalaya [1000 meters above sea

level], the movement of mammals [and human ancestors]

between the Siwaliks and Central Asia cannot be discounted

(Pandey 1987:113).

Throughout the Pleistocene period, an age marked by

three glacial advances and retreats, the lower Himalayan
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region of Nepal. particularly the upper terraces of major

rivers and marginal lakes. was an important area of human

activity. attested by recent findings of numerous paleoliths

(l.c.:114-115). If humans reached the Kathmandu Valley in

the early Pleistocene. they probably would have followed the

migration routes of large mammals along moist. forested

corridors through the Himalayan foothills; in the Valley

itself. they would have walked along the well-forested

shorelines of a large. shallow lake inhabited by freshwater

fish. elephants [Elephas planifrons. hippopotamuses [Hexa

protodon sivalensis]. rhinoceros [Rhinoceros]. and croco

diles [Crocodylus] (l.c.103). Along the shore they might

have stalked now extinct relatives of water buffalo.

antelope and antlered deer and members of other mammalian

taxa also common in the Kashmir Basin and the upper Siwaliks

at that time (Dongol 1987).

According to oral legends. humans had walked along these

lakeshores on their peregrinations around the Valley. Some

time in the middle to late Pleistocene epoch [100.000 to

200.000 years ago]. Kathmandu Valley had emptied its waters

(Yoshida & Igarashi 1984:73-84). an event. also documented

by oral legend. which rendered the Valley itself suitable

for human occupation.

The earliest traces of human activity in Kathmandu

Valley come from the river terraces in the area of the

present-day Gokarna and Pashupatinath sacred forests. in the
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form of lithic tools (dated to 30.000 B.C. because of their

resemblance to those of contemporary cultures in Mongolia.

China. Soviet Premorye. Assam and north-eastern India)

(Pandey 1987:117). Radiocarbon ages of fossil wood [approx.

30.000 years] and pollen analysis of samples from these

sites indicate that the makers of these tools found a virgin

forest environment composed of abundant pine. oak and alder.

along with spruce. fir and hemlock. and probably lived and

hunted in the same manner as other humans in the Punjab and

Kashmir Valley at this time (Pandey 1987:113; Yoshida &

Igarashi 1984:87-95).

After the end of the Pleistocene [ca. 10.000 B.C.]. a

Neolithic culture. similar to that of contemporary Burma and

Eastern India. established itself in the Valley. as attested

by evidence of a tool-technology which promoted the digging

of roots and herbs as well as the breaking of clods of hard

clay in fields (Sharma 1983; Banerjee & Sharma 1969). While

most Valley neoliths are dated 1000-200 B.C .• there is also

evidence. occuring on the surface of a temple site in the

Changu Narayan sacred forest. suggesting a continuation of

this early Neolithic culture until early historical times

(Pandey 1987:121).

Most Nepalese historians agree that about 3000 years ago

Vanechar [forest-dwelling tribes] roamed the Himalayan

valleys. Any aboriginal population [i.e .• Austro-Asiatic or

Dravidian tribals (Regmi 1969:15)] existing in Kathmandu
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Valley was ultimately overrun and absorbed during a series

of early migrations into the Valley ending with advanced

Tibeto-Burmese tribes of hunters called Kiratis in the

seventh century B.C .• who worshipped Shiva as their family

god. as well as the Mother Goddess. and whose legacy is

evidenced by toponymy. where names of mountains. hills.

rivers. etc .• are derived from the Kirati language

(Vajracharya 1987; Pradhan 1973; Regmi 1971).

Their present locations indicate that a large majority

of sacred forests occur in the parts of Kathmandu Valley

corresponding to early settlement patterns. The oldest

identifiable cultural sites are situated in the western.

southern and north-eastern extremities of the Valley (Regmi

1969:10.15). These sites (established between 600 B.C. and

200 A.D.) became important. early commercial and religious

centers because of their location on the main trans

Himalayan trade and pilgrimage routes between China and

India (on the upper level of the Valley and along major

rivers above the flood plain) during a time when shifting

cultivation did not encourage the growth of permanent rural

settlements (MalIa 1978:28-32).

According to oral legends. sacred forests existed in

the vicinities of these early cultural sites at the time of

their establishment. In other parts of the Valley. histori

cal evidence of the earliest dated villages [i.e .• 300 B.C.
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(Landon 1928:I.184)] also corresponds to oral records of

nearby sacred forests existing within the same time frame.

As a major Himalayan thoroughfare for early human migra

tion. Kathmandu Valley was linked to cultural patterns of

development occuring in the region and beyond. The prominent

features of this cultural linkage refer to pre- Buddhist or

Hindu elements in belief and ritual. incorporating "the

classic Inner Asian tradition" as well as pre-Aryan tribal

traditions of the Himalaya and the Subcontinent (see

Bahadur 1971; Hitchcock 1967; Kawakita 1957; Furer

Haimendorf 1955; Adam 1936). Totemic clan names. ancestor

worship. clan deities. sacred stones. sacred trees and

sacred forests are the oldest and most prevalent vestiges

of this shared cultural heritage and ancient religious

geography.

The caitya. the oldest known form of place for worship.

and the belief in Yaksa(s) [tree-spirits] are suggested by

Regmi (1969:31) as cultural importations from Vaisali. the

ancient capital of the Licchavis. with whom Kathmandu Valley

had known contacts beginning at least from the fifth century

B.C. [Caitya(s) presently exist in their various iconogra

phical forms in 27 percent of the Valley sacred forests and

appear in numerous other locations of religious importance.]

At that time. Vaisali and Maghda. with whom the Valley also

maintained cultural ties. were the main centers of Yaksa

worship in North India. The Sakyas and the Kolis. tribal
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groups who migrated from the Himalayan foothills to the

Valley in the fifth century B.C., both observed tree cult

practices: the Koli tribal name is based on a tree totem

[Kol= Zizyphus juiuba]i the Sakyas worshipped the Yaksa god

Sakyavardhana and also maintained an "Amalika [Emblica

officinalis] medicine-tree orchard" (Regmi 1985:132i Bahadur

1971:146i Kosambi 1960:144).

Throughout the documented history of Nepal. Kathmandu

Valley's traditional religious and cultural institutions

were maintained and given unbroken continuity mainly through

a system of religious land endowment supported by wealthy

traders and royalty (Regmi 1965). During much of its recor

ded history. the Valley served as an entrepot for trade and

was a center of learning and art, as well as provided a

sanctuary for ideological, religious and political refugees

from India.

The cornerstone of this prevailing social, cultural,

religious, economic and political structure, as it may have

affected the status of sacred forests, was statutory land

tenure: lands granted to religious foundations were tax

free and administratively autonomous; income from land

sustained religious and cultural institutions, cult objects

and rituals (MalIa 1985:66). Commemorative tablets and

sculptures of patrons supporting this system are common

features in many sacred forests (see Figure 35).
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Figure 35. Commemorative Objects
left: husband/wife donor plaque
right: family donor plaque
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The survival of a tribal substratum and an ancient

tradition of sacred geography are probably the two most

important facets of Kathmandu Valley's cultural history

directly affecting the existence of sacred forests. After

more than two millennia of Buddhist and Hindu penetration,

the foundations of Nepalese society are still basically

tribal. and original sacred sites are still intact. For

example. the Newars, who are considered to be descended from

the aboriginal inhabitants of the Valley and are presently

the most populous ethnic group in the Valley. retain strong

tribal traits in their social organization. language and

forms of worship that are directly associated with tradi-

tions concerning sacred forest sites. The Tamangs. Rais and

Limbus are also important ethnic groups in the Valley who

continue to maintain similar strong tribal traditions.

The Newars have kept, for instance. the memory of
their ancient sacred places, at the same time con
tinuing to be Hindus or Buddhists. The result is
that. in certain places, Buddhist as well as Hindu
images can be found by the side of other symbols of
the presence of divine power. This does not mean that
Buddhism and Hinduism have become more or less one
religion. but rather that both religions have left
their marks on these places, in other words that
every Newar, Buddhist or Hindu. can worship his own
gods in the common sacred place (Kooij 1978:5).

RECENT CHANGES

By the beginning of the twentieth century. most of the

"secular" forests of Kathmandu Valley had been destroyed,
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mainly as a result of an increase in population and a

decrease of available land for cultivation (Shrestha &

Vaidya 1978:19; Halla 1972:62-63). For nearly one century

now. the only natural vegetation left standing in the Valley

has been in the form of "sacred" forests. Owing to this

situation. sacred forests. previously hidden and protected

by their remoteness. have not gone unexposed to the many

recent changes wrought by the twentieth century in both the

physical and cultural landscape of Kathmandu Valley.

FOREST CHANGE

Observations of foreigners who visited the Valley in the

19th century attest to the existence of at least 10 sacred

forests (Kirkpatrick 1811:147. Wright 1877:21-23; Oldfield

1880:I.66.67.70 & II.220; Landon 1928:II.198). Descriptions

such as "thickly covered with trees." "richly wooded."

"covered with the most stately trees." "a small piece of

dense tree jungle." or "in the centre of the wood are numer

ous small shrines and temples." suggest that these particu

lar sacred forests were in a well-preserved state until the

end of the 19th century. During this period one ruler

enclosed two sacred forests within walls in order to create

a private deer park and a private game reserve.

Recent changes in the biological structure of sacred

forests were observed by respondents in this present survey
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at 93.3 percent of the sites (i.e .• at 84.4 percent of the

sites there have been noticeable negative changesj at 8.9

percent of the sites there have been noticeable positive

changesj and at 6.7 percent of the sites there has been no

noticeable change). These observations indicate that sacred

forests in Kathmandu Valley. contrary to traditionally held

beliefs about their inviolability. have not been immune to

the vissitudes of change in recent times.

The most common negative observation is that. "before,

the forest was much larger. much wilder and much denser."

substantiated by additional comments such as:

There was so much undergrowth that it was difficult
to go through the forest. Now all the little plants
are eaten by cows and goats. It is like a field.

The forest used to be 1 kosj it took two hours to
walk around 15 years ago. Now it takes only one hour.

Now the size of the forest is only 50 ropanis. when
before it was more than 800.

Before. the forest was so dense. with many big trees.
that the temple top was completely hidden. Now the
whole temple is visible on the hillside.

A long time before. there was a big forest with deer
and many kinds of birds and wild animals. There were
so many leopards and bears that people were afraid
to go there.

Included in this oral testimony is the disturbing fact

that within human memory nearly one-fourth of the forest

sites had been in a nearly denuded state ("the hill was

almost naked" or "the forest was almost destroyed"). This

fact is supported by on-site observations. and is especially
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obvious at sites which exhibit gaps in natural forest age

structure (i.e., where mature trees are totally absent and/

or only large old trees are remaining), or where forest

regeneration is naturally occurring or not occurring on

cleared land.

Who or what was responsible for this apparent sacri-

lege? The respondents put forward several explanations:

[1] A century of corrupt practices, disregard and neglect on
the part of several Rana rulers (1846-1951) directly and
negatively affected certain sacred forest lands.

[2] Due to the great earthquake of 1934 which destroyed many
temples, public and private buildings in the Valley,
local sources of timber supply (i.e., the existing
sacred forest stands) were mercilessly exploited.

[3] During the chaotic transition period between the end of
the Rana oligarchy and reinstallment of the Monarchy
(beginning in 1951) a lapse in governmental control also
affected a temporary breach of wood-cutting prohibitions
in sacred forests.

[4] As the result of new national forestry legislation
(beginning in 1957), and recent changes in traditional
land tenure, sacred forest ownership and management (and
thus protection) was adversely affected.

In addition, respondents associate recent changes in

forest structure with natural causes, which are often exa-

cerbated by the destructive effects of human agency. Old-

age, storms, lightning, fires, landslides and flooding have

taken a toll on many ancient stands of trees ("nearly all

the old trees have fallen down, died or disappeared"). Their

natural replacement has been interrupted in many instances

by uncontrolled grazing of the forest floor and/or illegal
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cutting of younger trees. resulting in over-aged stands of

trees.

Encroachment by cultivators. another recent development.

has effected the size of sacred forests through loss of land

itself. Sometimes land has been directly given away and

turned into rice paddy. but more frequently there has been a

gradual encroachment upon forest borders ("rice paddies near

the forest have taken more and more land from the sides").

At one site. local farmers. in their efforts to acquire more

land for paddy. "moved the river [i.e .• the boundary line]

by building a wall. but the river ate the bottom of the hill

and caused a landslide."

An uncontrolled increase in wild pig and monkey popula

tions in eight sacred forests has wrought considerable

damage in recent years. The destructive effects of pigs have

laid bare large areas of the forest floor. According to

respondents. monkey populations are "stripping everything"

and are growing at an alarming rate. The disappearance of

other natural habitat and the closing of natural migration

corridors in the Valley. in addition to the abundance of a

supplemental food supply provided by leftovers from the food

baskets of increasing numbers of visitors. has not really

encouraged their out-migration from these forests.

In an effort to mitigate these observed destructive

changes, respondents report that beginning in 1971, tree

planting has taken place at 58 percent of the sites. Some of
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these efforts have already contributed to observed postive

changes in the forests. but more often than not. they have

failed to do so.

Here success or failure has been dependent upon the

observed rise and fall of protective fences and walls. Old

walls or fences have fallen down or disappeared. sometimes

repaired or replaced by new walls or fences. which have also

fallen down or disappeared.

CONSTRUCTION

But one by one. as the fame of Svayambhu waxed.
the trees have ceded to accessory gods, caityas,
temples, viharas and. of late. Tibetan gonpas.
Indeed. with the disappearance of the last tree
in the early part of the century. man and gods
have totally preempted the summit platform
(Slusser 1982:300).

Respondents note that at 60 percent of the sites some

form of new construction. in addition to general repair

and maintenance of previous structures, has taken place

within living memory. Host of this construction is at the

behest of wealthy patrons as a form of memorial or public

display of piety. The largest number of newly built struc-

tures are pati(s) or dharmasala(s) [resthouses for pil-

grims. traditionally simple. one-room, roofed buildings with

three walls] (see Figure 36). Other new construction

includes temples, gompa(s) [Buddhist temples/monasteries].
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Figure 36. Pati
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bhaiankal(s) [buildings for the performance of devotional

music], private residences, tea stalls, schools, hospitals,

and health posts.

On-site observations of existing structures (see Table

11) reveal that, according to dates provided by inscriptions

and commemoratory plaques, pati(s) are the oldest and most

frequent structures within sacred forests, and probably by

tradition were the only ones established. Host temple buil-

dings, bhajankal(s) and gompa(s) are of comparatively recent

construction. Private residences, schools and hospitals are

very recent developments, and mostly occur on adjacent de-

forested land once part of the original forest. There are no

existing structures in 22.2 percent of the sacred forests.

TABLE 11

EXISTING STRUCTURES IN SACRED FORESTS

Structure Type

Pati
Bhajankal
Temple
Gompa
Residence/Tea stall
School
Hospital/Health clinic
No structure

Site Occurence
(% of Total Sites)

71.1
37.8
51.1
20.0
48.9
44.4
15.6
22.2

At several sacred forest sites there were previously no

buildings of any kind, and at many others few existed.

Respondents lament that recent construction. especially the
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prolific use of cement. has changed the environmental ambi-

ence and intregry of these places:

A long time ago. there was only a forest with a pool
of water and no temples. The first time I saw the
place (70-S0 years ago). there were only little huts
and small places to sit down. no concrete buildings.
Before. it was a natural place. Now people have
covered original things with cement and bricks.

The temple for the linga and other buildings were
donated by Tribhuvan's mother. Before this time. it
was an open place.

Many structures are being built that do not conform
to recognized principles of environmental aesthetics.
Holy places such as these. in the absence of natural
surroundings. lose their purity. but unfortunately
people do not realize this.

Much of this construction is the result of:

[1] the reconstruction of temples after the devastating
earthquake of 1934:

[2] the re-establishment of Royal religious patronage
after 1951:

[3] the establishment of religious centers by a large
immigrant Tibetan community after 1959:

[4] the availability of funds for schools and hospitals
provided by foreign aid beginning in the 1960's: and

[5] the growth of a wealthy. devout business class in
recent years.

Though well-intended. this new construction has often

been unplanned and uncontrolled. without regard to either

local. traditional building practices or modern principles

of historic preservation. At present. all construction has

been stopped at least at one sacred forest site. and con-

struction at several other sites is now only permitted under
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close scrutiny of the Department of Housing and Physical

Planning.

LANDSCAPE CHANGE

Until 1953, I remember the barking-of hugh stags
yonder, during the stillness of winter and during
mating season. This area all around was filled with
huge beautiful trees. But it was all very ruthlessly
destroyed because most of the trees were given away
to those greedy enough to help themselves. Huge pine
trees 100's of years old were felled.

At the time of the Gurkha invasion [1769]. the land
from the western rim of the Valley up to the Bishnu
mati River was so densely forested that the people
of Kathmandu city were unaware of their approach. Even
60 years ago, as a child I remember this same forest
reaching to the Bishnumati. At that time there were no
houses, and the way through this forest to [the sacred
forest] was very difficult and dangerous. Now we go
there by taxi.

Fifty years ago there was only paddy and forests.

Landscape change in Kathmandu Valley in recent times.

as witnessed by the respondents in this survey, has occurred

at a dramatic rate. Huge forests which buffered several

sacred forest sites have all disappeared. exposing isolated

islands of vegetation in a denuded landscape. Large expanses

of open cultivated land and rice paddy, which once welded

many sacred forests in a harmonious ecological milieu. are

literally being filled with concrete in the wake of uncon-

trolled suburbanization, industrial growth and road-building

(see Figure 37).
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Figure 37. Suburbanization:
Hhenpi Sacred Forest
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On the recent proliferation of "single-family"

"concrete bungalows" in the Valley. which "represent a sharp

break with the architectual and social traditions." Slusser

(1982:84) comments:

Scattered broadcast over the rapidly diminishing open
lands. these pedestrian little houses intensify the
feeling of population pressure. and severely compro
mise the natural beauty of Kathmandu Valley. The
Newar tradition of compact settlements. skillfully
articulated with the land. preserved uncluttered
expanses of fields and leafy groves. This minimized
the visual impact of human crowding which. in fact.
existed. But it seems quite probable that in a decade
or two the Valley as the Hallas knew it. which had
miraculously lingered into the twentieth century.
will be but a memory.

OTHER SIGNIFICANT CHANGES

In very recent times. respondents report other signi-

ficant changes which have affected the sense of remoteness

and tranquility of many sacred forests. Chief among these

is the greater accessibility of many sites to greater

numbers of people. partly as a result of the increased

availability of motorized vehicular transport in the last

decade. At peak festival times of the year. and especially

on Saturdays. busloads of pilgrims. school children and

tourists descend upon these hallowed grounds. At a few

sites. dirt footpaths and stone stairways have been paved or

widened to channel this increased flow of pious visitors. In

most forests. visitors' movements are unrestricted. so that
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in some areas of heavy use there has occurred serious tramp-

ling and denudation of the forest understory.

With this increased accessibility. sacred forests have

also been opened to violation by theft, mostly of valuable

statues. religious objects and temple bells which fetch

handsome prices in the international antiques market. For

many of these sites complete archeological inventories do

not exist. so that missing items often go unnoticed and un-

recovered by the authorities. In this survey. known thefts

were reported by respondents at one-third of the sites.

As a result of these changes. several respondents voice

a concern that the traditional sanctity (i.e., the "spirtual

element" o~ Y.psychic environm~nt") of sacred forests has

been affected:

The shakti has been lost. because they did bad
things. stopped doing~ or didn't do~
in the proper way.

They have forgotten mantra and tantra. and are
busy with radio. T.V .• cassette players and rockets.
They have brought all these wires and are getting
caught inside a cage of their own making.
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V I I. PRO H I BIT ION S

Prohibitions in the form of taboos prescribing proper

behavior were reported by nearly all the respondents at all

except one of the sacred forests sites. For the most part.

these prohibitions are related to the ritual purity and

sacred nature of the site. and therefore conform to

recognized sacred interdictions which entail specific

consequences for specific violations.

According to most accounts. these prohibitions have been

continuously observed for a very long time. having been

first applied in the time of Sutteyuqa or "god-time." These

"rules" are written down in holy books or on silapatra which

are enforced by society and which "everyone has to follow."

Temple desecration or theft of religious objects are

obvious violations of sacred space. Other prohibitions

associated with ritual pollution or site desecration. while

commonly known to members of a particular belief system. are

sometimes transgressed unknowingly by the uninitiated. Only

3 percent of people interviewed were unaware of any kind of

prohibition in the sacred forests. However. one respondent

expressed that "even though there is no law. people see with

their own eyes. and so are frightened to do anything bad."

Another respondent viewed the absence of any formal laws as

a matter of personal regard: "I shouldn't do this or that in

the presence of a monastery or temple."
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THE INNER SANCTUM

Proper conduct within a sacred forest is prescribed by a

set of double perimeters which delineate the inner and outer

features of sacred space. The inner sanctum. or sanctum

sanctorum. of a sacred forest usually consists of an open or

enclosed religious shrine. temple. sacred tree or monument.

around which there may be a clustered assemblage of addi

tional shrines. temples. monuments and associated religious

edifaces of lesser importance (see Figures 38 & 39). Immedi

ately outside and surrounding this sanctum sanctorum and/or

inner sacred complex. and extending to the outer perimeter

of the sacred forest itself. sacred space includes the

natural environment and all of its elements. along with man

made components which comprise a "sacred field."

Religious behavior within the sanctum sanctorum is

fraught with copious and strict regulations controlling

ritual purity. The main concern here is a conscious effort

not to defile or pollute the purity of sacred space in which

the deity resides or manifests. For example. shoes or

leather cannot be worn by worshippers within the inner

precincts. Meat or blood in any form is not tolerated

within the vicinity of certain deities (e.g .• Shiva. Buddha.

Saraswati. Narayan). while blood sacrifice (of male buffalo.

noncastrated goats. roosters. drakes and sometimes humans)

is acceptable to others (e.g .• Kali. Bhairab. Ganesh. Durga.
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Figure 38. Sanctum Sanctorum
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Figure 39. Sanctum Sanctorum
left: sacred tree
right: subsidiary shrines
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Figure 40. Blood Sacrifice
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Bhimsen. Kumari. the Kuldaveta. Bandevi and most Devi). In

many sacred forests. sacrifice is tolerated at designated

places outside the the inner sacred precincts (see Figure

40). In addition. littering. smoking. drinking. spitting.

urinating or defecating is strongly discouraged within or

near the inner sanctum.

Other prohibited activities within the sanctum sanctorum

of sacred forests are related to social sanctions ordained

by orthodox religious law. In one sacred forest. no one ex-

cept the pujari is permitted to enter this space. In the

main. however. these social sanctions are concerned with

pollution by certain types of people and unorthodox social

behavior. Also strictly adhered to. these prohibitions serve

to preserve and protect the sanctity of the place from any

type of disturbance:

No one can deface or destroy the inner sacred complex
or its contents.

Nothing must ever be removed from the inner sacred
complex.

Eternal flames in the temples can never be
extinguished.

No one is allowed to touch the image of the god
except the pujari. He must bathe. wear clean
dress and shouldn't eat before performing ~.
He must perform~ at the designated times.
He cannot eat food prepared by others. When
sacrifice is allowed. only the pujari may do so.

People cannot speak when performing ~. After
performing ~. a different route must be taken
to return home.

Photographs may not be taken in the inner sacred
complex.
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Festivals (iatra) may not take place at certain
places or at certain times.

Husbands and wives cannot show affection in this
place. For this reason they (and Westerners) are
not allowed to enter the temple precincts together
or to cohabit there.

Only Hindus are allowed to enter certain temple
precincts.

Known violators of the sacred precincts are not
allowed to re-enter.

People of low-caste are not permitted inside
certain temple precincts (e.g., shoemakers,
tailors, butchers, sweepers, ironworkers).

Tamangs or any other people who eat beef cannot
touch any images of certain deities.

Westerners are not permitted inside certain temple
precincts or to view the images of the gods.

Wealthy people are not allowed to stay here: it
is a place reserved only for saddhu(s) and people
who stay separate [i.e., ~(s)].

Anti-social behavior toward other devotees is not
allowed in this place (e.g., disrespect, dishonesty
or cheating).

Working, thinking, desiring, or love-making are not
allowed here.

Aggressive, violent people are not permitted here.

Suicide is forbidden in this place.

THE SACRED ENVIRONS

Some but not all of the prohibitions observed in the

sanctum sanctorum of sacred forests are also applicable to

their sacred environs. Prohibitions against any form of site

desecration exist at a sacred forest because of the popular
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belief that "this is a god place" or "this is the rishi

muni(s)' place, a hallowed place reserved for retreat,

prayer and meditation. Abstention from anti-social behavior

and a reverent regard for elements of the natural world are

the two basic tenets governing human actions within the

outer perimeters of a sacred forest. An aura of sanctity,

though not as intense as that of the inner sanctum, pervades

throughout all other areas included within the sacred

forest.

Foremost among prohibitions cited by respondents is the

injunction against cutting trees in the sacred forests.

Tree-cutting is strictly prohibited in at least two-thirds

of the sacred forest sites. In one-third of the sacred

forests, people believe that this prohibition is directly

enforced by the residing deity. In a different third of the

sacred forest sites, people believe that this prohibition is

indirectly or directly enforced by some form of temporal

authority.

The prohibition against tree-cutting in sacred forests

almost always extends to all activities associated with cut

ting, breaking or gathering any part of a tree or its pro

ducts. Respondents frequently repeated the statement that

"no one can even take a twig or a leaf!" Some respondents

cited the extreme admonishment that one cannot even touch a

tree. Picking fruits, nuts and flowers from trees is also

prohibited in many sacred forests.
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Individually known and revered sacred trees. often

objects of worship. enjoy special immunity from any form of

desecration. Injuring one of these trees is equivalent to

injuring a god. In some sacred forests. this immunity

extends to all the trees. for "every tree is a rishi."

Other prohibitions uphold the sanctuary provided to all

wild creatures inhabiting the sacred forests. Killing.

hunting. catching or harrassing any animals or birds is

strictly forbidden. Domesticated animals such as sheep.

cows. buffalo. horses. pigs. etc .• are not permitted within

the sacred environs. although in some forests cows or rams

are sometimes kept for religious purposes.

Additional sanctity is extended to the sacred environs

because of the popular belief that sacred forests are also

inhabited by naqa(s) and other denizens of the spirit world.

All water sources. grottos. rock formations. and even the

soil itself are protected from any form of disturbance or

pollution. Certain types of clay or earth. highly valued for

their healing properties or use in making religious objects.

cannot be removed from the site. but may be used in situ.

Permanent buildings of any sort cannot be constructed. Any

form of wanton environmental destruction up to and including

boundary walls and fences is prohibited. These prohibitions

also extend beyond sacred forest boundaries to include

fields annexed by local guthi(s). where the soil can only

be dug by hand.
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EXCEPTIONS

Tree-cutting is especially prohibited in the immediate

vicinity of the sanctum sanctorum, but is sometimes tolera

ted in other areas of the sacred forest in exceptional cir

cumstances. The Guthi Samstan, for example, may select a

certain large tree to be used as the main support beam in

the annual national chariot festival (large poles for this

purpose cannot be found anywhere else in the Valley).

Saddhu(s) may cut trees to make special all-night~ fires

on certain annual holy days, but are enjoined to plant trees

in replacement; wood for their cooking fires must always be

obtained from outside the sacred forest. Pujari(s) may use

fallen leaves and branches for regular~ fires.

There is usually a total ban against the removal of any

forest products from most sacred forests for personal or

commercial use, but exceptions exist for certain sites.

Occasionally, designated lower castes may take leaves, bro

ken or dead branches and trees from some sacred forests. In

two of the larger sacred forests, permits are issued to

certain guthi(s) and local villagers for the removal of

dead wood in restricted managed areas, however, this system

seems to be abused. Limited grass-cutting is tolerated in at

least one sacred forest. At another sacred forest, flowers

are harvested daily for use as offerings at a national

shrine. Surplus fallen fruits and nuts may also be gathered
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for personal use in several of the forests with the

permission of the resident pujari.

Sacred forests have been known from antiquity to be

storehouses of rare medicinal herbs. Baidya(s) [local

practicioners of herbal medicine who are also frequently

priests] have the unquestioned privilege of extracting

herbs, plant parts, soils and minerals from sacred forests.

Under their explicit instructions, laypersons may also

gather commonly prescribed medicinal products from the

forests.

Under extraordinarily rare and exceptional circumstan

ces, trees from sacred forests may be used for the repair or

reconstruction of temples within the forests, with the pro

vision that they are replaced by new plantings. Specific

tree species, known for the strength, durability and reli

gious significance of their wood, were originally designated

for this purpose. In recent times, in lieu of any other

local source of timber, this exception was extended to the

rebuilding of many temples in the Valley destroyed by the

devastating earthquake of 1934. though many large trees were

removed at this time, many trees were also planted in their

place.
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DIVINE RETRIBUTION

The power [shakti] of the resident deity is sufficiently

strong enough to deter 58 percent of people interviewed from

breaking any taboo in the sacred forests. Many people regard

these forests as the private abodes of their respective

residing deities, and out of respect, fear or the feeling of

powerlessness do not attempt to disturb the sacred environs

in any way.

For those who believe in the omnipresence or omnipotence

of the residing deity, there is no escape from retribution

for heinous offenses committed in a sacred forest. To

violate the temple or any object within the sacred forest is

to incur the inevitable wrath of the god, whose punishment

is often swift and direct. To even contemplate an offense

against the god results in punishment in equal measure to

the actual deed.

People believe, for example, that desecration of a tem

ple and/or its environs will result in bad luck, bad karma,

illness (such as leprosy), nightmares, insanity, or even

death. Theft of images, bells or any other religious object

entails the eventuality of blindness, lameness, vomiting of

blood and/or death. Cutting or stealing any tree and/or its

parts in a sacred forest can result in deafness, dumbness.

lameness, extreme illness, vomiting of blood and most likely
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death. Repeated violation of a sacred forest meets with

certain death for the offender at the site itself.

Knowledge of divine retribution for known offenses have

reportedly kept recalcitrance to a minimum. At 25 of the

sacred forest sites respondents provided chillingly vivid.

first-hand accounts confirming their beliefs about the

efficacy of divine intervention in these matters. Whether

or not any form of temporal authority exists at a sacred

forest. punishment for any violation is inevitably exacted

by the residing deity. For this reason. some people think

no other form of punishment is necessary.

On the other hand. some people also surmise that belief

in the power of the gods to punish humankind is diminishing.

"Now that Sutteyuqa is gone. when everyone was honest. and

we are in the time of Kaliyuqa [i.e .• destructive forces

keep the power of the gods at bay]. the gods no longer

punish." in this scenario. violators of the sacred forests

are presumably punished by "whoever sees them."

TEMPORAL RETRIBUTION

On-site interviews reveal that people are aware that

some form of temporal authority may exact some type of

punishment for offenses committed in 80 percent of the

sacred forests. This awareness of temporal authority

coincides with the awareness of divine authority at 40
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percent of the sacred forest sites. where temporal retribu

tion is considered but an aspect of divine retribution. No

form of authority or retribution exists for two percent of

the sacred forests.

The main difference between attitudes toward the two

types of retribution. especially in those forests where

divine authority is not cited as being present. seems to

rest on the condition of violations being seen by human

agents. Whereas people believe that divine punishment for

violations committed in 40 percent of the forests is inevi

table or co-retributive (i.e .• where temporal and divine

authority exist simultaneously). temporal punishment for the

same violations in 40 percent of the forests (where only

human agents are believed to be acting) is at best tenuous.

For example. if policemen are in the nearby vicinity when a

violation occurs. they cannot go directly into a sacred

forest [i.e .• it is a sanctuary] to apprehend the violator.

but can only file a report. In other words. temporal autho

rity is not seen to be as exacting as divine authority.

By tradition. the resident pujari is responsible for

setting an example for proper conduct within a particular

sacred forest. It is part of his regular duties to oversee

the functioning of sacred prohibitions: that is. he should

be ever vigilant to any improper behavior within the sanctum

sanctorum and its environs. Normally. the pujari'(s)

presence is enough to deter most would-be violators. Upon
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citing a violation, the pujari may: [1] give a warning;

[2] punish the offender himself; [3] report and/or turn over

the offender to temporal authorities for punishment, or

[4] report and/or turn over the offender to the resident

deity for punishment.

In the case when the resident pujari is absent or not

looking. respondents believe that most other people (e.g .•

older people. nearby local residents or visitors), including

themselves. will either warn or report any violators to the

pujari or temporal authorities. Family members and friends

also assume responsibility to educate and. if necessary. to

punish their kith and kin in matters concerning site viola

tion. This sense of personal and civic responsibility is

generally applicable to many of the smaller sacred forests

located near small tightly-knit farming communities. where

no small deed tends to go unnoticed.

For a majority of the interview respondents. temporal

authority in any particular sacred forest is variously

represented by: [1] the banpali (forest guard); [2] the

District Forest Office (DFO); [3] the Guthi Samsthan; [4]

the local quthi; [5] His Majesty's Government; [6] the Royal

Family; [7] the Police; [8] the Army; [9] the local Pradan

Pancha; [10] the local Panchayat; or [11] the resident

pujari. While the respondents believe that certain prohi

bitions in a particular sacred forest may be enforced by

the threat of punishment from a temporal authority, there is
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no general concensus among respondents regarding the exact

form of temporal authority. the exact form of punishment.

nor the efficacy of the prohibition. In several instances.

respondents believe that there are several forms of temporal

authority working in combination to safeguard the sacred

forests.

If a violation occurs in a sacred forest and the viola

tor is apprehended. some people believe that temporal

punishment can take the form of a fine (in cash or kind)

and/or imprisonment. depending upon the gravity of the

offense. For example. someone caught cutting a tree in a

sacred forest is reportedly liable for a fine ranging from

500 to 10.000 rupee(s) and/or imprisonment for an

unspecified length of time. Apparently. punishment is also

determined according to the species and age of the cut tree.

Fines and imprisonment of unspecified amount are reportedly

also in force for picking flowers and hunting or killing

animals in the sacred forests. Several respondents report

that they are not aware of any type of temporal punishment

for any violations in these forests.

Interview respondents who are aware of efforts by tempo

ral authorities to protect some of the sacred forests from

fire and vandalism at the same time are not aware of any

specific instances of actual punishment meted out by any

temporal authority for violations. There is a general con

sensus among respondents that violations actually do occur.
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but they either go unnoticed or unheeded by temporal

authorities. General opinion also reflects the necessity for

the physical presence of responsible authority in the sacred

forests in order to prevent or punish violators. as most

violations take place either at night or at other times when

no one else is present. This concern is prevalent especially

for the larger and more remote sacred forest sites.

SIGNS

Several types of signs exist at one-third of the sacred

forest sites. Signs related to prohibitions exist at only

four of the sites (for example. see Figures 41 & 42 for

English translations). Only two percent of the respondents

refer to these posted rules. This present frequency of

signage and its significance to the general public is

indicative of the fact that the majority of the population

in Nepal is illiterate (76.7 percent in 1981 and an estima

ted 67 percent in 1987) (Central Bureau of Statistics 1988).

OFFICIAL PERCEPTIONS OF OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

The earliest legislation [known to this author]

concerning ownership and management of a sacred forest in

Kathmandu Valley appears in a royal order of 1847 cited by

Regmi (1968:48-49). The provisions of this early ruling.
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NOT ICE

The following activities are prohibited in the
Shivapuri Watershed & Wildlife Reserve Areai
violations will incur a fine of up to RS10,OOO
or two years imprisonment or both:

(a) hunting wild animalsi

(b) invading any area or clearing the forest
by cultivating crops or cutting treesi

(e) cutting trees, plants, bushes or any
wild vegetation, felling trees, erecting
fences, setting fires, or damaging the
the forest in any other waYi

(d) causing harm to forest products, wildlife,
birds, or the landi

(e) possessing weapons, ammunition or poison
or using them in the areai

(f) the blocking of rivers, streams or other
sources of water or using any harmful or
explosive agent in the water.

His Majesty's Government
Ministry of Forest & Soil Conservation

Shivapuri Watershed & Wildlife Reserve Project

Figure 41. Sign
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NOT ICE

If these ancient memorials are destroyed.

pulled down. removed. changed. defaced or

illegally damaged in any way. the person

will be punished with the fine of up to

RS1000 or one year inprisonment or both.

according to Ancient Memorial Preservation

Act. 2013 B.S. Acticle Number 12.

His Majesty's Government
Archeological & Cultural Department

Figure 42. Sign
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reinstated by a document issued in 1948 (Order Regarding

Land Grants in the Pashupatinath Temple Areas). appear to

have contemporary relevance:

Within the temple area itself. the temple Guthi
enjoys proprietory rights on all unoccupied lands.
forests. and pastures. The use of these lands is
discouraged even for the construction of temples if
it involves the clearing of wooded tracts. Accord
ing to traditional belief. reiterated in a royal
order issued in 1847. ' •.. plants and trees in the
Pashupatinath temple area are actually hermits and
sages ... Not a single twig shall be cut from them.'
In 1953. a road construction project linking the
temple area with the Kathmandu Airport was shelved
because it involved the felling of trees (l.c.).

Although seemingly protected by tradition. the legal

status of sacred forests has come into question in recent

times. Because of the national importance of their biologi-

cal. religious and archeological features. their ownership

and especially their management have been variously

affected. compounded and/or confounded by legislation and

administrative reform from all sides. Commenting on the

present legal standing of sacred forests. one Nepali

official states. "They are like a stray dog."

According to ownership labels appearing on cadastral

maps. government ownership is indicated for at least 76

percent of the sacred forests under question, while owner-

ship information for the remaining 24 percent is lacking

[due mainly to missing maps]. The jurisdictional location

(at District, Panchayat or Ward levels) of all the sacred

forests presently surveyed is also available from the same
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maps [supplemented by information from other official

sources where maps are missing] (see Table 12). Notwithstan-

ding this evidence. however. there still exists a wide gap

in corresponding official perceptions of ownership and

management of sacred forests.

FORESTRY LEGISLATION

In 1957. for example. all forests in Nepal. except

orchards or small plots of planted trees. were placed under

the ownership of His Majesty's Government through the

Private Forests Act (Wallace 1981:122). It is not clear to

what extent this sweeping legislation affected the status

of sacred forests (as a category of forests). which

presumably had been under some form of communal control or

guthi tenureship.

That sacred forests may have continued to enjoy a

special status is suggested by provisions of the National

Forestry Plan of 1976 (translated by Nepal AustraJ.ian

Forestry Project 1979:15):

Forest Owned by Temple/Religious Associations:
The forest area earmarked for temple/religious
associations will be called Temple Forest and
forest clearing will not be allowed. The manage
ment of such forest will either be carried out by
His Majesty's Government or the religious associ
ation concerned. with Government provision for
supply of seeds. plants and other technical
assistance.
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TABLE 12

JURISDICTIONAL LOCATION OF SACRED FORESTS

# Sacred Forest District Panchavat Ward

1- Adeshwar Kathmandu Sitapaila 5.G1
2. Bajra Barahi Lalitpur Chapaqaon 3.KA.2
3. Bajra Yoqini Kathmandu Bajra Yoqini 8
4. Balkumari Lalitpur Sunaquthi 6.KA
5. Bhaktapurmahakali Bhaktapur Bhaktapur 5.KA
6. Bhandarkhal Kathmandu Pashupati 5
7. Bhatedhikuro Bhaktapur Chitapol 1
8. Bhimdhunqa Kathmandu Bhimdhunqa 6.K
9. Chanqu Narayan Bhaktapur Chanqu Narayan 1.1
10. Cheepdeo Bhaktapur Timi 2
11- Dakshinbarahi Bhaktapur Dadhikot 1.1
12. Dakshinkali Kathmandu Parpinq 8
13. Gokarna Kathmandu ----------
14. Goroknath Kabre P. Suntan 7
15. Gupha Bhaktapur Chitapol 4.1
16. Gupteswar Lalitpur Phardeo 9
17. Indra Daha Kathmandu Chokitar
18. Indrani Bhaktapur Timi 5 (? )
19. Kalobhairab Lalitpur Badeqaon 3.KA
20. Karyabinayak Lalitpur Bunqamati 1
21- Koteswar Kathmandu Koteswar 8
22. Mhepi Ajima Kathmandu Kathmandu 20.K
23. Nagarjun Kathmandu Goldunqaqaon 1.2.3
24. Nakhubishnudevi Lalitpur Lalitpur 4.JA
25. Namabuddha Kabre P. Namabuddha 9
26. Nanakmath Kathmandu Paknajal 20.K
27. Nilbarahi Bhaktapur Nilbarahi 8.2
28. Panchakanyadevi Kathmandu Ramkot 8
29. Pashupati Kathmandu Pashupati 5
30. Phulchoki Lalitpur Godavari
31- Raniban Kathmandu Babarmal 22
32. Salanquban Kathmandu Pukhulachi 8
33. Sallaqhari Bhaktapur Bhaktapur 17.KA.2
34. Santaneswarmahadev Lalitpur Charuwarasi 9
35. Sanu Hatiban Lalitpur Dhapakel 1.G.2
36. Saraswati Kunda Lele Lele 2.GA.2
37. Sharadadevithane Kabre P. Gaidiqaon
38. Shivapuri Kathmandu ----------
39. Shreshnarayan Kathmandu Shreshnarayan 1. 4
40. Sundarijal Kathmandu Sundarijal 1-9
41- Sungadeo Bhaktapur Timi 5
42. Surya Binayak Bhaktapur Katunjay S. 8.KA.2
43. Swayambhu Kathmandu Swayambhu 4.5
44. Thapathalikumarithan Kathmandu Tripireswar 11.12
45. Yaraban Bhaktapur Timi 1
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Apparently, ownership and management of sacred forests

was still an unresolved issue until further legislation was

provided in 1977 by the Forest [First Amendment] Act (Nepal

Rajapatra, Vol. 27, No. 25 cited in Campbell 1978:22), which

designates four categories of forests to be entrusted to

community control:

Religious Forests: Any governmental forest or part
thereof located at any place of religious importance
may be entrusted by His Majesty's Government to any
religious institution on prescribed terms and condi
tions for the purpose of protection and proper manage
ment, and such forests may be called Religious Forests.

Commenting on the status of sacred forests thus

affected, Campbell (1978:23) writes:

Likewise, the clear designation of certain lands
as religious forests paves the way for better
protection of the resources on the land. While
many temples and monasteries have been protecting
forests in their vicintiy all along, there was no
legislative authority sanctioning this practice
and the government was at liberty to demarcate
these forests as state property.

According to officials of various departments within the

Ministry of Forestry, "there is no official definition,

record, classification or management policy for sacred

forests, which technically fall under Ministry of Forestry

responsibility." On the basis of information supplied by the

District Forest Officers of Kathmandu Valley, only three

sacred forests included in this survey are currently managed

by their respective District Forest Offices. two sacred

forests are presently managed by the army [sahibansaka],
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while another very large and extensive sacred forest (which

an official insists "has always been a national forest") is

presently managed by an HMG/FAO watershed and wildlife

reserve project under Ministry of Forestry supervision.

One District Forest Officer suggests that:

Most of the responsibility for sacred forests has
been given to the respective Panchayat. especially
in the case where a sacred forest is part of a
larger National Forest. so that there is no inter
ference with actual religious functions of the
forest; alternatively. the legal authorty for some
sacred forests are handed over to the Army.

Another District Forest Officer opines that:

Certain forests are sacred forests by tradition.
not by law. and are therefore government forests.
No one is managing sacred forests. which techni
cally are the responsibility of the District
Forest Office. The main responsibilities in such
cases are fencing and plantation. while the main
priorities of these forests are eYia and picnic.

Yet another official at the Department of Wildlife and

National Parks observes that:

Sacred forests are presently the responsibility of
their respective guthi organizations. however.
there should be some legal provision for a system
of administration and management. Perhaps they
should be relegated as Panchayat P~otected Forests.
because they are associated with water taps. They
should probably be under local community responsi
bilty. the Forestry Department or the Guthi Samsthan.
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GUTHI LEGISLATION

Because sacred forests often occur on lands which have

been traditionally assigned to religious institutions, they

also have been subject to recent legislation related to

quthi endowment. As a form of institutional land tenure

utilized for the establishment of temples, monasteries and

charitable institutions, the guthi system is based on the

endowment of land under the essential provisions of perma

nence and irrevocability (see Regmi 1968 and 1976 for full

discussion). Such endowments also reflected the religious

sentiment attached by the owner to the protection and

maintenance of every form of life associated in any manner

with the residing deities (Regmi 1976:52).

Originally, the term guthi (derived from the Sanskrit

gosthi) was used to designate any group entrusted with the

administration and maintenance of religious endowments;

later, it came to mean also the endowment itself and then, a

system of land tenure (Bouillier 1985:219). Today, guthi is

used by the Newars of Kathmadu Valley to denote a corporate

body responsible for the continuance of social, cultural or

religious traditions of the community. Thus, a guthi

organization may acquire and hold land and property, which

then automatically becomes a guthi under the guth i land

tenure system (Regmi 1976:48). In official parlance:
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A quthi is here defined as an endowment made by
any philanthropist with religious or philanthropic
motives for the performance of any regular or cere
monial religious function or festival of any mona
stery or deity. or the construction. maintenance. or
operation of temples. resthouses. roadside shelters.
wells. tanks. ponds. waterspouts. arrangements for
the supply of drinking water. roads. bathing ghats.
bridges. shelters under trees. libraries. schools.
hospitals ... (Guthi Corporation Act. 1972 in l.c.).

In the past. guthi lands were owned and managed (in

trust) by private individuals. organizations (e.g .• a local

guthi) or the Royal Palace. Many of these quthi lands in

Kathmandu Valley were subsequently acquired by the govern-

ment as a result of confiscation. extinction of the donor

family or voluntary cessation: the state assumed the role of

protecting the guthi system to insure that their functions

were not disrupted (Regmi 1976:59). However. in order to

reconcile individual control and management with the nominal

administrative authority of the state. the government

enacted the Guthi Corporation Acts of 1964 and 1972. which

define the Guthi Samsthan (a government appointed

institution entrusted with the control of quthi holdings)

as the supreme custodian and manager of these lands. thus

removing them [supposedly] from direct governmental

jurisdiction and responsibility (l.c.).

At present. administration of quthi land endownments

exists mainly at the central level of the Guthi Samsthan.

whose "primary objective of official policy [is] to maximize

revenue and keep expenditures at the lowest possible level"
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(Regmi 1968:76). Because of vague provisions of previous

legislation relating to guthi land endowments at the

district level (e.g., the 1962 District Panchayat Act), the

interpretation of administrative responsibilties has often

resulted in a multiplicity of authority with attending

problems of coordination, efficiency and fiscal appropri

ation (Regmi 1968:92-93).

Meanwhile, the responsibility (by law) for the actual

performance of religious and charitable functions stipulated

under the original guthi land endowments rests with the

pujari and other temple functionaries, and the guthiari

(guthi members) are responsible for their management, under

the supervision of the Guthi Samsthan (Regmi 1968:80-81).

In many instances, confusion over these responsibilties has

arisen due to the governmental appointment of the function

ary positions whose succession has previously been dictated

by traditional caste or kinship considerations (see

Bouillier 1985 for discription of this scenario). In

addition, due to the lack of appropriate administrative and

fiscal management, these positions and their attendant

responsibilties are negatively affected, often to the

detriment of the original purpose of the endowment.
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ARCHEOLOGICAL LEGISLATION

Other legislation affecting the ownership and management

of sacred forest sites relates to the protection of archeo-

logical treasures contained within their boundaries.

According to the 1956 Ancient Monuments Act:

In case any ancient monument or archeological object
located in any place is found to have been destroyed
or damaged by reason of the negligence of the owner
thereof, or in case any national loss is apprehended
by reason of the misappropriation of any article
contained therein. His Majesty's Government may, if
it deems it necessary to protect them. acquire such
ancient monuments or archeological objects from the
owner thereof without any compensation. confiscate
the concerned Guthi endowment in consideration of
the failure to protect the national wealth, register
it as a State Guthi and thus protect such area or
object (Ministry of Law and Parliamentary Affairs.
Ancient Monuments Protection Act, 1956. Nepal
Gazette, Vol. 6. No. 28 cited in Regmi 1968:100-101).

Enacted with the intent to protect temples, monasteries,

archeological objects, and ancient monuments [and their

areas] of national inportance from undue destruction or

damage by individual or communal negligence, this act has

resulted in several sacred forest sites being targeted for

special governmental protection. Presently. three sacred

forest sites are included in the Kathmandu Valley Cultural

and Religious Development Area Project, operated under the

auspices of the Department of Housing and Physical Planning.

Technically, the Ministry of Forestry is responsible for the

protection of these particular sacred forests. however,
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mangement plans have yet to be completed. An official at the

Department of Archeology suggests that other sacred forests

located at important archeological sites are under the

responsibility of the Zonal Commissioner.

POPULAR PERCEPTIONS OF OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT

Among the interview respondents. ownership and manage

ment of sacred forests is. at best. an ambiguous situation.

as suggested by a range of perceptions involving sentiments

of concern. complacency. despair. helplessness or despon

dency. These perceptions undoubtedly reflect far-reaching

changes occuring within the last two decades at governmental

levels of authority which affect the traditional ownership

and operation of religious establishments and their property

including sacred forests (see previous section for full

discussion). In addition. these perceptions may also be

influenced by personal or traditional loyalties. as well

as individual understanding of religious and/or secular

bureaucracy.

Regarding ownership of sacred forests. there exists no

universal or site-specific agreement among the interview

respondents. who variously perceive nine different forms of

ownership/management (see Table 13). A majority (37.4

percent of the respondents regard some form of religious

authority (i.e .• a local guthi. the Guthi Samsthan. a mohant
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TABLE 13

POPULAR PERCEPTIONS OF OWNERSHIP & MANAGEMENT

Authority
(form of)

Perceived Ownership
(% of Respondents)

Perceived Management
(% of Respondents)

No One 4.0 6.7

Everyone 3.3 5.3

Mohant/Pujari 16.7 21. 3

Guthi/Guthi Samsthan 20.7 15.4

Panchayat 9.3 10.0

Government (HMG) 14.7 11. 3

Deity 4.7 0.0

Combined Authority 19.3 27.3

Unknown 7.3 2.7

Total=100.0 Total=100.0
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or a pujari) as the legitimate owner. Nearly one-fourth

(24 percent) of the respondents ascertain that some form of

governmental authority (i.e .• a Panchayat or His Majesty's

Government) controls sacred forest lands. An uncertain

designation of ownership is expressed by a third (33.9

percent) of the respondents. who either have no perception

of ownership. or who believe that no one. everyone or a

combined authority (any combination of two or more of the

other forms of authority reported) holds possession of a

sacred forest. Only 4.7 percent of the respondents relegate

ownership of sacred forests to a residing deity. One

respondent suggested that an ancient religious text

[location undetermined] serves as proof of ownership.

Management of sacred forests. again. is generally

perceived by repondents as a speculative or unresolved

issue. This apparent uncertitude is affirmed by a majority

(42 percent) of repondents who observe that either no one.

everyone or a combined authority (any combination of two or

more of the other forms of authority reported) is managing

the sacred forests. or who simply do not know. Conforming to

the traditionally held understanding of management of these

areas. more than one-third (36.7 percent) of the respondents

believe that some form of religious authority is respon

sible. Less than one-fourth of the respondents are committed

to the belief that some form of governmental authority

exists for the management of sacred forest lands. No one
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believed that the resident deity of a sacred forest is

responsible for its management. for the deity is there to

be served.

These findings suggest that religious tradition exerts

the strongest influence on popular perceptions of ownership

and management of sacred forests in Kathmandu Valley. The

combined evidence indicates that a majority (39.4 percent)

of respondents view ownership and management of sacred

forests within the parameters of religious tradition. Only

22.6 percent of the repondents equate ownership and manage

ment of sacred forests with secular or governmental autho

rity. That there exists a strong ambivalance concerning

these matters among 38 percent of respondents. suggests

that a transitional point of departure in popular perception

presently exists for a large portion of the population.

THE ROLE OF THE PUJARI

According to the respondents and physical evidence. the

traditional role of the puiari or deopala continues to exist

at 30 (66.7 percent) of the sacred forest sites; only 11 (25

percent) of the sites have a resident puiari. The main func

tion of a pujari continues to be the traditional role of

maintainence of the temple and the daily performance of rites

and rituals, attending to and feeding pilgrims from abroad.

as well as the execution of important ceremonies of the
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religious calendar. In some sacred forests, the pujari

serves also as groundskeeper and banpali, responsible for

the general maintenance and vigilance of the temple

environs.

At many of the sites the pujari or the mahant holds

the keys of the temple, and thus is held responsible for any

theft or damage: a resident pujari must forfeit money and

privately held land in the case of any loss. This is a very

important responsibilty, for ~he pujari is entrusted not

only with the safe-guarding of the temple, but also the gold

and silver ornaments of the residing deity, which are of

considerable value. At important shrines, as a check against

internal theft, this position is held by more than one

pujari.

According to respondents, the position of pujari or

mahant was previously delegated either directly by the

government or indirectly through the offices of the Guthi

Samsthan. A salary and handi [a quantiy of ingredients

necessary to prepare a full meal for an adult person] for

the pujari, and all the necessary materials for the

performance of daily~ and important yearly rites, was

also formerly provided by the government. Evidently, this

arrangement still exists in a few instances, but apparently

has ceased in many cases: many sites are presently lacking

either an appointed pu;ari or appropriate funding, or both.
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As a result of this situation, the traditional duties of

the pujari, especially in the area of management, have been

curtailed or stopped altogether. Many respondents bewail

this turn of events, citing neglect on the part of the

government, the Guthi Samsthan or the pujari [who in many

cases by perforce of circumstances undertakes additional

outside work in order to survive]. A common complaint is

that, in the absence of a resident pujari or by fault of

present neglect, there has been a marked deterioration of

the sacred forest sites, in addition to the disappearance of

their physical and spiritual effects: "The [resident deity]

is not happy with this."

THE ROLE OF THE GUTHI

Some respondents perceive that ownership and management

of sacred forests exist within the realm of guthi institu

tions. Quite often, the distinction between the local guthi

and the Guthi Samsthan is not clear among these respon

dents. According to these reports, the guthi (or Guthi

Samsthan) is supposedly responsible for the overall

management of these sites, including the provision of a

salaried pujari, all materials for ~ and religious

celebrations, and general maintenance and upkeep of the

temple and its site. These responsibilties are carried out

by the guthiari (sometimes up to 36 individuals) of the
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respective guthi of each site, who usually meet at least

once a year to discuss operational matters and the assign

ment of duties. Some sites have more than one officiating

guthi. Any expenditures or income for the temple and/or

site exceeding Rs200 must be reported to the Guthi

Samsthan.

The guthi system seems to be functioning at relatively

few sacred forest sites. The general opinion of most respon

dents is that the guthi system, especially in regard to its

management of these sites, is nearly defunct, and in some

cases has broken down entirely. Where several guthi groups

once held joint jurisdiction, this alliance has disintegra

ted because of inter-guthi disputes over management. Where

temple sites once depended on revenue from guthi lands,

nowadays no cash or kind is received (after the Guthi

Samsthan and/or the administrators receive their share).

Basically, people believe that the guthi system and/or the

Guthi Samsthan has forgotten or abandoned its previous

position as owner and caretaker: support of any kind from

this authority is noticeably absent. Without any other

alternate support, respondents voice bleak concern about the

present and future condition of those sacred forest sites

thus affected.
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THE ROLE OF GOVERNMENT

The popular perception of the role of government in

sacred forest affairs includes a broad range of functions

and functionary groups. The all-encompassing designation of

governmental authority, His Majesty's Government [or simply

HMG]. extends from the offices of the Royal Palace to the

humble but respected post of the banpali [forest guard].

Between these two extremes of Nepalese hierarchical govern

ment relating to the ownership and management of sacred

forests. respondents report the involvement of the local

Panchayat. the Pradan Pancha [local elected village head].

the Banbibag [applied to the District Forest Office and/or

the Ministry of Forestry]. the Archeological Department, the

Police Department, the Army, a development project office

and the ordinary salaried government guard or watchman

[pali]. For most respondents. the general qualifier. HMG.

succinctly represents all forms of governmental authoritYi

references to more specific forms of governmental authority

are usually made in situations that describe first-hand

knowledge of circumstances involving human agents who repre

sent particular forms of that authority.

The most visible agent of government authority present

in the sacred forests is the banpali or government appointed

forest guard. Respondents report at least one banpali in 19

(42 percent) of the sacred forests. Usually. simply equipped
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with only a walking stick and a whistle. a banpali functions

mainly as a watchman or security guard. patrolling the

entire forest by foot in a succession of daily rounds. Most

often an employee of the District Forest Office or a branch

of the Ministry of Forestry. sometimes he also works in

conjunction with the resident puiari in reporting any

violations in the forest. Other functions of a banpali might

also include watering and taking care of newly planted trees

and designating certain dead wood to be used by the temple.

The presence of a banpali usually inhibits most would-be

wood-cutters from entering a forest. however. most viola

tions occur at night (only one sacred forest has a banpali

on guard 24 hours a day). The effectiveness of the banpali

system in guarding one particular forest is summed up by a

respondent: "The trees are still there." Respondents at

other sites remark that the banpali is "frequently absent

from his post." "spending most of his time at the main

office." or is [conveniently] "invisible."

Because of the Panchayat's pervasive role in local

government. some respondents tend to view it as a principal

actor in sacred forest ownership and management. The

Panchayat. or more often the Pradan Pancha. is seen as

actively handling all affairs relating to a sacred forest

located within its jurisdictional area. In many instances.

however. its involvement is acknowledged on a purely

administrative level. often in conjunction with the local
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police department. the officiating pujari. a development

office. the army or the District Forest Office.

At eight sacred forest sites. where government and

international development projects are in progress. respon

dents perceive that ownership and management resides in

these agencies. Although the general feeling is that some

outside authority is actively fulfilling these roles. there

is also a concomitant anxiety that they will desist with the

completion of these projects.

A unique system exists at one sacred forest whereby the

forest is leased from the government by a family who manages

it as a park. Here. management of the forest is operated

along modern lines of economic efficiency. With a well

trained staff of 70 laborers. banpali. pali. and several

supervisors. the "park" is well-maintained. to such an

extent that it now resembles a private commercial enter

prise. which "barely breaks even." It attracts many

tourists. but local people are allowed inside the forest

only after paying an entrance fee. and are allowed to

perform~ only on designated days. Interview respondents

at this site despair that it "no longer belongs to the

people."

Most respondents are presently aware that. while the

government is not directly involved in the management of

sacred forests, there are implicit expectations that it is

responsible for certain operative functions. For example.
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the selection of a pujari. the provision of salaries for a

resident pujari and/or a banpali. and the provision of funds

for the performance of special national religious ceremo-

nies. are a few necessary responsibilities expected of

government by the respondents. These "visible" acts of

responsibility are notably unprovided:

A long time ago. the pujari used to receive two
muri [2.4 bushels of grain] once a year. now
nothing. This food. along with~ materials
for one year. used to be brought from the Royal
Palace accompanied by a big drum. Now we don't
hear the drum anymore.

THE ROLE OF THE COMMUNITY

At several sacred forest sites. the local populations

have taken upon themselves the responsiblity of management.

mainly along traditional lines of popular initiative. The

position of pujari. for example. is often shared by two.

four or eight men selected from the local guthi or commu-

nity. who each serve on a rotating basis for a period of

about one month. They are supported financially by the local

community and donations from visitors. At one particular

sacred forest. there are between 60 to 70 people who rotate

every eight days as acting pujari~ each person also contri-

butes a percentage of profits made from his alloted guthi

land. which he manages between rotations as acting pujari.

Occasionally. at a small or remote site. there exists a
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dedicated self-appointed pujari who volunteers his services

without help from anyone.

Local religiously oriented "clubs" or "committees" have

been formed by nearby residents of several sacred forests to

oversee physical management responsibilities left vacant by

other forms of authority. Composed mainly of young people.

they are active in the maintainance and repair of site

facilities as well as tree-planting and fencing. but are

generally lacking in funds.

At other sites. local villages either sponsor caretakers

or share caretaking responsibilities themselves. again. with

minimal funds. Also. people from outside the local community

sometimes may come to contribute services and funds to a

particular sacred forest. In the words of one respondent:

Whether or not the panchayat or the guthi is
taking care of this place. it doesn't really
matter. because people will always come here
to perform~ so that the god will never
be hungry.
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VIII. PRESERVATION

The preservation of sacred forests has been an

uninterrupted tradition among the inhabitants of Kathmandu

Valley across a very long span of human history. as

evidenced by biological and historico-cultural fact. The

continued survival of this tradition through present and

future times undoubtedly depends upon the course of

bio-cultural evolution in the Valley. which in turn is

influenced by a broad range of social. cultural. religious.

political and environmental attitudes. Within this milieu

lie the prerogatives that will determine the fate of sacred

forests.

PERCEPTIONS OF THE FUTURE STATE OF SACRED FORESTS

The perceptions of interview respondents regarding the

future existence or state of sacred forests indicate a

generally optimistic outlook (see Table 14). Nearly three

fourths (73.7 percent) of respondents perceive the existence

of sacred forests continuing into the future. while about

one-fourth (25.4 percent) have no perception at all about

the future itself. Only two respondents expressed the view

that sacred forests would be destroyed. These findings.

although based on subjective responses. collectively suggest

an exceptionally bright future for sacred forests. a shared
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optimism that may be attributed to such factors as

geographical and communication remoteness (see Regmi &

Asthana 1981). However. in the present study. the strength

of traditional belief systems may also be a major factor

contributing to this high degree of optimism.

TABLE 14

PERCEPTIONS OF FUTURE STATE OF SACRED FORESTS

Perceptions of Future
State of Sacred Forests

No perception of future state

Improved future state

No change from present state

Future state predetermined

Future state affirmed by religion

No future state

ttl of Respondents
Holding Perception

25.4

24.0

27.3

7.3

14.7

1.3

Total= 100.0

This optimism is decidedly marked by those individuals

(24 percent of respondents) who perceive that the state of

sacred forests will be enhanced in the future. This percep-

tion in part stems from the conviction that sacred forests

are presently in an acceptable state, and can only be

improved upon. The expectation of an improved state is

generally based on observations of past and current efforts

of site preservation and development. This is especially

obvious at sites where human agency is producing noticeably
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postive effects such as structural repairs. fencing. or an

increased visibility in the number of caretakers.

A marked confidence underlies the perception that the

future state of sacred forests will be no different from

that of the present. as visualized by a majority (27.3

percent) of the respondents. A seemingly ingenuous attitude

also upholds this perception: regardless of any attempt on

the part of human agency. sacred forests will continue to

exist in the future. Basically. there are two premises

supporting such a view:

[1] The place has existed unchanged from time
immemorial until the present time. so there is
no reason why anyone should expect it to be any
different in the future. Someone obviously is
taking care of it. so there is no need to worry.

[2] What is there now will never be lost. destroyed
or become smaller; even if an earthquake comes
or the kingship changes. it will still be there.
without anyone doing anything. It is permanent.

Similarily. 7.3 percent of respondents perceive the

future existence of sacred forests categorically as part of

a predetermined (axiomatic. unquestioned or self-evident)

future world. What is present now will simply continue to

exist in the future.

To the contrary. two respondents (1.3 percent of total)

perceive that. based on the observation of the current rate

of destruction and the apparent loss of place-related

shakti, there will be no sacred forests left in the future.

No perception of a future state. with or without sacred
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forests. is shared by 25.4 percent of respondents. for 24

percent of whom (or 6 percent of total) the future rests

with the capriciousness of the gods.

That the fate of sacred forests is determined by

religious aspirations is expressed by 14.7 percent of the

respondents. Here. the future state is conjoined with the

functioning aspects of religious belief in the everlasting

power of the spiritual agency. Because people will continue

to believe in the residing deity who protects the forest.

the forest will be there. Because the people continue to

observe the necessary religious practices and perform the

rituals properly. the deity will always acquiesce to stay

there to meditate and bless the community. Because a future

without religion is unthinkable. a future without sacred

forests is also incomprehensible. Even in the event that

people might founder in their religious beliefs or duties.

the shakti of the residing deity is believed to be so great

that no one nor anything could ever destroy the place:

people can try to protect it or people can try to destroy it.

but in the the final result. the place. its history. and its

story will still be the same to the gods.

POPULAR PRESERVATION ATTITUDES

By tradition, most Nepalese believe that contributing to

public works. especially those of a charitable or religious
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nature. is part of religious practice or dharma. In both

former and recent times. local piety has always been a

necessary condition for the restoration and preservation of

religious sites in the Valley. partly inspired by the

examples of generous merchants and ruling elites (Adhikary

1982. Landon 1928:II.213). Recently. foreign scholars have

also been instrumental in not only rekindling pride in the

cultural landscape. but also in shaping public policy

(Shrestha 1981:42). Therefore. it is not surprising that

that this present survey should have generated local

interest and discussion about sacred forest preservation.

Popular attitudes concerning the need to preserve sacred

forests correlate positively to popular perceptions that

sacred forests will continue to exist at some time in the

future. reflecting a certain consistency in individual and

social thought pattern. Whereas 73.3 percent of respondents

perceive the existence of sacred forests in the future (see

Table 14). an almost identical number (71.4 percent) cognize

that preservation in some form is necessary to realize this

future desired state (see Table 15). More revealing. these

particular findings also suggest that preservation

attitudes. which are based partly on observations of

tangible aspects of present reality. may influence or be

influenced by perceptions of desired future states.
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TABLE 15

ATTITUDES OF SACRED FOREST PRESERVATION

Attitudes of Sacred
Forest Preservation

Forest needs preservation

Structures need preservation

Sacred site needs preservation

No preservation needed

(%) of Respondents
Holding Attitude

48.7

16.0

6.7

28.6

Total= 100.0

Almost half of the respondents feel that "it is

important" to preserve the biological features (i.e., the

forest element) of sacred forests. The raisons d'etre for

preservation of sacred forest environs are varied, but

nearly all raise issues of necessity and urgency, either as

a personal or collective concern. This concern is based

primarily on perceived and/or actual threats to the forest

environment.

Beyond maintaining the normal injunction against tree-

cutting in sacred forests, many respondents cite the need

for further protective barriers. At many sites there is a

concern that the forest is "open" to exploitive practices if

there is no responsive banpali or strong physical barrier

in place. The banpali is regarded as a necessary agent to

ward off any potential human threat to the forest and its

products. while an impenetrable physical barrier is seen as
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a requirement to preserve mainly the forest floor from

destruction by grazing animals.

These preservation measures are generally viewed as

presently lacking or insufficient. but very necssary. Two

respondents. so moved by the present lack of preservation

measures for sacred forests. exhort:

What we need here is something more like a
tyrannical attitude to save the forest.
There is really no other solution.

Putting sacred forests under the protection of
the Forestry Department is like placing sacred
cows under the protection of butchers.

Other concerns relating to forest preservation at the

sites include planting more trees and designating footpaths.

The respondents are aware that as old trees fall down or

trees are removed due to authorized and/or unauthorized

wood-cutting activities. they need to be replaced in order

to maintain the environmental integrity of the site. [At one

site the local Panchayat is attempting to initiate a plan

whereby five trees are planted to replace each tree that is

cut for an annual jatra.] Especially particular flowering

trees (i.e .• "with red flowers"). trees of religious

significance. certain rare species ("trees we no longer

have"). and slow-growing species ("trees we can't see in

this lifetime") should be planted. In this regard. some

respondents are also in favor of planting a variety of

species ("trees should be mixed") rather than creating
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monotypic stands. In addition. protection and care of

seedlings from trampling is seen as a major preservation

problem. which can be remedied by the designation of

footpaths to be used by visitors in high-use areas of

certain sacred forests.

The preservation of rare medicinal plants and flowering

species in sacred forests is also an important area of

concern among respondents:

In olden times people could identify all the
medicinal plants. but nowadays people don't teach
the methods for using them to make medicine.
That's why people don't know. Also. if they would
tell just anybody these secrets. these plants
would disappear.

Tejpatra [Cinnamomom tamala] used to be there in
great numbers. but once people started to realize
its market value. the tree got wiped out.

For several respondents. the preservation of sacred

forests is viewed as necessary in order to maintain biotic

and biological stability:

It serves as the basic structure for this natural
place.

It helps to bring rain.

It prevents landslides.

It is one of only two places left in the wild.

If the forest is healthy. the people are healthy.

The forest attracts many kinds of birds and animals.

A current propensity to construct new religious

monuments and structures in sacred forests. as an outward
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sign of religious devotion on the part of wealthy patrons

and government planners. is viewed by some respondents as a

misplaced display of concern adversely affecting the natural

beauty of the sites and creating more human pressure on the

remaining natural environment. These respondents advocate

that the whole area of a sacred forest be declared a very

important natural preservation area.

The maintenance and repair of temples. shrines. pati(s).

water tanks and other associated religious structures in the

sacred forests are viewed as an important area of preserva

tion by 16 percent of the respondents. The present condition

of these structures. many of which have survived the vicis

situdes of centuries of natural weathering and use. is such

that immediate preservation measures are obviously required.

By tradition. people regard the reconstruction and

preservation of religious structures as an act of piety or

"good dharma." However. prescribed rules for temple

reconstruction or repair must be strictly followed. and at

many sites unauthorized building or reconstruction is

prohibited. While local concern and expertise in these

matters certainly are not lacking. insufficient funding in

the form of traditional donations or grants is presently

thwarting most local attempts at preservation.

A purely religious motive for sacred forest preservation

is provided by a small minority (6.6 percent) of respon

dents. who feel that sacred forests are symbolically
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connected to the spiritual well-being of the community.

Typical responses of this genre are:

It is good to preserve this place because the devi
is helping the village. all people and animals.

We have to take care of this forest because it is
an important holy place. If people cut trees or do
not plant trees according to the god's preference.
bad results will follow. If you plant only one tree
and go sit under it. you will get dharma; you will
also accumulate dharma from other people who sit
under it.

Just as a father protects his children. the god of
this place protects us. If we do not care for this
place. we would be like orphans. The god is caring
for the rain. the sun. a good monsoon and all
natural things. It is a powerful god. so we must
keep the place nice so that it is happy.

This forest has been preserved for four ~ as
the god's dwelling place. It is very strictly
written down that the sanctity of the place should
be preserved. It is a very ancient and holy place.
without which we as Nepalese people have no
religious identity. It is our most valuable form
of wealth. for like other similar cultural-cum
religious places. it expresses a traditional way
of living. It is part of our spiritual life.

This place will always remain as long as Nepal
remains a country. If the country destroys this
place. the country itself will be lost.

Whoever knows Tantra Mantra will not destroy
this place; whoever knows only Technology. will.

This place used to be far from the maddening crowd.
Now it is so very close to the main artery of
communication. Yet we are still receiving a way
from the religious heritage represented here. and
that is the motive behind it. We should go ahead
with it. not without it.

Although a majority of the respondents agree that

preservation of sacred forests is indeed necessary. more
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than one-fourth (28.7 percent) disagree. The chief

justifications supporting the attitude that preservation is

not necssary are:

[1] a belief in the inefficaciousness of human
agency in matters pertaining to a preordained
working of the universe. and

[2] the assumption that responsibility has been
delegated to someone else.

These people firmly believe that, because no one is

doing anything, or no one can do anything, or someone is

already doing something, nothing really needs to be done.

Resignation of personal responsibility here may also belie

attitudes of unexpressed hopelessness or helplessness

concerning the situation at hand. For the most part,

however, this attitude reflects a certain degree of

acceptance of the present state of affairs, and a passive

confidence in those agents currently responsible for the

preservation or destruction of sacred forests.

PRESENT PRESERVATION STATUS: CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE

Despite various protective measures supposedly in effect

at the sacred forest sites, as reported by the interview

respondents, violations do occur. Actual violations observed

by the researcher at different sacred forest sites during

the course of this survey is presented in Table 16. These

"observed" violations do not accurately reflect the real
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extent or frequency of violations in sacred forests. mainly

due to the supposition that most violations occur "unseen"

or by cover of night. Nevertheless they offer some proof of

actual threat to the forests themselves.

TABLE 16

OBSERVED VIOLATIONS OCCURRING IN SACRED FORESTS

Type of Violation
Observed at Site

Tree-cutting

Leaf-gathering

Wood-gathering

Wood-carrying

Animal-grazing

No. of Sites (% of Total)
Where Violation Occurred

40%

46%

53%

22%

62%

Documentation of observed violations at sacred forest

sites indicates that the most serious violation is that of

animal-grazing. Domesticated animals such as cows. goats.

sheep. buffalo or horses. normally prohibited inside the

confines of sacred forests. were observed grazing (usually

tended by children) within the perimeters of 62 percent of

the sacred forest sites. Ranging usually at the forest edge.

individually or in small herds. these animals browse on the

forest floor and tree foliage. causing considerable damage

in the form of denudation and trampling.

Wood-gathering and leaf-gathering activities. occurring

at 53 percent and 46 percent of the sites respectively. are
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two types of observed violations involving the greatest

number of people, usually groups of women and children. In

most instances these activities involve clearing the forest

floor of dead wood. fallen branches. twigs and leaves, which

essentially disturbs the forest floor ecology. Although

committed in broad daylight, these violations were often

observed as being carried out in a surreptitious manner.

Tree-cutting, traditionally the most heinous violation

of a sacred forest, was observed at 40 percent of the sacred

forest sites. In addition. wood-carrying, a clear violation

involving the removal of freshly cut wood, was observed at

22% of the sites (see Figure 43). In all instances these

violations were observed in daylight, quite often in

deserted or unattended areas of the sacred forests. Most

often the tree-cutters were males. while the wood-carriers

were mostly females. [Extreme hostility (sometimes life

threatening) on the part of the violators prevented any kind

of interview approach by the researcher. no doubt reflecting

the felonious intensity of these activities.]

The combined destructive effect of all these observed

violations on the sacred forest physical environment, in

addition to the accumulated destructive effect of previous

unobserved violations, is clearly visible. Also, the cumula

tive and destructive effect wrought by visitor-overuse (for

example at festival times and especially by large groups of

school children and/or pilgrims around temple/shrine areas)
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Figure 43. Wood-carrying
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is very obvious at many sites. The traditional aura of

sanctity in some forests is also being impinged upon by

increasing numbers of visitors from nearby urban areas and

from tourism, and is sometimes degraded by an air of

carnivalesque frivolity and commercial activity. These

effects, which presently contribute to the physical condi

tion of a given site, also serve as evidential criteria

with which to measure the present preservation status of a

given sacred forest.

The effects of tree-cutting, grazing and trampling are

further confirmed by on-site visual estimates of tree

maturity class as a percentage of total forest trees (see

Table 17). Disproportionately large percentages of old

and/or mature trees at several sites indicate: [1] selective

cutting practices where older trees are left standing (see

Figure 44); and/or [2] fire, grazing and trampling of

seedlings have prevented natural regeneration and succession

(i.e., at 20 percent of the sites no understory exists) (see

Figure 45). These over-aged forests are in serious danger of

disappearing due to natural death or disease of present

trees without replacement. Very low percentages or absence

of old and/or mature trees represent selective cutting, or

death of even-aged stands by old age or disease. Conversely,

disproportionately high percentages of seedlings and/or

immature trees represent in most cases recent tree planting,

probably in response to large gaps left by removal of older
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TABLE 17

ESTIMATED TREE MATURITY CLASS OF SACRED FORESTS

# Sacred Forest Maturity Class (% of total trees)
Old Mature Immature Seedling

l. Adesh\'1ar 5 60 25 10
2. Bajra Barahi 20 40 20 20
3. Bajra Yogini 10 25 50 15
4. Balkumari 5 10 75 15
5. Bhaktapurmahakali 30 30 20 20
6. Bhandarkhal 20 30 30 20
7. Bhatedhikuro 0 100 0 0
8. Bhimdhunga 100 0 0 0
9. Changu Narayan 10 0 80 10
10. Cheepdeo 10 20 60 10
1l. Dakshinbarahi 0 0 75 25
12. Dakshinkali 25 50 15 10
13. Gokarna 20 30 30 20
14. Goroknath 0 30 30 20
15. Gupha 0 20 5 75
16. Gupteswar 5 30 35 30
17. Indra Daha 50 40 10 0
18. Indrani 10 75 15 0
19. Kalobhairab 0 15 80 5
20. Karyabinayak 40 40 10 10
2l. Koteswar 90 5 0 5
22. Mhepi Ajima 10 15 60 15
23. Nagarjun 20 20 30 30
24. Nakhubishnudevi 10 70 10 10
25. Namabuddha 10 40 30 20
26. Nanakmath 5 40 40 15
27. Nilbarahi 20 30 20 30
28. Panchakanyadevi 0 0 90 10
29. Pashupati 10 15 40 35
30. Phulchoki 20 30 25 25
3l. Raniban 25 50 15 10
32. Salanguban 0 0 70 30
33. Sallaghari 70 20 5 5
34. Santaneswarmahadev 1 5 70 24
35. Sanu Hatiban 5 60 25 10
36. Saraswati Kunda 40 30 20 10
37. Sharadadevithan 0 10 60 30
38. Shivapuri 40 20 20 20
39. Shreshnarayan 10 35 30 25
40. Sundarijal 20 30 30 20
4l. Sungadeo 90 0 0 10
42. Surya Binayak 10 60 25 5
43. Swayambhu 30 60 5 5
44. Thapathalikumarithan 90 0 5 5
45. Yaraban 30 50 10 10
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Figure 44. Old Tree Left Standing
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Figure 45. Absence of Understory
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Figure 46. Even-aged Mature Stand
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trees (see Figure 46). Less than one-third of the sites

are representative of a natural forest age structure.

In addition. the effects of leaf/debris removal. grazing

and trampling are clearly indicated by on-site estimates of

soil cover (see Table 18). Debris (dead wood and fallen

trees. twigs and branches) is the most conspicuously missing

forest floor component at almost half (48.9 percent) of the

sites. The leaf and shrub layers are missing at a quarter

(24.2 percent) and a fifth (20.0 percent) of the sites

respectively. Grass. which has replaced natural forest

vegetation in certain areas of 86.7 percent of the sites. is

indicative of the effect of long-term grazing on the forest

floor. Construction work. trampling. severe grazing. pig

rooting and "leaf sweeping" have exposed bare soil in

certain spots at 80 percent of the the forest sites. There

is little or no disturbance of the soil cover at only five

(11.1 percent) sites.

On-site estimates of crown density and cover type reveal

an overall pattern of forest disturbance (see Table 19).

F:stimated crown densities of greater than 70 percent exist

at slightly less than one-third (31.1 percent) of the sites.

Lower estimated crown densities (i.e .• 40-70 percent and

10-40 percent) at 58.8 percent of the sites reflect a

noticeable degree of disturbance which can not be attributed

to fire or biotic causes alone. Sites having less than 10

percent estimated crown densities (11.1 percent of total)
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TABLE 18

SOIL COVER ESTIMATES OF SACRED FORESTS

# Sacred Forest Soil Cover (component presence)
Leaf Grass Shrub Debris Bare

l. Adeshl'lar + + +
2. Bajra Barahi + + + +
3. Bajra Yogini + + + + +
4. Balkumari + + + + +
5. Bhaktapurmahakali + + + + +
6. Bhandarkhal + + + +
7. Bhatedhikuro + + + + +
8. Bhimdhunga + + + +
9. Changu Narayan + + + + +
10. Cheepdeo + + +
1l. Dakshinbarahi + + +
12. Dakshinkali + +
13. Gokarna + + + +
14. Goroknath + +
15. Gupha + + + + +
16. Gupteswar + + + + +
17. Indra Daha + + + +
18. Indrani + +
19. Kalobhairab + + + +
20. Karyabinayak + + +
2l. Koteswar + +
22. Mhepi Ajima + +
23. Nagarjun + + + + +
24. Nakhubishnudevi +
25. Namabuddha + + + +
26. Nanakmath + + + + +
27. Nilbarahi + + + +
28. Panchakanyadevi + + + + +
29. Pashupati + + +
30. Phulchoki + + + +
31- Raniban + + + + +
32. Salanguban + + + +
33. Sallaghari + + + +
34. Santaneswarmahadev + , + + +
35. Sanu Hatiban + +
36. Saraswati Kunda + + +
37. Sharadadevithan + + +
38. Shivapuri + + + +
39. Shreshnarayan + + + +
40. Sundarijal + + + +
41- Sungadeo + + +
42. Surya Binayak + + + + +
43. Swayambhu + +
44. Thapathalikumarithan + + + +
45. Yaraban + + + +
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represent seriously degraded forests, often with only a few

trees remaining.

TABLE 19

ESTIMATES OF CROWN DENSITY AND COVER TYPE

Crown Density No. of Sites (% of total)

<10% 11. 1

10-40% 31. 1

40-70% 26.7

>70% 31.1

Total= 100.0

Cover Type

75% Hardwood 40.0

75% Coniferous 26.7

Mixed 33.3

Total= 100.0

Estimates of cover type reveal a pattern where 40

percent, 26.7 percent and 33.3 percent of the total number

of sites are 75 percent hardwood stands, 75 percent conife

rous stands. and mixed hardwood and coniferous stands

respectively. In these estimates of cover type, the presence

of coniferous species may be indicative of colonizing oppor

tunity and/or planting favorability (i.e., conifers grow

faster on bare soil and are encouraged by forestry projects)

in areas of previous disturbance.
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The present preservation status of the sacred forests of

Kathmandu Valley is presented in Table 20. This preservation

classification is based on a subjective assessment of six

criteria observed for each site: [1] the effects of present

or previous violations on the forest environment: [2] the

effects of visitor-use on the forest environment: [3] the

condition of natural. semiwild or wild forest vegetation:

[4] the presence of wild fauna: [5] the overall aesthetic

condition of the spiritual environment: and [6] the overall

physical condition of the sacred forest environment.

The observable present preservation status of the sacred

forests of Kathmandu Valley depicts that a majority (53.3

percent) or about half of the sites are poorly preserved. a

little more than one-third (35.6 percent) are moderately

preserved. and only about one-tenth (11.1 percent) are well

preserved. These findings indicate that a disparity exists

between real and idealized states of preservation.

OFFICIAL PRESERVATION INITIATIVES

Presently there is no official strategy or acting body

concerned exclusively with the collective preservation of

sacred forests in Kathmandu Valley. However. three sacred

forest sites in the Valley have been designated as

International Monument Areas under UNESCO's World Heritage

Site List. and an additional two sites have been included
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TABLE 20

PRESENT PRESERVATION STATUS OF SACRED FORESTS

# Sacred Forest Poorly Moderately Well
Preserved Preserved Preserved

1. Adeshwar +
2. Bajra Barahi +
3. Bajra Yogini +
4. Balkumari +
5. Bhaktapurmahakali +
6. Bhandarkhal +
7. Bhatedhikuro +
8. Bhimdhunga +
9. Changu Narayan +
10. Cheepdeo +
11. Dakshinbarahi +
12. Dakshinkali +
13. Gokarna +
14. Goroknath +
15. Gupha +
16. Gupteswar +
17. Indra Daha +
18. Indrani +
19. Kalobhairab +
20. Karyabinayak +
21. Koteswar +
22. Mhepi Ajima +
23. Nagarjun +
24. Nakhubishnudevi +
25. Namabuddha +
26. Nanakmath +
27. Nilbarahi +
28. Panchakanyadevi +
29. Pashupati +
30. Phulchoki +
31. Raniban +
32. Salanguban +
33. Sallaghari +
34. Santaneswarmahadev +
35. Sanu Hatiban +
36. Saraswati Kunda +
37. Sharadadevithan +
38. Shivapuri +
39. Shreshnarayan +
40. Sundarijal +
41. Sungadeo +
42. Surya Binayak +
43. Swayambhu +
44. Thapathalikumarithan +
45. Yaraban +
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in the Kathmandu Valley Cultural and Religious Development

Area Project. One other site has been the focus of a nearly

completed international watershed and wildlife reserve

project.

Master plans and proposals have been prepared for the

above-mentioned sites from a development/preservation

perspective (see for example Figure 47), involving advice

and participation from various HMG ministries, offices,

corporations and other interested bodies and individuals.

At only four of these sites have any plans been actually

implemented.

Historically, the preservation of sacred forest sites

(and all cultural and religious sites) in Kathmandu Valley

has been the personal concern of royalty, as dictated by the

religious concept of Raj Dharma, a tradition that has

continued unbroken to the present (Adhikary 1982:18. Pant

1972:137). Present preservation efforts in the Valley, aimed

at preserving Nepal's cultural and natural heritage, are

largely promoted through the auspices of the Royal Family

with the very active support of the Nepal Heritage Society

(Rising Nepal 1989:4.20.7. 5.9.1). Her Majesty Queen

Aishwarya Rajya Laxmi Devi Shah has assumed a leading role

in national preservation affairs, similar to that of Lady

Bird Johnson at the beginning of the American historic

preservation and beautification movement.
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SHESHNARAYAN DEVELOPMENT PLAN
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Figure 47. Sheshnarayan Development Plan
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For example. under the chairwomanship of Her Majesty the

Queen. the Pashupati Area Develo.pment Trust (PADT) was

established. which made possible the development of the area

in a concerted manner. Implementation of short- and long-

term projects began in 1989, with initial proposals for

preserving the site's cultural and archeological heritage,

as well as its forest and water resources (see RONAST 1987).

At the behest of the Royal Palace, altogether 6000 trees (21

species) have been planted. the public has been encouraged

to plant memorial trees. and 700 trees were planted by a

local chapter of the Jaycees. The project has been very

favorably received. attracting public and private support in

the form of donations and public attention:

A symbol of reverence and faith for all Hindus, the
Pashupati area occupies a very important place in
the minds of Hindus. As such, it is only natural
that the development of the area should generate
wide interest and enthusiasm among all Hindus. With
the development of the area taking place, popular
response to such efforts can be expected to
increase further in times to come. After all, it is
the sacred duty of all the followers of the Hindu
religion to realise the goal of the preservation
and development of the Pashupati area (Rising
Nepal 1989:5.10.2).

In 1969, at the request of His Majesty's Government. The

Physical Development Plan for the Kathmandu Valley was

prepared by the Department of Housing and Physical Planning

in collaboration with the Institute for Asiatic and Nepalese

Studies and UNESCO physical planning consultants (see Pandey

& Pruscha 1969). A policy statement prepared as the first
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step toward a preservation program. this document has as its

principle aim the preservation of both the spiritual and the

physical environment of Kathmandu Valley. This work draws

attention to the significance of preserving sacred forests:

Some of the most important temples of the Valley
stand amidst thick groves of trees. the setting
providing an atmosphere of quietude. peacefulness
and remoteness befitting an abode of the gods.
Ideally. the temples of both the Hindus and the
Buddhists are located outside towns or villages.
with the shrines of Suryavinayak [Surya Binayakl.
Vajravarahi [Bajra Barahil. Swayambhu and Pashupati
as notable examples in the Valley. Religious sites
are also places of frequent feasting and trees
provide shade for such purposes. The small forest
around the temple of Pashupati is intimately
associated with Shiva. as it is written in the
Svastari that once he roamed in the form of a
deer in the Sleshmantak forest (i.e .• the forest of
Pashupati). Such mythical stories impress upon the
people the significance of such natural settings.
For these reasons. forests are carefully maintained
wherever possible (1.c.:51).

The publication in 1975 of the comprehensive Kathmandu

Valley: The Preservation of Physical Environment and

Cultural Heritage: A Protective Inventory (Pruscha 1975)

provided explicit preservation regulations for the special

preservation zones of the Valley. and stressed that cultural

and natural heritage should be considered as a single

entity. The Protective Inventory includes 29 of the sacred

forest sites documented in this present survey.

By 1977 a Master Plan for the Conservation of the

Cultural Heritage of Kathmandu Valley (Seckler 1977) was

prepared for HMG. The primary aim of this work was the
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documentation and conservation of the cultural heritage of

the Valley based on international principles of preservation

philosophy and legislation. It provides for the protection

of sacred forests in adherence to recommendations given in

the Protective Inventory (Pruscha 1975). To date. these

recommendations have not been acted upon by HMG.

A National Conservation Strategy for Nepal was recently

prepared by HMG in collaboration with IUCN (International

Union for the Conservation of Nature) which outlines a

conceptual framework for long-term natural resource

management (HMG/IUCN:1988). While it is suppose to "reflect

the real value of the natural environment expressed in terms

of human needs: material. cultural and spiritual." it does

not espouse any definitive plan for the conservation of

sacred foreests. It does however admit to the fact that:

Among the customs and traditions that developed
were those with a spiritual basis related to the
natural environment. For example. there is the
deep-rooted tradition of preserving. in their
natural state. large expanses of forest adjacent
to places of worship or important sources of
water (l.c.:6).

~RESERVATION OF SACRED FORESTS: A VIEW FROM THE OUTSIDE

The Valley of Kathmandu has never failed to impress

newcomers with its aura of Paradise Lost. where human

destiny seems suspended in a timeless god realm. When Landon

visited the Valley at the beginning of this century he was
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stunned to find in this "plot of intensive sanctity,

cultivation and national life" an "India of the 7th and 8th

centuries" (Landon 1928:128). Apparently, "the habitual

prudence of Nepal in allowing her inner history to be known

to strangers [was] long standing" [and successful], for at

that time, less than 100 Europeans had ever visited the

Valley, and "she alone among Asiatic Powers [had] never

suffered either the galling triumph of the Moslem or the

political and commercial results of Christian expansion"

(l.c.:v-vi,180).

Because of its geographical remoteness, political and

religious isolation, Kathmandu Valley has preserved many

cultural traditions, in the form of "religious archaisms,"

which have all but disappeared elsewhere (Kooij 1978:1). The

continuing use of the lunar calendar, which governs all

religious and ceremonial life, is but one obvious example

(Slusser 1982:381), in addition to that of a "living"

sacred geography including sacred forests.

Commenting on the status of preservation in the Valley,

Landon (1928:181-182) notes:

Perhaps the greatest of all differences between
Kathmandu and its southern rivals, a difference
that cannot fail to strike the most shallow
observer, is that there are few ruins in the
Valley. The great temples of India often lie
deserted, mere goals of the antiquarian and the
touristi here they are living and venerated. The
Valley of Nepal at heart remains. and one trusts
will always remain, unchanged and unchangeable.
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Similarily. almost fifty years later. Hosken (1974:3).

working in the Valley as a preservation professional.

noticed that:

In contrast with the Western world. where historic
buildings and monuments are treated with reverence
and also a hands-off attitude. the monuments and
buildings in the Kathmandu Valley. no matter how
exceptionally fashioned. are part and parcel of
the people's lives and are used by everyone. Life
and environment are still one. with no artificial
barriers.

At the time of this present survey. the physical and

cultural landscape of Kathmandu Valley still contains

features that strongly reflect its traditional origins.

For example. Kathmandu Valley continues to maintai~ its

2000-year-old legacy as the main center of trade. culture.

religion. politics and education in the Himalayan region.

Only Damascus. Jerusalem. Athens and Rome share with

Kathmandu Valley the distinction of being one of the world's

oldest. continuously existing centers of human settlement

and culture. But. even with the recent introduction of jet

and satellite links. Kathmandu Valley still lies relatively

at the edge of the world. It is a place where the spirit of

an ancient. profound past still survives in the collective

memory. beliefs and actions of the living. Its sacred

geography still remains strongly rooted and largely intact.

Preservation always implies a certain necessity. rising

out of moral obligation. to resist change. to maintain

something in a continued state of existence against harm or
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the threat of change. The preservation of sacred forests.

that is. the continued maintenance of particular landscape

units in a particular undisrupted biological state. is a

human collective arrangement on both cognitive and physical

levels. By their very nature. sacred forests have a built-in

ideological basis for their physical survival: they have

always been inviolable and untransferable. The issue of

preservation at this juncture. then. is to determine whether

the mechanism of "inviolability" is still functioning to

maintain the continued survival of sacred forests in the

face of present changes or threats.

Present evidence indicates that sacred forests in

Kathmandu Valley are indeed susceptible to change. The main

threats to their continued survival stem from an increasing

human population coupled with a diminishing land/resource

base. [Outside the Valley. where most sacred forests boun

daries are "not separated" (legally demarcated). "fighting"

has occurred recently as a result of disputes over sacred

forest land and resources.] Natural catastrophy and economic

fluctuation also exacerbate the situation. For example.

during the field study. unchecked forest fires and a scar

city of kerosene negatively affected the forest cover of at

least three sites. Although the traditional ideological

basis for sacred forest preservation is very much existant.

evidence from on-site observations suggests that certain
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operational or structural elements need reinforcement (see

Table 21) in the face of these new threats.

The main threats to the continued survival of sacred

forests. then. originate from outside their perimeters. As

sacred forest sites become more and more "less remote"

because of expanding human centers of population. their

clear delineation as protected. isolated. cultural/natural

landscape units or "islands" becomes more exaggerated and

necessary. [On management strategies for urbanizing agricul-

tural regions. see Dorney & Hoffman 1979.]

Historically. many sacred forests in Kathmandu Valley

were once protected by walls with fixed entrances (see

Figure 48). One modern management proposal for a particular

sacred forest places protection emphasis on staff require-

ments and boundary wall repair and maintenance. citing an

increase in the demand for fuelwood with an increase in

population as a major concern (Shrestha 1969). In recent

times. reconstructed boundary walls have definitely proven

four sacred forest sites. wher~ natural

vegetation cover remains the least disturbed in the Valley.

Other threats to sacred forest sites occur within the

confines of sacred forests. As numbers of visitors to

sacred forsts increase. their effects within the forests

themselves are multiplied. a situation recognized at two

sites by management proposals which recommend strict

regulation of visitor movements and other activities (see
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TABLE 21

PROTECTIVE MEASURES NEEDED AT SACRED FOREST SITES

1. Establish and demarcate site boundaries

2. Control domestic animal population traffic through
maintenance/reinforcement of present structural
boundaries, and construction of physical barriers
where none exist.

3. Control flow of human visitation through establishment
of main entryways and the clear designation of footpaths
within site. Vehicular traffic should be banned within
site.

4. Control resident animal populations (i.e., pig, deer
and monkey).

5. Restrict visitor use in areas of especially high use by
fencing off threatened forest tracts within site.

6. Implement erosion control mechanisms where needed.

7. Install/overhaul forest guard [banpali] system.

8. Plant new trees (of religiously appropriate species) and
maintain present plantings, in addition to establishing
nurseries and completing botanical surveys.

9. Post/disseminate preservation regulations/rules and
enforce penalties for clear violations.

10. Ebtablish moratorium on new construction within site.
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Figure 48.
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Sacred Forest Entrance Gate
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Oli 1986:51; Sakya 1982:8). Because sacred forests

constitute the only remaining areas of open space for the

inhabitants of Kathmandu Valley, they are increasingly

becoming subject to unorthodox recreational use. In

addition, as pilgrimage and tourist destinations of local,

district, national, regional and international importance,

sacred forests of the Valley are subject to increasing

visitor traffic. Inevitably, any preservation goals must

address this issue of visitor impact (see Orland &

Bellafiore 1990 on sacred site development strategy).

The preservation of undeveloped natural areas is

becoming increasingly important not only in Nepal, but also

in other countries where the continued protection of natural

areas is challenged by unfolding land reform, management

problems, cha~ging traditional and religious concepts and

population pressure. One "outside" perspective concerning

the survival of sacred forests in Kathmandu Valley is thus

related to a sense of urgency on an international level to

insure protection of the world's remaining natural areas:

The historical phase of reserve establishment is
drawing to an end, it being mainly restricted to
the latter half of the 20th century. Conservation
ists must now begin to attend more to the problem
of maintaining what is already protected;
otherwise it will leak away in very short order
(Frankel & Soule 1981:132).

Coinciding with this worldwide concern to protect natural

areas is the realization that traditional stewardship
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practices which protect these areas also need to be

protected (Messerschmidt 1987:389).

As natural areas of not only biological significance.

but also of cultural. religious and historical importance.

the sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley are prime candidates

for international preservation efforts. However. the

question of the preservation of sacred natural landscapes

has largely remained an enigma for national and interna

tional environmental movements. Only in Japan have sacred

forests been assured modern protection. The only attempts to

preserve sacred natural landscapes in the Western world

exist in the United Kingdom. where local and national

conservation efforts have targeted more than 20.000 church

yards as valuable wildlife habitats [see Royal Society for

Nature Conservation (Church and Conservation Project) 1989i

Greenoak 1989i Glue 1988i Chatfield 1982].

Actually. within the Judeo-Christian world. there is no

modern precedent for the preservation of sacred forests. The

preservation of tracts of old growth forests of Northwest

United States. which are held sacred by the Lummi Indians.

is jeopardized by recent lumbering interests (Ervin 1987:

45). In Canada. plans to expand a golf course on ancestral

land (which includes a sacred forest) claimed by the Mohawk

Indians. has resulted in an armed standoff (Honolulu

Advertiser 1990:9.12.0-1). The fate of one Hawaiian

rainforest preserve. which is held sacred by Native
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Hawaiians and is presently threatened by commercial geo

thermal activities. remains unresolved.

According to Amatya (1987:101). the essential require

ments for any heritage conservation work are: adequate

[financial] resources. sufficient technical manpower.

popular enthusiasm and proper legal measures. As far as

these requirements affect sacred forest preservation in

Kathmandu Valley. those which prescribe financial and legal

measures are the most lacking. while popular enthusiasm

and technical manpower are available but need to be more

effectively directed. Both Japan and the United Kingdom

could provide valuable international assistance in the

fulfillment of these requirements. owing to their experience

and expertise in Himalayan botany. sacred landscape

preservation and administration. and international

conservation funding.

Ultimately. the fate of the sacred forests of Kathmandu

Valley will be determined by the Nepalese people themselves.

who are the traditional custodians of perhaps one of the

world's richest "living" repositories of cultural history.

That sacred forests continue to survive in the present

landscape of the Valley bears testimony to the cultural

rootedness and resilience of an ancient idea. Some might

argue that sacred forests exist in the Valley today because

of the absence of change. This is only partly true in the

sense that fundamental concepts and belief systems may have
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changed little. But. in terms of landscape evolution.

actually. it is the very fact of change itself which

encourages preservation or the added value of sacredness to

a sacred place (i.e .• secured against violation or inter-

ference) over time.

On the preservation of sacred forests. a young Western-

educated Nepalese development official and an elderly

practitioner of traditional Nepalese herbal medicine.

respectively. offer these prognoses:

The basic religious values will not change from one
generation to another. because my generation includes
my father. myself and my son. In Nepal. our children
do not separate from their parents or their families
like in America. where there is a generation gap. As
far as our generation is concerned. there is no change
in basic values and belief systems. You in the West
assume that because we are now becoming more like the
West. going through our own stage of technological
development. that we will lose our culture in the
process like you did. I don't see this happening.

We cannot protest change; we can only have a good idea.
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I X. CON C L U S ION

This study attempts to document the phenomena of sacred

forests in the twentieth century cultural and physical

landscape of Kathmandu Valley. It essentially investigates

the traditional values and beliefs associated with sacred

forests in order to decipher the relationship between

environmental cognition. behavior and protected landscape.

The social and cultural context of landscape preserva

tion in Nepal has been generally unknown or misunderstood

because of lack of knowledge of cultural processes and

their histories operating in the Himalaya. In Himalayan

societies. as in many other traditional societies. there

exist varied forms of institutions for the collective

management of environmental resources. Since knowledge is

a social and cultural product. the relation between people

and their environment is inevitably threaded through these

social and cultural institutions.

There is evidence. for example. that many traditional

beliefs and attitudes about environmental resources are

oriented toward preservation rather than exploitation. [t

is imperative that this accumulated wisdom of generations

be appreciated as a resource of equal value to the appro

priate segments of modern wisdom. Prior to this survey. no

review study has been made of traditional belief systems

concerning environmental resource preservation in Nepal.
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Geography is one scientific discipline that has

recognized the validity of research oriented toward an

understanding of traditional belief systems as embodiments

of environmental knowledge. Brookfield (1964) has suggested

that geographers could uncover processes if they analyzed

values. beliefs and social organization. Writing in the

context of cultural geography. Sopher (1967:14) proposed

that geographers could study belief systems to determine to

what extent they or their component elements are an expres

sion of environmental circumstances.

Sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley. as culturally

defined. arboreal. landscape areas of socio-historical

importance. lend themselves to a broad interdisciplinary

investigation of their inherent features. Therefore. this

survey embraces an inductive. empirical approach with the

aim of providing as holistic an account as possible of the

phenomena. Because biological facts and cultural concepts

are in this instance indivisible. the study encompasses a

bio-cultural perspective. Documented through the eyes and

ears of a human geographer. this study also employs a

cognitive approach. for. it is also a journey crossing over

epistemological bridges into unchartered perceptual regions.

following the path of oral tradition.

What began as a search for sacred forests in Kathmandu

Valley has produced a fairly comprehensive documentation of

their presence in the landscape. their present preservation
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status, and an oral record of their associated beliefs. The

exploratory and discovery aspect of the research aided in

expanding its content. [Geologically, archeologically and

anthropologically, Kathmandu Valley's pre-history is still

a virtually unexplored area.] However, the "field" will not

be so "wide-open" in the near future as the pace of land

scape change quickens.

The collected data fall into six main subject headings:

geographical, biological, cultural, historical, socio

political and environmental. In order to efficiently

summarize and comment on these variables and their relation

ships, and at the risk of of seeming pedantic, conclusions

to be drawn will follow an analysis according to the four

main constructs of geographical inquiry. The combined

evidence supports the original assumption that sacred

forests are important landscape preservation areas:

a bio-cultural heritage is the significant finding.

WHAT ARE THEY?

The sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley are characterized

by certain recognizable features which also conform to

commonly held perceptions of sacred forests in other parts

of the world. Their most distinguishing feature is that of

separateness, for they invariably occur as isolated

landscape units, marked off from their surroundings by
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clearly defined boundaries, both physical and psychological.

So distinctive is their delineation, they often appear as

vegetative islands, and are regarded as spiritual oases.

Ranging in size from less than one hectare to 10,000

hectares, a majority of Kathmandu Valley's sacred forests

occur as small undisturbed groves in an intensively

managed landscape. These obviously "protected formations"

or areas of "protected growth" are "closed stands" of trees

whose density and height "differ markedly from the cover of

the surrounding profane land" (Mikesell 1961:107). At a

glance, whether comprising a small group of trees, a grove

or a large wooded tract, they are all visible to the naked

eye as singularly shaped, arboreal, landscape entities.

Still, to the uninitiated, there is nothing from their outer

appearance that would designate them as "sacred" forests.

Phytogeographically, Kathmandu Valley's sacred forests

represent sanctuaries of relict or remnant vegetation cover,

possibly spanning a succession of 10,000 to 40,000 years in

some instances. Biologically and botanically, sometimes they

resemble old growth forests, to whom they are akin in age,

structure and uniqueness. Most often they are semi-wild,

richly endowed, floristic assemblages including beautiful

and useful forms of trees (mainly evergreen broadleaf

species), shrubs, herbs, climbers, bamboos, orchids and

grasses. They are conspicuous in situ storehouses of
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flowering. fruit- and nut-bearing and medicinal plants

otherwise rare or absent in the Valley.

As small or large forest remnants. sacred forests also

resemble wildlife refugia. providing the only available

natural habitat for the few remaining species of wildlife in

Kathmandu Valley. Leopards. monkeys. deer. boar. foxes and

many species of native and migratory birds are conspicuously

present within the boundaries of some sacred forests.

The role of sacred forests in the preservation of the

Valley's biota gains significance in the light of local

environmental considerations. Interview respondents enumera

ted 150 different plant species occurring in the sacred

forests. representing one-tenth of the plant species and

one-half of the plant families known to exist in the Valley

from previous systematic botanical investigation. A majority

are native to the sUb-Himilaya region. Their rarity is un

known as definitive lists of endemic or rare species do not

exist for this region. In view of the fact that almost all

other natural vegetation in the Valley has been destroyed.

it is safe to assume sacred forests function as refugia

for many species otherwise absent from the Valley. The true

role of sacred forests in the preservation of the Valley's

flora and fauna awaits a more systematic inventory.

Ecologically and biogeographically. most sacred forests

resemble habitat islands. Presumably. theories of island

biogeography could be applied to the management of some
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sacred forests as natural areas. However, more information

is needed about the ecology, life history and tolerance of

disturbance of species native to this region. The expecta

tion that number of species increases with size of area, as

as hypothesized from island biogeography theory, cannot be

applied to these forests because of lack of precise data.

While small sacred forests may have only limited preserva

tion value in terms of the survival of intact ecosystems

with their representative processes, they may serve as

arboreta or botanical gardens, wherein certain plant species

could be maintained by judicious management for the

preservation of seed stock and germ plasm (Conant 1991).

Large sacred forests in Kathmandu Valley are represen

tative of several Himalayan forest types and often harbor

rare ecosystems such as tropical evergreen Himalayan fog

forests. At least two sacred forests are well-known as

examples of relict forests of Kathmandu Valley. These

larger areas, which are in relatively undisturbed natural

condition, have obvious wildlife preservation value.

Aside from a biological component, the definition of a

sacred forest by its very name also includes a human

element, which usually can be identified only upon closer

examination of the forest's inner precincts, or by word of

mouth. Primarily. it is this human element that

differentiates an ordinary forest from a "sacred" forest.
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Both oral tradition and on-site inspection reveals that

all sacred forests are imbued with a "personality of place."

This genius loci invaribly manifests as an abiding spirit of

the forest. represented either by natural (aniconic) objects

such as stones. trees. springs. etc .• or by iconographical

objects such as sculptures and religious architectural forms

situated within the forest (see Figure 49). In addition to

these material (visual) manifestations of genius loci. each

sacred forest also possesses auricular evidence (i.e .• an

oral tradition) in the form of associated legendary.

historico-cultural and socio-religious identifications.

The sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley represent sanctu

aries of Himalayan socio-cultural and religious tradition

stemming from ancient human antecedents. much in the same

way that they represent sanctuaries of ancient families of

Himalayan flora. In the physical and cultural landscape of

twentieth century Kathmandu Valley. sacred forests appear as

discrete bio-cultural entities; as living repositories of

both biological and cultural artifact. they exhibit features

of unquestionable historical significance.

WHERE ARE THEY?

Where sacred forests are located in the landscape is

an important identifying feature. which. in the case of

Kathmandu Valley. also reflects a religious geography.
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Figure 49. Genius Loci
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Topographically. the locations of sacred forests reflect

an affinity with physical features of the Valley having

altitudinal and visual prominence (i.e., on mountain slopes,

summits and spurs, or on isolated hillocks) (see Figure 50).

Biogeologically, these same locations also represent a

succession of geological history with a corresponding suc

cession of vegetative cover, and, according to paleological

and historical evidence and oral tradition, also a

corresponding succession of human (often religio-cultural)

experience.

Their proximity to important points of water flow in the

Valley, such as river fords, confluences and spring hori

zons, is also a distinguishing locational feature of sacred

forests. At the same time, this water-related feature has a

metaphysical aspect invested by the religio-geographical

institution of tirtha, which also generically designates a

sacred site.

That sacred sites often constitute "islands of verdue"

is not a unique correlation. Mikesell (1961:107-108) reports

that sacred groves in Morocco are "extraordinarily numerous

[i.e., "hundreds"] and that the veneration relates to the

ground in which plants grow and not to the plants them

selves." Owing to the fact that all these groves are found

only on sacred sites, he concludes that. "In Morocco the

important consideration is not what qualities a plant may

possess but where it grows."
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Figure 50. Altitudinal Prominence
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In Kathmandu Valley, the location of sacred forests

likewise is conditioned by holy ground. Religio-geographi

cally, the sacred forests of the Valley are traditional

elements of a larger "sacred field" [kshetra] encompassing

a ritualized and sacralized landscape. Here. all sacred

forest sites also incorporate at least one form of circum

scribed sanctified space (and sometimes several forms in

association) such as: reliquary monuments of ecclesiastics

and saints, meditation or sacrificial seats [pithal, lineage

seats [kuldevata], sacred bathing places. shrines and

temples. cremation grounds, and other marked places of

religious significance and pilgrimage (see Figure 51).

Historically always remote or at a distance from centers

of human population, sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley

nowadays are becoming increasingly encroached upon by

expanding suburbanization. However, their location at the

fringe of agricultural society and their basically

pedestrian orientation still echo their positions as

spiritual hubs along ancient beaten tracks. trade and

pilgrimage routes, which, according to oral legend.

extended from Mongolia to southern India (see Figure 52).

Kosambi (1960) concludes that sacred groves in

Maharastra are located on ancient cultic sites where

primitive nomad tracks once met. Of pre-agricultural. pre

settlement, and pre-Aryan origin, these sites exist at

considerable distances from the nearest villages, and at
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Figure 51. Cave Hermitage of Naropa
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Figure 52. At the Crossroads
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altitudes corresponding to levels above prehistoric swampy

or forested valleys. Kosambi reasons that these sites were

stoppage places at the junctions of seasonal migration

routes. with mountain passes as fixed points. where

prehistoric peoples met for pre-barter exchange with its

accompanying ceremonial and communal ritual. Later. these

same sites became outposts in the wilderness for early

missionaries. destinations for wayfaring pilgrims. and

crossroad halts for early merchants. whose routes all

followed the more primitive tracks. All of the sacred

groves located on these sites contain aniconic stones

representing the primitive Indian Mother Goddess.

Similarily. recent research in Australia has revealed a

consistent association of "orchard-like plant assemblages"

(i.e .• groves of native edible fruit and nut trees) at old

campsites (dated 30.000-25.000 B.C.) along ancient.

Aboriginal. seasonal migration routes (Hynes & Chase 1982;

Jones 1975). Commonly located on littoral sand ridges and

other more elevated sites. these groves ha~e spiritual

significance for present-day Aboriginal people. for they

also stand on ancient burial and midwifery sites. One of

these sites is called kungathan [in Nepali the suffix

-than denotes place/seat/altar]. Also. Bonnemaison (1985)

documented numerous stamba [English derivativec stump or

stock] in Vanuatu as sacred root-places where the founding

ancestors first appeared, usually marked by a sacred tree.
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As these studies relate to the locational features of

this present survey, several outstanding parallels are

evident. For example, all of the sacred forest sites of

Kathmandu Valley lie at elevations higher than the geologi

cal and legendary limits of a former prehistori~ lake

valley. In addition, a majority of these sites occur in

parts of the Valley corresponding to early settlements and

commercial and religious centers on the main trans-Himalayan

trade and pilgrimage routes between ancient India and China.

As a major thoroughfare for Himalayan migration as early as

the Pleistocene, Kathmandu Valley was no doubt linked to

larger human migrational and cultural patterns occuring in

the region and points beyond. In particular, the coeval

development of cult sites and sacred forests at points along

ancient human highways suggests a universal locational

pattern stemming from common origins.

WHY ARE THEY THERE?

Why sacred forests appear in the present physical

and cultural landscape of Kathmandu Valley has a basis in

an environmental history, as well as an oral environmental

legend. In addition, sacred forests, which contain the

oldest religious monuments of the Valley, are living

repositories of an ancient. continuously evolving, yet

stationary, religious tradition.
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A discussion of the origins of sacred forests of

Kathmandu Valley necessarily entails the acceptance of

material fact based also upon non-material evidence. In

this instance. their biophysical beginnings share a prove

nance with human cultural arisings beyond known historical

horizons. for. like the Garden of Eden. these sacred forests

are associated with the time of creation of the world and

its initial human occupancy. The survival of these bio

cultural phenomena into the latter half of the 20th century

owes itself evidently to the persistence of associated

primary belief systems. creation myths and original legends.

In analyzing the early legends and creation myths of

Khotan (which appear to resemble those of Kathmandu Valley

as well as Kashmir Valley) Stein (1981:163-166) posits that

they probably "contain some genuine reminiscence of early

ethnic movements; [and their] main features may have some

historic background. the dim outlines in which we can trace

their effects to better realize the recorded historical

facts ... as well as the cultural milieu."

Judging from both paleontological record and oral

legend. Kathmandu Valley was covered by dense forests at the

beginning of human activity in the Valley itself (ca. 30.000

B.C.). At an earlier time. legends say men and gods walked

around the densely forested rim of the Valley. which then

constituted the lakeshore of a former valley lake (geologi

cally dated 200.000-100.000 B.C.). Within this time frame.
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according to legend, sacred forests were associated with

the establishment of pitha and tirtha and other sacred

places [-thaI] where various tribal peoples first "sat down"

or settled.

From this evidence, their association with the esta

blishment of sacred sites in the Valley appears to be the

primary raison d'etre for the sanctity enjoined to sacred

forests. In original primeval surroundings of dense forest,

the necessity to extend the protection of sacred space to

certain forest tracts for economic reasons (i.e., the reser

vation of forest food sources) probably did not present

itself. Only later, when hunting and gathering territories

began to overlap and shifting cultivation became more and

more sedentary, restricted by the ecological limits of the

surrounding forest, would the inviolability of sacred space

have economic relevance, if any, for isolated stands of

sacred forest.

Local knowledge of the botanical aspects of present-day

sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley indicates a clumped

distribution of species having medicinal, edible, religious

and ornamental value. With the possible exception of medi

cinal plants, these particular species are not important

features of the local resource economy, and therefore do not

claim prohibitive sanctions for economic reasons. However,

sacred injunctions do apply to these species because of
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their secondary importance for ritual use within the sacred

forests themselves.

All plant and animal life within sacred forest bounda-

ries are protected primarily because of the traditional

sanctity and inviolable character of the site itself. This

protection extends also to all natural features of the site.

such as water. soil. rock formations. etc .• as well as all

religious and cult objects. Invariably. this protection is

held in place by traditional belief in the omnipotent.

retributive power [shaktil of a residing guardian deity.

Unhewn sacred stones [kuldevatal. representing clan or

family ancestral guardian deities. are ubiquitous features

in nearly all the sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley.

Because these stones mark sacred space (i.e .• the original

"seats" of the ancestors and their spirits). their

significance for the protection of sacred forests cannot be

overlooked.

Sacred prohibitions surrounding ancient lineage/cult

sites and their associated ecological milieu are common in

all traditional societies. For example. ,Chernella (1987:51).

examining Tukano fishing taboos on the Brazil-Colombia

border. reports:

The Tukano conceive of the world as 'families in place.'
The human world consists as localized sibling units.
The animal world. likewise. consists of lineages of
animals considered to be 'brothers.' each of whom has
a designated 'sitting and breathing place' (duhinia).
For humans as well as animals the proper sitting and
breathing place is where the ancestors 'sat.' for their
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souls are recycled in alternate generations. Continuity
in space is a critical dimension of Tukano lineal re
generation and is considered equally important to
animal groups, such as fish. The absolute dominion of
each group in its 'sitting place' must be respected.

Like the Tukano system of patricIans, each fish or
animal patricIan is headed by a 'senior,' an 'oldest
brother,' or 'first ancestor.' It is this 'pater
familias' who, in Tukanoan belief, will go to extreme
means to protect his group. Examining the locations of
such guardian spirits and the associated taboos reveals
patterns suggesting that their impact on the maintenance
of fish populations is significant.

For millenia, the sacred forests of Kathmandu Valley

have also served as natural sanctuaries fo~ spiritual adepts

who established meditation [the yogic practice of sitting

and breathing] seats [-thal= place to sit down], which in

time became sacred lineage seats for their spiritual descen-

dents. By tradition, upon their demise, all ~(s), and

members of certain primitive tribes in Nepal, are buried in

the upright yogic sitting position. Their burial sites are

often marked by sacred upright stones [linqa], which are

also prominent features in nearly all the sacred forests.

Obviously, the protected status of sacred forests is

deeply rooted in religio-cultural tradition. As spiritual

centers for the enactment of specific rites, sacred forests

are continually maintained as such through a communal

renewal of spirit of place. While prohibitions serve to

limit destructive actions stemming from profane motives,

more importantly, the institution of ritual acts to purify

and preserve sacred space.
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Many gods and goddesses reside in this place. Even if
there is only a little piece of rock. people believe
a god is there. But. if the trees are cut there will
be no interest in this place. because the shakti will
be gone. Wherever there is a god. there is a forest;
wherever there is a forest. all the gods will come
and meditate.

WHAT DO THEY MEAN?

As biological and human cultural artifacts. sacred

forests are important bio-cultural landmark features of

present-day Kathmandu Valley. Floristically and culturally.

they represent a meeting point for archaic forms. enclosed

by the barrier of sanctity which also serves as a bridge to

the future. Their meaning includes both physical and

metaphysical planes of understanding.

The people of Kathmandu Valley believe that certain

areas of forested land are sacred because: [1] religious

events occurred there; [2] they contain specific natural

features; [3] they are the dwelling place or embodiment

of spiritual beings; and/or [4] they surround or contain

ceremonial or burial grounds. Specific religio-cultural

beliefs associated with each site form the basis for

religious laws governing the site. Preservation of the

natural character of each site rests on the continuation

of perceptions concerning the sacred character of the

site itself.
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An underlying assumption of this study is that sacred

forests are important bio-cultural landscape preservation

areas. Scattered across the Valley's land surface. they may

be likened to islands or oases of vegetation in a spreading

sea of denuded landscape. Their presence and delineation in

the landscape owes itself primarily to the concept of sacred

space. which draws a boundary between sacred and profane.

inviolable and violable. common ground. This boundary

situation. upheld by associated traditional religio-cultural

beliefs, as~umes socio-historical importance as an archaic

environmental covenant. for it has served to preserve

certain natural areas throughout much of human recorded

history.

Modern preservation efforts too often miss the mark in

seeking solutions to natural landscape area problems by

addressing only the biological dimension, at the expense

of the cultural dimension. In the case of sacred forests,

preservation of their cultural resources may be critical in

promoting and achieving preservation of their biological

resources. Without culture. there is no collective

environmental covenant, and there are no sacred forests.

The subject of endangered ideologies and human cultural

extinction is not unrelated to that of biological extinc

tion. Culture may be defined as learned behavior and tradi

tions that are largely adaptive and work toward survival.

and can be applied to animal populations as weii as to
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human populations (Turnbull 1985:176). Just as the first

step toward the physical extinction of animals begins with

an abrupt or gradual extinction of their culture, the

first step toward the extinction of humans will no doubt

begin with their cultural extinction (I.e.).

For example, traditional resource management systems

and their ideological underpinnings, like biological

resource systems and their species compositions, are them

selves threatened or in danger of becoming extjnct. As

cultural checks to land management become weakened, eroded

or destroyed, it is reasonable to assume that the biologi

cal resouces once afforded protection by them will also go

the same route.

Sacred forests are living testaments of traditional

environmental preservation precepts. The biological,

geographical, historical. religious. social and cultural

meaning of these phenomena is such that one aspect cannot

be understood without reference to the others. To fully

appreciate their significance in the preservation of nature,

it is necessary to recognize sacred forests as remnants of

a rich biological inheritance. and to give credence to their

supporting religious/cultural belief systems as ethically

sound forms of environmental management.

The ethical dimension, as an intersubjective cultural

artifact, a structure of largely tacit standards determined

by the conditions which a society must satisfy in order to
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survive. harbors within itself active agents for and

against change. Because some security for mutual trust and

complementary rights and duties is necessary for collective

life. the absence or breakdown of shared ethical and

epistemological assumptions and standards can only

contribute to the threat of social and environmental

instability. Formerly, this ethical dimension has always

been further confirmed by the injunctions of religion.

which also has contributed the cogency of morality as well

as the binding forces that give coherence to a society.

SYMBOLIC RESOURCE

Human populations appear to behave in a basically

similar fashion in certain human-environment interactions.

For example, through symbolic language and the religio

cultural transmission of traditional environmental know

ledge, human societies have been able to evolve similar

socially exercised proscriptions regarding sacred space.

sacred nature, sacred landscape. etc. The concept of sacred

forests is but one extension of this process, and has proved

to be successful in preserving a valuable and unique

biological heritage through the ages.

Besides serving as biological refugia, sacred forests

are sanctuaries for religion and culture. As such. they

may also serve a symbolic function in the preservation of
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culture. For the people of Kathmandu Valley. they are

religio-cultural reservoirs. where the reenactment of

ancient religious rites. rituals and ceremonies take place.

Sacred forests also serve as sylvan campuses for traditional

religious instruction and practice. and are often the seats

of religious orders and their followers. In India. the

sacred aranya(s) and ~(s). "cradle and nursery of the

Rishiculture." proved to be its custodian in the age of

crisis and catastrophe caused by the iconoclastic invasions

of the Muslims (Awasthi 1965:168). For Kathmandu Valley. the

preservation of a rich religio-cultural heritage no doubt

lies within the protected limits of its sacred forests.

Evidently. by virtue of their present existence and

universal veneration. the sacred forests of Kathmandu

Valley are of continuing importance to a faithful. tradi

tional. religious community. Their ultimate meaning for

past. present and future generations rests firmly in the

memory of place.

While previous efforts have been useful in promoting a

greater awareness and understanding of sacred forests and

their associated belief systems. they have led to the mis

conception that a society can be understood by identifying

and studying certain parts of the culture separately.

without taking into account the common ethos (i.e .• the

fundamental character. spirit. sentiment. moral nature or
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guiding beliefs of a group) that fuses these parts and

gives culture its coherence.

In the context of forest preservation in Nepal. sacred

forests and their associated belief systems could be

considered as a cultural legitimization (or ethical basis)

of modern social support for preservation policy orientation

within the social structure. Identification with sacred

forests as a symbolic focus of environmental cognition

might provide a strong base for revitalizing a conscious

popular understanding of the importance of preservation.

Documentation and preservation of information con-

cerning traditional beliefs and attitudes to sacred forests

may be worthwhile in itself. However. incorporating such

perspectives into school curricula. rural extension or

conservation education programs might have the extra

utility of facilitating effective environmental communica-

tion across generations or between local people and

technical development personnel.

PRESERVATION OPTIONS

The central fact of change. insofar as it affects
man/environment systems. is the incorporation of
formerly autarkic systems into larger and worldwide
systems (Brookfield 1977:138).

In view of the present rapid rate of landscape change in

Kathmandu Valley, this survey of sacred forests could be of

timely interest to organizations concerned with preserving
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biological and cultural heritage. At present. there is no

official definition. record. classiication or management

plan/policy for sacred forests.

The areas documented in this survey represent vegetative

islands in an otherwise denuded environment. The poignant.

present rate of landscape change and environmental degrada

tion. not only in Kathmandu Valley. but also on a more

global scale. gives urgency and necessity to universally

include sacred forests in any preservation scheme.

Sacred forests. as relatively undisturbed natural areas

are obvious candidates for protective status. While they are

a cultural concept as much as they are a biological fact.

and are differentiated as protected resources by one group

of people. they may not always be recognized as such by

another group of people even in the same environment

(Nietschmann 1984:334). Therefore. it is imperative that

known sacred forests are protected as areas established and

universally recognized for the purpose of preservation.

Whether at the local or national level. the problem of

preserving a natural area requires the clear legal designa

tion of its function. supported by administrative and

institutional structures. Once an area has been identified

and placed under preservation status. its perpetuity must be

insured through some kind of enforcement and management

(Brownrigg 1985:34).
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One important consideration in the enforcement of

protective measures is the assignment of proper management

responsibility (Rambo 1985:25). In many areas where forests

occur on communally held land. local communities often lack

internal management institutions capable of controlling both

internal and external exploitative forces (Romm 1982). An

alternative approach to either centralized or decentralized

management is to place the management of protected areas in

the hands of a special purpose interest group (Rambo 1985:

29).

Unfortunately. studies of the distribution and present

status of sacred forests in most countries are lacking.

However. an undertaking could be initiated to identify

sacred forests of actual and potential importance for

designation as protected natural areas within a modern

landscape preservation and management strategy. so that

their integrity can continue to be maintained in perpetuity

through the additional support of legal protection. Such an

undertaking would also embrace the duel objectives of

[1] arresting the destructon (i.e .• desacralization) of

sacred forests and [2] retaining (or reviving) a traditional

resource management practice.

The entire movement to create landscape preservation

areas is actually the reinvention. at another level. of the

configuration that local people have traditionally used

within their territories. The union of the goals of local
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people to preserve their environment in perpetuity with the

goals of landscape preservation advocates is a logical

alliance. Local people clearly have an advantage as the

local protectors. while resource managers have some

advantages in the national political process (Brownrigg

1985:35-36).

International. national and subnational networks of

protected and special management landscape areas already

exist throughout the world. The development of these net

works into a system to incorporate sacred forests would

require only minor changes and would be a way of expanding

the present system. For planners and managers of protected

areas this might entail the adoption of additional criteria

for site selection and the adoption of additional objectives

of management (see Eagles 1984:45-48). In turn. this addi

tional ethical role for landscape preservation areas might

enhance their contribution to worldwide preservation and

strengthen their case for greater ideological support.

A strategy for the preservation of sacred forests can be

modelled after a call of action conceived by Prescott-Allen

and Prescott-Allen (1984:637-638) to establish a system of

in situ genebanks.' The following action would be needed

to establish a national system of sacred forests: the

preservation of sacred forests should be made an explicit

objective of the national landscape preservation system and

provide for the establishment of sacred forests (both as
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designated zones of existing and future preservation areas

and as preservation areas established exclusively or

primarily as sacred forests).

This may require a change in the legislation governing

existing landscape preservation areas. and/or the adoption

of new regulations. Because several types of landscape

preservation areas (e.g., strict nature reserves, natural

monuments, protected landscapes, wildlife sanctuaries)

could be suitable for zoning. it may be desirable to adopt

a broad policy, such as a national policy for sacred forest

preservation, which could mandate the necessary changes

governing all or most such areas and provide for interagency

coordination.

Sacred forests represent a unique biological and

cultural inheritance. Their traditionally sacred boundaries

could be further delineated by a modern landscape preserva

tion perspective which assumes responsibility and authority

for the preservation of both natural and cultural resources.

Sacred forests should be preserved, not only because of

their possible value for future biological or cultural

diversity, but also for their traditional value as an

ethical system of landscape preservation which gives meaning

to the human sense of locality and place.
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A P PEN D I X 1

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What name(s) do you know for this place?

2. What gods/goddesses are here (temple/stone/tree)?

3. How old is this place?

4. What do you know about the history of this place
(stories. myths, legends)?

5. Are there any things people can not do here? What is the
punishment? Who gives punishment?

6. How do you know about these things (answers 1-5)?

7. Who comes to this place? Why? When?

8. Who owns this place? Who takes care of (manages) it?

9. What do you believe about the power of this place? Other
people?

10. What do you think will happen to this place in the
future? Is it a good idea to preserve it? Why/why not?

11. What do you know about any changes around or inside this
place (past and recent changes)?

12. What do you know about the trees (names) and other
natural things in this place? How are they related to the
god/goddess?

13. What do you believe/feel about the jungle? Other people?
Is it important to take care of/preserve the jungle?

14. What do you know/believe about Bandevi/Bandeva?

15. Do you know any other places like this (with jungle) in
Kathmandu Valley?

16. How do you know/recognize boundaries/borders of this
place?

Demographic: (a) Age? (bl Sex? (c) Occupation?

(d) School level? (e) Caste? (f) Residence?
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APPENDIX 2

CHECKLIST OF KEY IDENTIFIABLE FEATURES

1. SILAPATRA:

2. PATI:

3. BHAJANKAL:

4. TEMPLE BUILDING:

5. MONASTERY:

6. RESIDENCE:

7. SCHOOL:

8. HOSPITAL:

9. BELL:

10. LINGA (UNCOVERED):

11. TRISULI:

12. LION STATUES:

13. SHRINE:
DEITY ICONIC ANICONIC STONE/ROCKFACE COVERED UNCOVERED

14. CAITYA:

15. SACRIFICE:

16. BURNING PLACE/ETERNAL FLAME:

17. OTHER ARCHITECTURE/SCULPTURE:

18. GATE:

19. PATH/ROAD:

20. NAGA:

21. SACRED TREE:
PIPAL BAR OTHER LARGE/MAGNIF YOUNG W/STONE IDOL

22. SACRED POOL:
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23. SACRED SPRING:

24. WATER TAP:

25. STREAM/RIVER:

26. BURIAL:

27. BOUNDARY/CONDITION: WALL WIRE FENCE LIVE FENCE

28. ANIMALS:

29. CAVES:

COWS GOATS SHEEP BIRDS OTHER

30. PEOPLE: VISITORS RESIDENTS

31- TREE-CUTTERS:

32. LEAF-GATHERERS:

33. WOOD-GATHERERS:

34. WOOD-CARRIERS:

35. ARMY/POLICE:

36. NURSERY:

37. BANPALI:

38. LOCATION:
VALLEY SLOPE HILLTOP BOTTOM END OF SPUR RIVERSIDE

39. ASPECT:

40. SURROUNDING LANDUSE:
URBAN CULTIVATED GRAZING NON-AG OTHER

41. ACCESS: MAIN ROAD SECONDARY ROAD FOOTPATH

42. NEARBY TOWN/DISTANCE TO:

43. PANCHAYAT:

44. WARD NO:

45. APPROX AREA:

46. TOPOGRAPHICAL FEATURE (OUTSTANDING):

47. ROCKS:
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48. CROWN DENSITY: <10% 10-40% 40-70% >70% REMARKS

49. MATURITY CL~SS/TREE HEIGHT:
LGiOLD MATURE IMMATURE SEEDLING DEAD/FALLEN REMARKS

50: DOMINANT SPECIES:

51: COVER TYPE:
75% CONIFER 75% HARDWOOD MIXED SHRB CUTTING REMARKS

52: CONDITION TYPE:
ROCK OUTCRP SLIDE RESIDUAL STND PLANTA SITE FRAGILTY

53: SOIL COVER: LEAVES GRASS SHRUB DEBRIS BARE REMARKS

54: UNDERGROWTH: FERNS MOSS EPIPHYTE CREEPER CLIMBER LICHEN

55: MUSHROOMS/INSECTS:

56: TREE SPECIES

GROUND TREE

57: PRESERVATION STATUS:
DESTROYED POOR MODERATE

58: SIGNS:

59: MAIN THREATS/DISTURBANCE:

60: SUGGESTIONS:

WELL REMARKS

61: SITE MAIN CHARACTERISTIC (APPEARANCE IN LANDSCAPE):

62: VIEWSHED (VIEW FROM PLACE- MTS. RVS. OTHER SITES):

63: NEARBY SACRED SITES:
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